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Abstract
During the Selective Laser Melting (SLM) process large temperature gradients can
form, generating a mismatch in elastic deformation that can lead to high levels of
residual stress within the additively manufactured metallic structure. Rapid melt
pool solidification causes SLM processed Ti6Al4V to form a martensitic
microstructure with a ductility generally lower than a hot working equivalent. Postprocess heat treatments can be applied to SLM components to remove in-built
residual stress and improve ductility.
This investigation sought to investigate and understand the root cause of residual
stress formation and lower ductility in Ti6Al4V components when processed by
SLM, with the aim of ultimately being able to reduce the residual stress and enhance
ductility by SLM parameter adjustment. The effect of individual SLM parameters on
residual stress was studied by using hole drilling method. Microstructural analysis,
tensile, and Vickers hardness testing was used to understand the effect of SLM
parameters on mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V components. Experimental study
was carried out using a commercial Renishaw AM250 SLM machine and a modified
Renishaw SLM125 machine. FEA modelling in ABAQUS with user subroutines
DFLUX and USDFLD was used to predict the correlation between SLM parameters,
cooling rates and temperature gradients.
The experimental investigation included studying the effect of scanning strategy,
layer thickness, rescanning, power and exposure variation keeping energy density
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constant, and bed pre heating temperature on residual stress and mechanical
properties of SLM Ti6Al4V parts.
Finally an I-Beam geometry was created to identify the geometrical dependence of
residual stress in SLM Ti6Al4V components. Stress reduction strategies from the
study of individual SLM parameters were strategically applied to high stress regions
of the I-Beam geometry to devise techniques for stress reduction across the cross
section of a complex geometry.
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1 Introduction
Additive Manufacturing has been officially defined by the ASTM F42 committee as
“the process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer
upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methods”[1].
Additive Manufacturing or AM is a general term for processes used to create complex
3D parts by adding material where needed as opposed to conventional machining
where material is removed from where it is not needed. Parts are built in a layer by
layer manner with each layer consisting of adjacent line tracks deposited/solidified
next to each other. This approach provides a greater freedom for complex designs,
but the physical and metallurgical phenomena associated with this type of
manufacturing processes produce certain detrimental effects on the part properties,
which will be made clear in this work. Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is a technique
belonging to the Powder Bed Fusion family of AM processes, and is the main focus
of this research.
A brief introduction is provided into some of the main issues that arise in SLM
produced parts to help clarify the need for the work conducted in this research
project. To conclude, the aims and objectives of the research with a brief overview
of the methodology used to achieve these aims and objectives is presented in this
introduction.
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1.1 Motivation
Cleaner and resource-efficient production in manufacturing is the target of the
whole industrial world. Additive manufacturing techniques present a viable solution
towards achieving resource efficient production. AM techniques have the potential
to approach zero wastage through in process recycling. Waste recycling would lead
to reduced greenhouse emissions as fewer raw materials would need to be
produced. AM techniques provide freedom of design without the need for partspecific tooling. AM is a key enabler for the design and topology optimization which
could lead to cost and energy saving specifically in aerospace and automobile
industries. AM techniques are environment friendly as they do not directly use any
toxic chemicals like lubricant or coolant in any measurable amount.
Selective Laser Melting represent one of the areas of greatest potential due to the
following reasons.


A wider range of materials can be processed using lasers.



SLM offers higher precision in comparison to other additive techniques
because of the smaller laser spot size.



Development in the field of lasers and optics can lead to cost reduction for
SLM machines.

Hence, for the exploitation of sustainable AM techniques like SLM it is inevitable to
enhance the performance and one of the main challenges is the buildup of high
residual stress in the SLM parts. Therefore this work is focusing on identifying the
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underlying reasons for residual stress in SLM parts and finding means to mitigate
the residual stress.

1.2 Challenges Associated with AM Manufactured Parts
This section provides a brief introduction to the common structural integrity issues
associated with AM parts and a brief introduction to the specific issues studied in
this research work.
1.2.1 Structural Integrity Issues in AM Parts
AM provides many advantages over conventional manufacturing but several
challenges need to be addressed and several aspects of AM process chain need
improvement to realise the full potential of this technology.
Slow production time with some builds lasting over days is one major drawback.
Even though time is saved in the pre-processing stage of the AM process chain,
improvements in build rates are still needed to cut down the cost of AM parts.
Another major issue that needs further work is expanding the material base that can
be processed by AM. In order to expand the material base for AM processing,
research is needed on design of new alloys as well as means of cutting down the costs
of feedstock material production for AM applications.
The most important challenge that is a topic of widespread research and needs
immediate attention is the in process quality control of the AM manufactured parts.
Safety of AM parts and repeatability of the process can be improved only by
addressing the in process challenges associated with AM. By addressing the process
3

induced structural integrity issues the full potential of AM techniques can be
realised.
1.2.1.1 Process Induced Structural Integrity Issues

Process induced structural integrity issues associated with AM parts are associated
with the characteristics of the process.


Metastable microstructure results due to the high cooling rates associated
with the process. The mechanical behavior of such microstructures is not yet
completely documented and neither is the effect of conventional heat
treatment strategies on such microstructure yet fully understood.



Residual stress is yet another major challenge associated with the high
cooling rates characteristic of AM processes. High residual stress limits the
part size. It can induce cracking and lead to part deformations which can
cause in process part failure. Materials available for AM processing are also
limited due to the high residual stress generation associated with such
processes.



Porosity in AM parts is resulted by the choice of non-optimum processing
parameters. Porosity in AM parts can be classified into irregular lack of fusion
porosity (resulted due to insufficient energy supply) and spherical gas
porosity (attributed to high energy input or entrapped gases in the feedstock
material). Even though the inferior mechanical properties of AM parts is
usually attributed to porosity but this mechanism still needs further
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understanding as the influence of the microstructure or residual stresses on
mechanical properties has been neglected so far.


Even though great care is taken in keeping the trace elements (especially
oxygen) content in feedstock material under control and AM processes are
run under inert atmosphere but oxygen and nitrogen pickup during the
process is still a major challenge to be addressed. The molten and resolidified
material during the manufacturing of AM parts pick up a significant amount
of oxygen and nitrogen. Even though the builds occur in an argon
atmosphere, the hot melt pool easily picks up the trace oxygen and nitrogen
present in the chamber. Oxygen and Nitrogen pick up is attributed to the high
melt pool temperature and the time the material stays molten. Controlling
the interstitial Oxygen and Nitrogen in AM parts is important as it can result
in a decrease in the ductility.



Surface finish of AM parts is a major challenge to be addressed for minimising
the post processing requirements and as well as enhancing the part quality.
Research is needed on improving the side surface finish and finding means of
building overhanging structures to avoid the need of supports and improving
surface finish for down facing surfaces.



An important characteristic of the AM parts is the anisotropic mechanical
properties associated with the layer wise building of parts. It is important to
understand the effect of part orientation on this anisotropic mechanical
behavior of final parts and determining means of minimising anisotropy.
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Some of the challenges associated with AM processes can be associated to the
processed material as well.


The formation of 𝑇𝑖3 𝐴l (𝛼2 ) phase is one such common challenge
associated with Ti6Al4V processing via AM techniques. The existence of
𝛼2 phase can lead to increase in yield stress but is responsible for
increased crack nucleation, enhanced crack propagation and thus
reduced ductility of AM parts.

In order to make AM technologies a viable manufacturing solution the inherent
challenges associated with the processes need further research and ingenious
solutions. The current work focuses on two of the main challenges high residual
stress and low ductility of SLM parts focusing on Ti6Al4V material. A brief
introduction of these two issues is presented in section-1.1.2.
1.2.2 Challenges Associated with SLM Manufactured Parts (Research Focus)
A significant challenge associated with components produced using the AM process
is the development of high internal residual stresses, which are a result of the
repeated heating and cooling of successive layers of powder during component
build. Selective laser melting process produces rapid heating and cooling effects and
high temperature gradients within the build. As a result, the general microstructural features produced by the SLM process are different to those obtained by
conventional manufacturing and these complex thermal effects promote the
development of residual stresses. If residual stresses are not recognised and
accounted for in the design process, they can be a major factor in the subsequent
6

failure of a component in service, particularly one subjected to alternating loadings
or corrosive environments [2-6]. Residual stresses can also cause deformation in
SLM manufactured parts which is problematic when tight dimensional tolerances
are required. Often, some form of post processing (Hot Isostatic Pressing or heat
treatment) is required to relieve residual stresses which can substantially increase
manufacturing time and costs [7]. It has been demonstrated that process parameters
(i.e. scanning strategy, bed pre-heat, laser power, processing speed, layer thickness,
and track overlap) determine the deformation magnitude, microstructure and the
shape of residual stress profiles. By identifying the source of high residual stresses
in advance and taking into account specific geometrical features, different process
parameters can be applied for different regions of the part to reach high precision
and performance [2, 4-6]. Another major issue with SLM is sub optimal ductility [810] due to the high cooling rates.
These two main problems associated with SLM produced parts warrant further
investigation which justified the need for current research work.

1.3 Research Aims and Objective
The aim of this research was to understand Residual Stress development in SLM
components using a combination of experimental and finite element analysis
approaches.
The first stage in the experimental process involves optimising SLM parameters to
achieve fully dense parts and using these parameters combined with residual stress
7

reduction strategies (Pre-Heating the bed, Scanning Strategy, Pre and Post scanning)
from published literature to find the effectiveness of these strategies for minimising
residual stress. The next stage will be understanding the combined effect of stress
reduction strategies and determining the optimum combination for minimising
residual stress. After establishing the optimum combination of SLM parameters and
stress reduction strategies, test samples will be built on a bespoke heated bed to
determine the effect of high bed temperature on residual stress and identify the
range of pre-heat temperatures necessary for stress free SLM components. The final
stage of the experimental approach will be drawing a relationship between residual
stress reduction strategies and mechanical properties of SLM components.
A detailed FEA Thermo-Mechanical Model of the SLM process will be made to
understand the physics of the problem. The FEA model will be verified by comparing
results with experiments. A verified FEA model will be used to study the effect of
process parameters and stress reduction strategies on residual stress.
Finally using the knowledge from the FEA model and experiments high stress areas
in a geometry will be identified and residual stress will be reduced by intuitively
applying stress reduction strategies to areas of high residual stress.

1.4 Novelty
An intuitive geometry dependent stress reduction strategy will be devised as a result
of this research. A part with varying cross-section will be built and the residual stress
profile will be generated using the contour method. Areas with higher residual
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stresses will be identified and the optimum combination of stress reduction
strategies will be intuitively applied to those areas.
This research is the first comprehensive study on establishing relationships between
SLM parameters (scanning strategies, power, exposure, layer thickness, re-scanning
strategies, build position on the platform and build platform temperature) and
residual stress build up in the final parts. Secondly this research will provide insight
into the combined effect of stress reduction strategies on residual stress and help in
selecting the optimum combination of stress reduction strategies to obtain parts
with minimum residual stress. Finally this research will illustrate the effects of stress
reduction strategies on the mechanical properties of the final parts. This will be
helpful in avoiding the combination of stress reduction strategies which reduces
residual stress at the detriment of mechanical properties.
The novel aspects of this work can be listed as follows.


This work is based on the Renishaw systems and thus is the first of its
kind detailed work on the effect of modulated pulsed laser on the
processing of Ti6Al4V SLM parts.



Relationship between standard SLM parameters and residual stress is
established.



The effect of stress reduction strategies on mechanical properties is
established.



The effect of high bed pre-heat temperatures based on the material
behavior (such as martensite decomposition and annealing temperature
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range of Ti6Al4V) on residual stress and mechanical properties is
established.


Intuitive geometry dependent stress reduction strategies are devised for
reducing stress across specific regions of a complex geometry.



A verified novel enhanced volumetric heat source with isotropic
enhanced thermal conductivity FEA model for SLM of Ti6Al4V is
presented.

1.5 Brief Overview of Methodology
Test parts, comprising cubes for density optimisation, blocks for residual stress
measurement, dog bone samples for tensile testing and I-Beam structures for
understanding geometrical dependence of residual stress via the contour method
were produced on a Renishaw-AM250 SLM machine. Heated Bed samples were
produced on a Renishaw SLM-125. Microstructure was characterised by well-known
techniques such as Light Optical Microscopy (LOM), and Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM). Mechanical properties were determined by using Vickers
hardness measurements and tensile testing. Residual stresses were measured via
two distinctly different techniques. In the first method, residual stress was measured
in the blocks using air-brasive hole drilling method. Secondly, the contour method
was used to understand residual stress variation with geometrical features.
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1.6 Outline
Chapter 2 features an extensive literature review of the following.


Challenges associated with Selective Laser Melting.



Residual stress and residual stress generation in SLM components.



Effect of SLM parameters on residual stress.



Ti6Al4V microstructure and mechanical properties.



Effect of SLM parameters on Ti6Al4V microstructure and mechanical
properties.



Residual stress measurement techniques.



SLM modelling.



Geometrical dependence of residual stress in SLM components.

Chapter 3 presents details of the experimental methodology used for this work.
Chapter 4 presents details of


FEA modelling methodology.



Various modelling trials conducted for this work.



Data extracted for different trials from the FEA model.



Experimental validation of the FEA model.

Chapter 5 presents experimental results of the effect of individual SLM parameters
variation on,
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Porosity.



Microstructure.



Residual stress.



Mechanical properties.

of SLM Ti6Al4V components.
Chapter 6 presents a discussion on the experimental results of the effect of
individual SLM parameters variation on,


Porosity.



Microstructure.



Residual stress.



Mechanical properties.

of SLM Ti6Al4V components using FEA modelling.
Chapter 7 highlights the results of contour method analysis for,


Identifying high stress regions in a Ti6Al4V I-Beam geometry manufactured
via SLM using parameters optimised for density.



Effect of stress reduction strategies identified from Chapter 6 on residual in
high stress regions of the I-Beam, when strategically applied to different
locations across the build height.

Chapter 8 finally lists the overall conclusions drawn from this work and suggestions
for future work.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Additive Manufacturing Classification
Additive Manufacturing processes create successive cross-sectional layers to
fabricate a final part. Initially a solid model is designed in CAD or scanned as a digital
CAD file, and then sliced into layers using build preparation software. The crosssectional slicing is dependent upon the resolution of the process. Each layer of
material is then selectively deposited. Some processes selectively apply energy to
the cross-section to fuse the raw material[11]. According to ASTM F2792-12a [12]
AM technologies are classified into seven categories as shown in Figure-2.1.

Figure 2-1 Additive Manufacturing technologies classification by ASTM international[12].
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2.1.1 Material Extrusion
The viscosity of a thermoplastic wire is lowered by feeding through a heated nozzle,
to enable smooth deposition of continuous lines. The nozzle can move in X, Y and Z
direction, while in some cases the Z direction movement is assigned to the baseplate
onto which the material is deposited. It is a cost effective method common with the
home users[13].
2.1.2 Powder Bed Fusion
Powder bed fusion techniques are characterised by the use of an energy beam such
as laser or electron beam for selectively melting a layer of powder. Another layer of
powder is deposited on top of the fused layer and subsequently scanned to fuse to
the previous layer. Deckard and Beaman developed polymer powder bed fusion, in
the mid-1980s, used for processing polyamides and polymer composites. Selective
laser sintering is capable of creating ceramic and metal parts by melting polymer
blends but high temperature post processing is required for fully sintering the
structural powder. The most popular metal powder bed fusion processes are direct
metal laser sintering (DMLS), selective laser melting (SLM) and electron beam
melting (EBM). DMLS and SLM utilise a focussed laser beam, while EBM uses an
electron beam as the energy source for fully melting metal powder. The possibility
of achieving fully dense metal parts makes the powder bed fusion processes the AM
category with widest applications in the building of functional and structural
components building[13].
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An important aspect of the SLM technology is the type of laser used in the machine.
Concept laser M3 linear machine uses an Nd:YAG laser which can operate both in
continuous wave and pulsed mode. EOS M250 uses a continuous wave CO2 laser,
while Renishaw machines uses a modulated Nd:YG laser. The operation principle of
the laser will determine the energy addition into the powder bed and thus it is
important to consider this feature while comparing results across different
platforms.
2.1.3 Vat Polymerization
Photopolymer is formed by curing a prepolymer resin, exposed to radiation.
Photopolymerization uses these radiation curable resins, as the raw material.
Irradiation by ultraviolet (UV) light causes the prepolymer to solidify upon
polymerization. In the top down approach the parts are attached to a base plate
which moves down into the liquid bath as each layer is irradiated from above,
polymerized and solidified. The bottom up approach irradiates a thin resin layer
from below and the base plate moves upward after the irradiation, polymerization
and solidification of each layer[13].
2.1.4 Material Jetting
Photopolymers or wax is liquefied by passing through a heated nozzle and liquid
droplets are deposited onto a baseplate. Further layers are deposited on top of the
already solidified material. The process allows the deposition of multi materials on
top of each other. The process is quite similar to 2D inkjet printing[13].
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2.1.5 Binder jetting
In the early 1990s the binder printing method was primarily developed at MIT,
where binder is jetted onto a powder layer to form cross sections of a part. After
every layer of binder the machine deposits a new layer of binder and the process is
repeated till the part geometry is complete. The binder is only acting to hold the part
material together and through extensive post processing the binder is burnt out and
the part material is sintered together[13].
2.1.6 Sheet Lamination
Sheet lamination involves cutting sheets into the right shapes first and then bonding
the cross sections with each other via adhesive bonding, thermal bonding, clamping
or ultrasonic welding[13]..
2.1.7 Directed Energy Deposition or DED
The directed energy deposition method is used for metal parts forming similar to
powder bed fusion processes, but DED involves a deposition head mounted on a
robot arm for the delivery of the material. Powder is sprayed co-axially into the
energy beam, or a wire is fed into the melt pool created by the beam. The
combination of an electric arc as heat source and wire as feedstock is referred to as
Wire + Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM). The Laser Engineered Net Shaping or
LENS process, also called Laser Cladding (LC) or Laser Metal Deposition (LMD) is the
most prominent technique in this category. Laser optics, powder nozzle(s) and inert
gas tubing are integrated into a deposition head for DED. The process is capable of
depositing onto a flat substrate for creating 3D parts, as well as the deposition head
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can deposit material onto an already existing part for the purpose of creating
addition geometry or repair. Relative movement of the deposition head and
substrate is used for controlling the material deposition. The deposition head is
usually attached to a robotic arm capable of multi axis movement. Since the material
(powder or wire) is fed coaxially into the energy beam the process creates a larger
meltpool compared with powder bed fusion and thus has a lower resolution than
powder bed fusion processes[13].

2.2 Selective Laser Melting
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) was developed by Carl Deckard at the University of
Texas at Austin (USA) mainly to simplify the tedious process of prototyping. It was
mainly aimed for processing polymers [14]. With advancement of the technology
and a realisation of the capabilities of the SLS process it, began to be commonly used
for producing functional products rather than just prototypes. As metals are most
commonly used for building machine parts and the process had capabilities to
produce metal parts with complex geometries so it interested most researchers and
SLS began to be commonly used for producing small series production runs of fully
functional metal parts [15-17]. The term Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is specifically
used for AM process used to layer wise consolidate metallic material parts with high
energy laser beam. SLM utilises a higher laser energy than SLS to fully melt metal
layers and consolidate into final products. SLM produces nearly fully dense parts
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with mechanical properties comparable to those of bulk materials, minimizing post
processing requirements [2].
A typical configuration of an SLM system is shown in Figure-2.2. A metallic substrate
plate is mounted and secured on the processing table that moves vertically in the
build chamber. The table moves down equivalent to the layer thickness set in the
CAD model. A container stores the metallic powder and delivers powder for each
layer according to the dosage level set on the machine which is spread
homogeneously across the substrate plate by a leveller. The laser beam scans the
cross-section of the geometry of the CAD model into the powder with processing
parameters set in the material file. Thus parts of the powder layer are selectively
melted and consolidated defining the cross-section of the solid part. This process is
repeated for each layer of the CAD model till the full part is completed.

Figure 2-2 Selective Laser Melting Process [18].
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2.3 Challenges Associated with SLM
The SLM process involves a number of characteristic challenges associated with the
process, which require proper understanding and control to avoid problems with
material processing.
2.3.1 Porosity
Porosity is a characteristic defect of the powder bed fusion process and is usually
reported as % porosity in a volume or area. Achieving nearly fully dense SLM parts
has been a focus of many earlier investigations [19-22]. It is evident from these
investigations that porosity in SLM samples can be characterised into two broader
categories, lack of fusion (irregularly shaped) and gas (spherical) porosity. Lack of
fusion porosity is a consequence of insufficient energy input due to either
insufficient melt overlap, or insufficient melting or fusion depth. Spherical porosity
is attributed to either trapped gas in the feedstock or high energy input resulting in
vaporisation. Porosity has a detrimental effect on mechanical properties as pores
can act as crack initiation sites and therefore it is important to achieve a good density
in SLM parts. Except porosity caused by trapped gas, porosity in the SLM samples
can be controlled through scan parameter optimisation and determining the right
amount of energy required for proper melting of the material.
2.3.2 Surface roughness
The phenomenon of molten metal solidifying as beads caused by insufficient wetting
of the underlying material due to surface tension is called balling[23]. Figure-2.3
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shows that insufficient energy supply can lead to balling phenomenon.
positive effect on the balling phenomenon.
Liquid metals do not wet surface oxide films in the absence of a chemical reaction
therefore it is very important to avoid oxidation. Sufficient remelting of the previous
layer is necessary for removing surface contaminants, breaking down oxide films
and providing a clean solid–liquid interface at the atomic level[23]. Balling can also
be avoided by improving wetting by addition of various alloying elements. Applying
very high pulse energies can also be useful in suppressing balling[23].
Balling creates a rough surface and hinders smooth deposition of further layers of
powder, which leads to high porosity and higher surface roughness[23]. According
to the process parameter window for continuous and pulsed laser systems shown in
Figure-2.3, ref-[23] reported reduction in balling while high power and high speed
combination was used.

Figure 2-3 Process window for (a) Continuous Wave operation and (b) Pulsed operation[23].
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In contrast, ref-[19] reported a reduction in balling when low power was used with
slower scanning speeds. Thus proper parameter optimisation for the desired
material can lead to a reduction in balling and result in an improved surface finish
for SLM parts.
2.3.3 Process induced cracking
Micro or macro cracks forming in the SLM parts as a result of the process is termed
as process induced cracking. Cracking in SLM parts is very much material dependant
and some of the alloys susceptible to cracking are Inconel 738 [24] and Waspaloy
[20].
2.3.4 Poor Mechanical Properties due to Non-Equilibrium Microstructure
Inherent high cooling rates associated with the SLM process lead to a nonequilibrium microstructure and the effect of this microstructure on the mechanical
properties is not yet completely understood. The effect of SLM Ti6Al4V
microstructure on mechanical properties is dealt with in more detail in Section-2.9.
2.3.5 Residual Stress
Residual stresses in SLM parts is a consequence of the high cooling rates associated
with the process. Residual stress can lead to part deformation as well as induce
cracking in SLM parts. Residual stress in SLM Ti6Al4V is the main focus of this
research and therefore this problem is being detailed further in Section-2.4.
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2.4 Residual Stress
“Residual stresses are stresses that remain inside a body that is stationary and at
equilibrium with its surroundings” [25].
Stresses that remain in a material or a body without application of an external load
(applied force, displacement of thermal gradient) are called residual stresses which
originate due to heterogeneous plastic deformations, thermal contractions and
phase transformations during manufacturing and processing of materials. Residual
stresses can have a detrimental effect on the performance and life of a component.
Alternatively, compressive surface residual stresses introduced deliberately can be
beneficial. Positive values of stress indicate tensile stress while negative values of
stress indicate compressive stress. Stress equilibrium is maintained in any free
standing body; tensile residual stress in one region of the component will be
balanced by a compressive stress elsewhere[26].
2.4.1 Nature of Residual Stress
Tensile surface residual stress is generally undesirable because it can result in
fatigue failure, quench cracking and stress-corrosion cracking. While compressive
surface residual stress can enhance both the fatigue strength and resistance to
stress-corrosion cracking. In general, residual stresses operating in the plane of the
applied load but in the opposite direction are beneficial. It is more difficult to predict
residual stresses compared to the in-service stresses on which they superimpose.
Residual stress can be characterised based on their self-equilibrating characteristic
length scale [26, 27].
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Macro Residual Stresses (Type-I): These stresses vary within a component over a
range much larger than the grain size. Micro Residual Stresses (Type-II and TypeIII): result from differences within the microstructure of a material. The sign and/or
magnitude of these stresses can change over distances as small as the grain size of
the material under analysis. They can be classified into two types, namely Type II or
III. Type II residual stresses vary over the scale of on an individual grain, and can
exist in single phase materials due to anisotropic behavior of each grain. While in
multi-phase materials they exist as a result of variation in the properties of the
different phases. Type III residual stresses exist within a grain, essentially as a result
of the presence of dislocations and other crystalline defects [25-27].
2.4.2 Origin of Residual Stress
Mechanically generated residual stresses, occur due to non-uniform plastic
deformation during the manufacturing process. The development can be natural due
to the process or treatment or a particular stress profile in a component can be
developed by deliberate introduction of residual stress. Rod or wire drawing,
welding, machining (turning, milling) and grinding tend to produce undesirable
surface tensile stresses, while shot peening, autofrettage of pressure vessels,
toughening of glass or cold expansion of holes can be used to introduce beneficial
compressive residual stresses. Macroscopic thermally generated residual stresses,
occur as a result of non-uniform heating or cooling operations. While thermal
residual stresses on microscopic level, develop due to a mismatch between the
coefficient of thermal expansion of different phases or constituents in a material.
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Chemically generated residual stresses, develop due to volume changes associated
with chemical reactions, precipitation or phase transformations. Substantial
residual stress gradients can develop in the surface layers of components during
chemical surface treatments and coatings [25-27].

2.5 Residual Stresses in SLM
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is specifically used for the AM process used to layer
wise consolidate metallic material parts with a high energy laser beam. Figure-2.4
shows an example of distortion caused by residual stresses in a pair of coplanar
plates welded together when the joint is allowed to cool to ambient temperature
[27]. The SLM process in essence is producing a 3D geometry from the stacking of
thousands of welds together.

Figure 2-4 Example of distortion caused when pair of coplanar plates is welded together and
joint is allowed to cool to ambient temperature[27].

The melt pool size in SLM process is much smaller compared with conventional
welding processes, with melt pool dimensions in the order of 10−1 𝑚𝑚3 . A significant
problem associated with components produced using the AM process is the
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development of high internal residual stresses, which are a result of the repeated
heating and cooling of successive layers of powder during component build. The
selective laser melting process produces rapid heating and cooling effects and high
temperature gradients within the build. As a result, the general micro-structural
features produced by the SLM process are different to those obtained by
conventional manufacturing and these complex thermal effects promote the
development of residual stresses. If residual stresses are not recognised and
accounted for in the design process, they can be a major factor in the subsequent
failure of a component in service, particularly one subjected to alternating loadings
or corrosive environments [2-6]. The temperature gradient mechanism model and
the cool-down phase model are being used to explain how thermal stresses build up
in SLM[28].
2.5.1 Temperature Gradient Mechanism (TGM)
According to the temperature gradient mechanism[28], a compressive stress-strain
condition builds up in the irradiated material due to partial inhibition of the thermal
expansion (𝜀𝑡ℎ ) of irradiated material by surrounding colder material as shown in
Figure-2.5(a). Partially elastic (𝜀𝑒𝑙 ) and partially plastic (𝜀𝑝𝑙 ) compressive strain will
occur in the irradiated zone if the compressive stress is greater than the compressive
yield stress (𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ) as shown in Figure-2.5(b). During cooling, plastic deformation
(𝜀𝑝𝑙 ) partially inhibits the shrinkage of the material in the irradiated zone resulting
in the buildup of residual tensile stress (𝜎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠 ) in the irradiated region as shown in
Figure-2.6(a). Force and momentum balance in the part results in the buildup of
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compressive residual stress (𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ) in the region surrounding the irradiated zone
as shown in Figure-2.6(b).

Figure 2-5 Left (a) Induced stresses and deformation (strain) during laser beam heating.
(b) Simplified representation of the formation of thermal stress and strains in the irradiated
zone. [28]
Figure 2-6 Right (a) Occurring stresses and deformation (strain) when the part cools down.
(b) Simplified representation of the formation of residual stresses and strain in the irradiated
zone. [28]

2.5.2 Cool-down Phase Model
According to the cool-down phase model the shrinkage of previously melted
material during re-solidification is partially inhibited by underlying material which
results in the buildup of tensile residual stresses (𝜎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠 ) in the top layer. Using force
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and momentum balance a simplified mechanical model is proposed to quantify the
cool-down phase model.[28, 29]
Residual stresses in the latest added top layer are assumed to be equal to the yield
strength of the material (𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ) as shown in Figure-2.7(a). High tensile stresses
(𝜎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠 ) shown by the (+) sign, buildup in the SLM part while compressive stresses
(𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ) shown by (−) sign, build up in the upper part of the base plate and lower
tensile stresses (𝜎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠 ) build up in the lower part of the base plate due to the
assumption that residual stresses in the top layer are equal to (𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ) as shown in
Figure-2.7(b).
Figure-2.8(a) shows the SLM part connected to the base platform has high tensile
stresses where the top surface has tensile stresses equal to yield stress(𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ). When
the SLM part is removed from the base plate the high tensile stresses in the part
partially relax. The constant part of the relaxation shown in Figure-2.8(b) is
responsible for the uniform shrinkage of the part while the linear relaxation term
shown in Figure-2.8(c) is responsible for the bending of the part. Figure-2.8(d)
shows the stresses remaining in the part after relaxation and it can be seen that there
are tensile residual stresses in the SLM part near the top and bottom surfaces which
are balanced by compressive residual stress in the middle.
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Figure 2-7 (a) Residual stresses after adding two layers of melted powder on a base plate.
(b) Residual stresses of a SLM part on a base plate after melting more or all layers
(simplified model).[28]

Figure 2-8 (a) Residual stresses within an SLM part still connected to the base plate.
(b) Constant relaxation term. (c) Linear relaxation term.
(d) Residual stresses in a SLM part removed from the base plate[28].
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2.6 SLM Parameters and Their Effect on Parts
All additive manufacturing processes including SLM can be broken down into three
stages and varying the parameters at each stage has an effect on the final part
properties [13, 30].
The parameters affecting the final part properties at every stage are summarised in
Figure-2.9 below.

Figure 2-9 SLM parameters affecting part properties

This research mainly focussed on the second stage of the SLM process, while an
attempt was made on in-situ integration of some of the parameters from the third
stage.
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Figure 2-10 (a) Point Distance (b) Hatch Spacing (c) Core Volume and Contour Spacing

Figure-2.10 shows graphical representation of some of the important parameters
referred to in this study. Figure-2.10(a) shows point distance, which is the distance
between the centres of two consecutive laser spots. Figure-2.10(b) shows hatch
spacing as the distance between the centres of two adjacent scanning tracks. Figure2.10(c) shows the core volume with the blue arrows showing 90ᴼ alternating
scanning strategy, while the contour (border) scanning is shown by the red arrows.
Contour spacing is the width on the sides of the core volume to be scanned with the
laser moving in a clockwise or anti clockwise manner. Contour is defined to improve
the roughness of the side walls of a part by adjusting the scanning parameters
separately than the core volume.
The most important in-process parameters are the laser power P [W], exposure time
t [µs], point distance pd [μm], (some researchers combine pd distance and exposure
time into a single parameter called scan speed v (mm/s)), hatch spacing h [μm], layer
thickness lt [μm], and the scanning strategy. Density optimisation trials are based on
these parameters as they directly determine how the layers are built up. Another
important parameter is the bed preheat temperature. The substrate acts as a large
heat sink and preheating can be used to lower the thermal gradients leading to lower
residual stresses. P, t, pd, h, and lt are used to calculate the energy density E [J/mm³],
given by Equation-2.1.
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𝐸𝐷 =

𝑃.𝑡
𝑝𝑑.ℎ.𝑙𝑡

Equation 2.1

Point distance and exposure time are parameters specific to the Renishaw platforms
and therefore the rest of this work uses Equation-2.1 for energy density calculations.
Equation-2.1 can also be written in terms of the scan speed (v) as shown in Equation2.2.
𝐸𝐷 =

𝑃
𝑣.ℎ.𝑙𝑡

Equation 2.2

Since the foremost objective is to get a fully dense material, this requires a sufficient
amount of heat to fully melt a certain amount of material. Therefore exposure and
laser power are always varied interdependently.

Figure 2-11 Process Window of SLM Melt Zones for Ti6Al4V [31]
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Figure-2.11 shows a process window for SLM of Ti6Al4V, illustrating the effect of
laser power and scan speed on porosity. Processing parameters are divided into four
melting zones. Zone I results in almost fully dense specimens. Zone II parameters
with high power and low speeds lead to over melting. Zone III parameters with low
power and high speed, result in lack of fusion, while Zone OH parameters with high
power and very low scan speeds cause serious thermal deformations in parts[31]. A
combination of high power and lower scan speed results in keyhole generation due
to excessive heat supply. The laser penetrates deep into the underlying material and
rescanning the same layer or even deposition of further layers cannot get rid of
keyhole defects [32]. Using the minimum value of energy density required for
obtaining fully dense parts minimises the surface roughness, while remelting each
layer can also result in improvements in density and surface finish [33].
As the SLM process can be approximated by the stacking of thousands of welds
together so it is really important to understand the dynamics of a single weld or in
the terminology of SLM a single melt pool. Melt pool size increases with increasing
energy input [34] as shown in Figure-2.12. Laser Power has a more pronounced
effect on the maximum temperature than exposure time [34] as shown in Figure2.13.
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Figure 2-12 The width and depth of the molten pool versus irradiation time. Irradiation time
is the ratio of laser spot diameter to scanning speed [34].

The maximum power depends on the laser hardware. Lowering the laser power
reduces the maximum temperature of a melt pool [34-36] and also leads to a smaller
melt pool, which results in higher cooling rates [35]. High laser power has been
reported to result in lower deformation due to residual stress [37], while ref-[36]
reports lower residual stresses for lower laser power.
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Figure 2-13 The maximum true temperature of molten pool versus irradiation time and laser
power [34].

The lowest possible exposure time or scan speed is determined by the highest speed
of the mirrors in the galvanoscanner. As for the effect of scan speed or exposure time
it is the opposite of power. Reducing scan speed leads to lower temperature
gradients [38], lower cooling rates[35], lower residual stresses [39], and reduced
deformation. While higher scan speeds produce an increased cooling rate and lead
to increased cracking [40]. Lower deformation for higher scan speed is reported by
one author in ref-[41].
The limit on point distance is determined by the ability to produce a continuous melt
track. Reducing the point distance too much will result in a bigger melt pool and a
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balling effect while increasing the point distance too much will result in a broken
melt track without proper melting.
Laser spot size (diameter of the laser spot on the powder bed), power and exposure
time determine the width of the melt pool. Therefore the hatch spacing needs to be
significantly less than the width of the melt pool to ensure enough overlapping
between adjacent scan vectors. Tripling the hatch spacing has been reported to
reduce the deflection of a steel sheet to half [41].
Powder particle size determines the lower limit of the layer thickness, while the
need for full melt pool penetration into underlying layers determines the upper
limit. Larger layer thicknesses can increase productivity at the detriment of
geometrical resolution, as well as roughness of side surfaces. It has been reported in
ref-[4, 42, 43], that increasing layer thickness results in reduced residual stresses
due to a reduction in cooling rate. In reality all the parameters included in the
calculation of energy density are seldom varied independently.
The scanning strategy determines how energy is supplied to each layer. Variation in
the scan vector lengths, the sequence and direction of scan vectors and therefore the
rotation of consecutive layers alters the way heat is supplied to the powder bed and
affects the part properties. Figure-2.14 sums up a part of the different possibilities
of scanning patterns. According to the FEA simulation prediction in ref-[44], 45ᴼ line
scanning shown in Figure-2.14(c) resulted in the lowest residual stress and lowest
deformation in IN-718. According to ref-[45], rotating the scan pattern every layer
resulted in a decrease in distortion of the build and substrate.
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Figure 2-14 Scanning strategies [44].

Another important phenomenon related to the residual stress development is the
difference in the directional stresses in SLM parts. According to ref-[44], line
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scanning (shown in Figure-2.14(b)) resulted in the highest difference in directional
stresses and rotation of the scan area resulted in reducing the difference between
the directional stress components as shown in Figure-2.15. It can also be observed
from the results of line scanning in Figure-2.15 that residual stress in the direction
of the scan vector is much higher than in the transverse direction. Ref-[46] also
reported higher residual stress in the direction of the scan vector. According to ref[47], an increase in the scan vector length results in an increase in the longitudinal
stress. Different researchers found that SLM parts or substrates deformed more
along the scan direction, than the transverse direction [4, 43, 48]. It can be seen that
the possibilities of scanning strategies are numerous and even though most studies
claim a shorter scan vector length to be a means of reduction in residual stress, the
phenomenon is not very clear.
An island scanning strategy is one of the most famous scanning strategy, being
proposed for residual stress reduction by many researchers [4, 43, 49]. According to
ref-[49] island size had no effect on residual stress and according to ref-[50], had no
effect on residual stress. According to ref-[51], IN718 SLM samples manufactured
with an island scanning strategy showed residual stresses in the following sequence
2x2mm lowest then 5x5mm, then 7x7mm and 3x3mm had the highest residual
stress. The lowest residual stress in 2x2mm island size was attributed to probable
relaxation due to cracking. It can be seen that different researchers have reported
different effect of island size on residual stress and the relationship between
scanning strategy and residual stress is still very unclear.
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Figure 2-15 Max S11(X-direction) and S22(Y-Direction) stress comparison for all Scanning
Strategies cases [44].

Finally the bed preheat temperature is an important parameter for reducing thermal
gradients, and thus residual stresses. The build-up of thermal residual stresses [2, 4,
25, 27-29, 43, 49, 52-55] due to the high cooling rates and high temperature gradient
between the melt-pool and surrounding material associated with the process is a
major problem in SLM builds. Pre-heating the bed has been reported as the most
efficient in-situ stress reduction strategy during the SLM build as illustrated in
section-2.7, but as can be seen in section-2.7 different researchers report achieving
different levels of stress reduction and various bed temperatures. This can be
attributed to different factors such as the material, combination of other SLM
parameters or even the geometry of the build component. Determining the optimum
range of bed pre-heat temperature which will mitigate the residual stress and
enhance the mechanical properties is still a venue for further research.
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Electron Beam Melting processes Ti6Al4V at 650-750ᴼC bed temperature achieved
by pre-scanning the whole bed with the electron beam resulting in lowering the
residual stress and improving the ductility as compared to SLM [56, 57]. The
martensitic microstructure characteristic of SLM Ti6Al4V components is the reason
for higher strength and low ductility of the parts [8, 58], and the temperature range
for martensitic decomposition in Ti6Al4V is reported to be 600-650 ᴼC [9, 59, 60],
while Ti6Al4V components can be annealed between the temperature range of 700790 ᴼC [61].
Conventionally heat treatment can get rid of the residual stress in SLM parts [29, 54,
62], but SLM parts having a non-equilibrium martensitic microstructure results in
conventional heat treatment strategies being unfit for achieving the desired results.
Table-2.1 shows a range of heat treat temperatures and times used to get rid of
residual stress. Heat treatment and Hipping are beneficial for post build stress relief
but sometimes SLM parts start peeling off the substrate or cracking during the post
processing and therefore there is a need for determining processing conditions that
will yield better builds off the machine.
The build-up of residual stress in SLM parts depends on the combination of SLM
parameters (laser scanning strategy, bed pre-heating, laser power, processing
speed, layer thickness, track overlap) [2, 4-6], but the possible combinations can be
numerous and thus determining the optimum combination can be a daunting and
long task.
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A simpler solution to the issues of non-equilibrium microstructure, sub optimal
ductility and residual stress which are all related to the high cooling rates inherent
in the SLM process can be achieved by raising the bed temperature above the
martensitic decomposition temperature and possibly in the range of the annealing
temperatures for Ti6Al4V. Raising the bed temperature will decrease the thermal
gradient, cooling rates and let the microstructure of the parts homogenise at higher
temperatures. The effect of bed pre-heat temperature on microstructure, residual
stress and mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V SLM components is one of the main
aims of this research. The goal is to determine the optimum bed pre-heat
temperature which can mitigate residual stress, enhance mechanical properties and
achieve parts with an equilibrium α+β microstructure.

2.7 Residual

Stress

Reduction

Strategies

from

Published

Literature
Considerable research has been conducted on understanding the effect of SLM
process parameters on residual stress. Figure-2.16 shows the bridge geometry
utilised in the Bridge Curvature Method to study the effect of SLM parameters on
residual stress.
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Figure 2-16. Principle of the method for identifying the residual stresses in the test parts. (a)
Before, and (b) after removal from base plate. Geometry of the test parts: (c) variable width
W and thickness T to optimize the bridge structure for repeatability. (d) Final dimensions of
the optimized bridge geometry [mm][4].

Below is a list of process parameters and their effect on residual stress from
published literature.
2.7.1 Heat Treatment


Heat treatment is a post build process and published literature reports the
effect of varying heat treatment on residual stress.



The curling angle of a bridge shaped geometry was measured using the
Bridge Curvature Method[4]. According to ref-[4], heat treatment at 550ᴼC
for two hours reduced the curling angle by 80%.



The strain in a T-Shaped Cantilever was measured using Deflection
Analysis[54]. According to ref-[54], heating in 25 degrees steps from 750-850
ᴼC reduced strain by 84.4%.



Stress in a beam geometry was measured using the Modified Layer Removal
method[29]. According to ref-[29], stress relieving at 600 ᴼC and 700 ᴼC for
one hour reduced residual stress by 70%.



Stress in a cylinder was measured using the Hole Drilling method[55].
According to ref [55], stress relief at 650 ᴼC in a vacuum furnace for 8 hours
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reduced the residual stress by 76-81%. Recrystallization Anneal at 950 ᴼC in
a vacuum furnace for 1 hour reduced the residual stress by 94-97%. Duplex
Anneal at 950 ᴼC for 1 hour and then 700 ᴼC for 4 hours in a box furnace
resulted in 91-95% reduction in residual stress. Beta Anneal at 1050 ᴼC for 1
hour and then 700 ᴼC for 4 hours in a box furnace reduced the residual stress
by 90-91%.
2.7.2 In-situ Powder Bed Pre-Heating


The curling angle of a bridge geometry was measured using the BCM[50].
According to ref-[50], pre-heating the bed to 180 ᴼC resulted in a 10%
reduction in the curling angle.



Residual stress in a beam geometry measured using the Modified Layer
Removal method reduced by 40% when the powder bed was pre-heated to
160ᴼC [29].



Residual stress in two 1x1mm layers was calculated using FEA and Surface
Profilometry[63]. According to ref-[63], pre-heating the bed to 150 ᴼC gave
18 % reduction in longitudinal stress & 65.9% in transverse stress. While a
pre-heat temperature of 300 ᴼC gave 51.8% reduction in longitudinal stress
& 125% reduction in transverse stress[63].



Deformation in a T-Shaped Cantilever and a Helical Spring were measured
using optical microscopy and Image-J [64]. According to ref-[64], pre-heating
the powder bed to 380 ᴼC made the in-situ eutectic alloying of Al and Si12
powders and building of anchorless overhanging structures possible.
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The curling angle of a bridge shaped geometry was measured using the BCM
and residual stress in block specimens was measured using X-Ray Diffraction
and the Contour Method [52]. According to ref-[52], pre-heating the bed to
400 ᴼC reduced residual stress by 50%.



FEA Modelling, Neutron Diffraction and Coordinate Measurement were used
to measure the deformation in a T-Shaped Cantilever[43]. According to ref[43], pre-heating the bed to 100 ᴼC resulted in 22.3% reduction in
deformation of the ends, while a bed pre-heat temperature of 200 ᴼC reduced
the deformation of the ends by 87%.

2.7.3 Length of Scan Vectors


FEA and Surface Profilometry was used to measure the residual stress in two
1x1mm layers [63]. According to ref-[63], using shorter scan vectors reduced
the residual stress.



The curling angle of a bridge shaped geometry was measured using BCM [50].
According to ref-[50], 2mm Scan Vectors gave 13% reduction in the curling
angle compared to 20mm Scan Vectors.



FEA Modelling, Neutron Diffraction and Coordinate Measurement were used
to measure the deformation in a T-Shaped Cantilever[43]. According to ref[43], shorter Scan Vectors reduce residual stress.
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2.7.4 Island Size and Orientation of Scan Vectors


Residual stress in a cube was estimated using the Theoretical Model, Crack
Compliance and X-Ray Diffraction methods [49]. According to ref-[49], Island
Size had no effect on residual stress. Randomised scanning order resulted in
the lowest residual stress.



The curling angle in a bridge geometry was measured using BCM [50].
According to ref-[50], Island Size had no effect on the curling angle. 45 degree
rotation of the scan area from x-axis reduced the curling angle by 36% [50].



FEA Modelling, Neutron Diffraction and Coordinate Measurement were used
to measure the deformation in a T-Shaped Cantilever[43]. According to ref[43], Island Scanning reduced Longitudinal Stress by almost 67%.

2.7.5 Post Scanning


Residual stress in a cube was estimated using a Theoretical Model, Crack
Compliance and X-Ray Diffraction methods [49]. According to ref-[49], post
scanning each layer with 50% Energy reduced residual stress by 30%.



Residual stress in a beam geometry measured using the Modified Layer
Removal method reduced by 55% when each layer was re-scanned at 150%
energy [29].
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2.7.6 Pre-Scanning


The curling angle of a bridge shaped geometry was measured using Bridge
Curvature Method[4]. According to ref-[4], pre-scanning each layer with the
build power and higher scan speed reduced curling angle by 8%.

2.7.7 Build Position on Platform


Residual stress in a circular disc was measured using the Hole Drilling
method [2]. According to ref-[2], placing the part on the centre of the
baseplate resulted in minimum residual stress. This reduction in residual
stress is a consequence of the laser beam being perpendicular to the surface
[2].

2.7.8 Base Plate Material and Height


FEA and Surface Profilometry was used to measure the residual stress in two
1x1mm layers [63]. According to ref-[63], using similar base plate material as
the build reduced residual stress by 2%. Residual Stress increased with
increasing base plate thickness while deformation decreased [63].



Residual stress in a cube was estimated using the Theoretical Model, Crack
Compliance and X-Ray Diffraction methods [49]. According to ref-[49], a
thicker base plate resulted in lower residual stresses by reducing bending
deformation.
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2.7.9 Layer Thickness


The curling angle in a bridge geometry was measured using BCM [50].
According to ref-[50], for the same Energy Density doubling the layer
thickness reduced the curling angle by 6% [50].



FEA and Surface Profilometry was used to measure the residual stress in two
1x1mm layers [63]. According to ref-[63], doubling the layer thickness
reduced the residual stress by 5% [63].



FEA Modelling, Neutron Diffraction and Coordinate Measurement were used
to measure the deformation in a T-Shaped Cantilever[43]. According to ref[43], increasing the layer thickness by 2.5 times decreased deformation of
the ends by 82%.

2.8 Ti6Al4V and its Applications
Ti6Al4V refers to titanium with 6 percent by weight Aluminium and 4 percent by
weight Vanadium. It is biocompatible, corrosion resistant, and has high strength
with relatively low stiffness. Pure titanium occurs in two solid forms. At room
temperature titanium occurs in the alpha phase of titanium which has hexagonal
close packed (HCP) structure. Heating titanium to 882 °C which is the beta transus
temperature for titanium rearranges the atoms to form the beta phase of titanium
which has body centred cubic (BCC) structure. Both phases have different
mechanical properties. The Beta phase has higher ductility and lower strength than
the alpha phase. If alloying metals are added in small amounts, these phase
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stabilizers can change the transformation temperature and the regions of stability.
Aluminium is an alpha stabilizer, which raises the alpha to beta transformation
temperature. Vanadium is a beta stabilizer, which lowers the transformation
temperature.
Ti6Al4V is an alpha beta alloy and the final microstructure and behavior of Ti6Al4V
depends on the microstructure which has a direct relation with the thermal
processing of the material. Slow cooling of Ti6Al4V from above the β transus
temperature (about 980ᴼC) leads to the transformation of β phase mainly into
globular α. Cooling rate determines the size of α laths. Higher cooling rate enhances
the α nucleation rate but slows down the growth by diffusion. Higher cooling rate
could lead to the existence of α inside prior β grains leading to a basketweave
microstructure[61, 65]. If the cooling rate is higher than 410

ᴼ𝐶
𝑠

the β phase will

transform martensitically[66]. Martensite can exist as 𝛼 ′ having a hexagonal
structure and 𝛼 ′′ having an orthorhombic structure[61, 65]. The type and amount of
𝛼 ′ and/or 𝛼 ′′ depends on the alloy chemistry and quenching temperature. Ti6Al4V
quenched from above the beta transus could retain some β (although in some case
no beta is observed), because the end of martensite transformation is below room
temperature 25ᴼC[61]. If Ti6Al4V is aged at around 500ᴼC it can lead to the alloy
partitioning effect and precipitates of 𝛼2 (𝑇𝑖3 𝐴𝑙) phase forms. 𝛼2 phase can be
concern where there is a possibility for stress corrosion cracking[61]. In Ti6Al4V the
solvus temperature for 𝑇𝑖3 𝐴𝑙 is 550ᴼC and thus heat treatment at 600ᴼC or above
will not lead to the precipitation of 𝑇𝑖3 𝐴𝑙 [61, 65].
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It is commonly used for biomedical applications. Ti6Al4V is light weight and has
excellent corrosion resistance besides being biocompatible and having good
machinability. Aircraft turbine engine and structural components, aerospace
fasteners, high performance automotive parts, marine applications, medical and the
sports equipment industry prefer Ti6AL4V because it has high strength at low to
moderate temperatures [61].

2.9 Ti6Al4V Micro-structure and Mechanical Properties
Ti6Al4V belongs to the group of α+β alloys with Figure-2.17 showing the phase
diagram, showing that they lie between α and β alloys of titanium. Depending on the
cooling rate from the β transus region the final microstructure will be α+β for slow
cooling and martensitic for fast cooling, where the 𝑀𝑠 line shows the martensitic
start temperature. Therefore α+β alloys transform martensitically, if the cooling rate
from the β field to room temperature is high[67]. Ti-6Al-4V has higher strength
compared to α alloys, and a wider processing window as compared to both α and β
alloys [68].
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Figure 2-17 Pseudo-binary section through a β isomorphous phase diagram (schematically)
[69].

In conventional manufacturing (Hot Working) the thermo-mechanical processing
route, determines whether the final microstructures is going to be fully lamellar,
bimodal or equiaxed. In this work only fully lamellar microstructure will be
discussed further to draw inferences regarding SLM microstructure and how the
difference in SLM microstructure can affect mechanical properties as compared to a
fully lamellar hot worked microstructure.
2.9.1 Fully lamellar microstructure
Figure-2.18 shows the processing route for acquiring fully lamellar microstructure.
It also shows what a fully lamellar microstructure looks like. The four stages shown
in Figure-2.18 and especially the cooling rates from the first three steps determine
the final microstructure and the size of α lamellae. In the homogenisation the
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material is heated above the β transus temperature, shown by the dotted line in
Figure-2.18 below. This transforms the whole microstructure into β phase and the
cooling rate determines the α grains length scales.
The deformation stage performed above the β transus temperature, promotes
recrystallization and growth of the β grains, while deforming the material below the
transus temperature will deform the α grains, and will limit β recrystallization and
therefore suppress any grain growth. Recrystallization is performed above the
transus temperature and the cooling rate in this step determines the final lamellar
microstructure size. The fourth and final step is only a stress relief annealing and has
no effect on the microstructure.

Figure 2-18 Processing route for lamellar microstructures of α+β titanium alloys
(schematically), adapted from [69].
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2.9.2 SLM Ti6Al4V Microstructure
SLM components have a characteristic acicular martensitic microstructure, due to
the high cooling rates associated with the process. Figure-2.19 displays the typical
SLM microstructure with acircular martensitic α’ laths in prior columnar β
grains[70]. Scanning strategy and the rotation of the scan vectors determine
whether the columnar β grains are oriented along the build height, or slightly
inclined to the vertical build direction[71]. The width of these columnar grain is
closely related with the hatch spacing between the scan vectors[62]. α’ martensite
has a hexagonal shape, with high dislocation density, which leads to high yield
strength and lower ductility[65]. α’ martensite is a result of high cooling rates
associated with the SLM process and bed building temperatures which effectively is
the homogenisation temperature for the microstructure which is well below the
martensitic transformation temperature (Ms) of Ti-6Al-4V, which

is around

575ᴼC[70].

Figure 2-19. Typical microstructure achieved by SLM technology [70]
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Post heat treatments have been reported to affect the SLM microstructure [58, 70,
72-75]. The issue with heat treatment is that the starting microstructure of SLM
parts is different to conventional manufacturing and therefore the heat treatment
temperatures and residence time need to be optimised accordingly to achieve the
desired results[62]. Xu et-al [70] reported decomposing martensite into α+β
microstructure by adjusting the laser focal offset.
Heat treatment can decompose martensite [72-74, 76, 77], but traditional heat
treatments cannot resolve the issue of porosity, therefore; hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) has been reported as an efficient technique, both for microstructural
modification as well as resolving the issue of porosity[73].
Figure-2.20 shows a variation in SLM microstructure at different heat treatment
temperatures and under HIPPING[73]. Figure-2.20a shows a reference equiaxed
microstructure achieved by hot working. Figure-2.20b shows the typical martensitic
microstructure of as built SLM samples. Annealing heat treatment at 700ᴼC is shown
in Figure-2.20c, which shows partial decomposition of martensite. Heat treating at
900ᴼC shown in Figure-2.20d, resulted in the full decomposition of martensite into
α+β microstructure, while Figure-2.20e shows a complete transformation to α+β
along with α grain growth as a result of hot isostatic pressing at 900ᴼC .
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Figure 2-20 (a) Globular ‘Reference’, (b) as-built SLM structures and effect of
thermomechanical treatment on the microstructure of the SLM samples (c–e), adapted from
[73]

Different researchers have reported microstructural modification and mechanical
properties enhancement as a result of heat treatment [8, 74, 77, 78].
2.9.3 Mechanical properties of α+β titanium alloys.
SLM parts tend to have higher yield strength and lower ductility. Sub optimal
ductility is a main concern related to SLM build components [8-10, 79], resulting
from thermally induced residual stresses, which can cause cracking of the produced
parts [80], process-induced defects such as lack of fusion porosity due to insufficient
energy input and gas porosity due to excess heat input within the structure, can act
as stress concentrators which may lead to premature failure [72] and totally acicular
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martensitic microstructure characteristic of the SLM process due to the high cooling
°𝐶

rates [70]. According to Ahmed & Rack[66] cooling rates above 410 results in a
𝑠

fully martensitic microstructure. Decreasing the cooling rate leads to diffusion
controlled Widmanstätten α formation[66]. SLM Ti6Al4V components have
anisotropic properties, attributed to the variation of the orientation of the columnar
grains relative to tensile test direction[79]. Conventional heat treatment can
enhance the ductility of SLM parts [29, 54, 62], and HIPPING has been found to result
in the greatest improvement in ductility, making it comparable to hot worked and
annealed samples, while the strength decreased slightly and was found to be higher
than mechanically processed Ti6Al4V[79]. Figure-2.20 shows that heat treatment
and HIPPING can result in modified microstructure and therefore the improvement
in ductility can be attributed to the microstructural modification.
Microstructural changes greatly affect the mechanical properties of α+β alloys.
Lütjering [81] demonstrated how mechanical properties vary with lamellar,
globular and equiaxed structures and concluded that α grain size has the highest
impact on the mechanical behavior of α+β alloys. Decreasing α colony size improves
yield strength, ductility and crack nucleation resistance[65, 81]
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Figure 2-21 (a) . Influence of slip length (α colony size) on mechanical properties,
(schematically) (b) Effect of cooling rate from the β phase field on yield stress and ductility of
fully lamellar structures [65, 81].

Figure-2.21a shows how α colony size of Ti6Al4V affects the mechanical properties.
According to Lütjering et-al, [65, 81] the effective slip length is dependent on the α
colony size, and as explained in section-2.8.1 the cooling rate from the β phase field
determines the size of α colonies. High cooling rate from the β phase results in
martensitic microstructure and the slip length and colony size is equal to the width
of an individual martensitic α′ lath. Figure-2.21a shows an increase in 𝜎0.2 yield
stress with decreasing slip length, while Figure-2.21b shows the dependence of yield
stress on cooling rate, which shows a slight increase with increasing cooling rates
initially, but above a certain cooling rate there is an exponential increase in yield
stress with further increase in cooling rate.
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As opposed to yield stress, which shows a clear direct relation with cooling rates,
ductility according to Lütjering et al [65, 81] shows a complex behavior with
variation in cooling rate. Figure-2.21b shows that ductility increases with increasing
cooling rate and reaches a maximum, beyond this point ductility sharply decreases
with increasing cooling rate. Sujoy Kumar[82] explains this behavior of ductility in
terms of two competing effects. Initially higher cooling rate reduces slip length,
which results in reduce pile-up length, which lowers stress concentrations, and
results in delayed crack nucleation thus improving ductility. Figure-2.21a also shows
that ductility increases with decreasing slip length. The second effect according to
Sujoy Kumar [82] responsible for the decrease in ductility with further increase in
cooling rate after the maximum point is a result of the refinement of lamellar
structure. Refinement of α lamellae leads to an increasing the strength of the matrix,
while coarser α-layers along the β-grain boundaries is weaker and this difference in
strength of different microstructural features, results in the premature failure of
samples due to preferential premature crack nucleation in the softer grain boundary
α.
Manikandakumar et-al concluded that the α colony and lath size are responsible for
the mechanical properties of SLM Ti6Al4V[83]. Since SLM microstructure is totally
martensitic and martensite has a high dislocation density, therefore the α colony size
is equal to a single martensitic lath, which results in dislocations pile ups, and
restricts dislocations movement and therefore results in limited plastic deformation
in SLM Ti6Al4V. These microstructural features lend SLM components much higher
yield strength and ultimate tensile strength, but very low ductility.
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Table-2.1 shows a brief comparison of the SLM mechanical properties in as built
condition and the effect of different heat treatment and HIPPING cycles on the
mechanical properties of SLM Ti6Al4V components from published literature. A full
list of mechanical properties of SLM Ti6Al4V from different researchers can be found
in the work by Li et-al[84].

Table 2-1 Mechanical Properties of as built and heat treated SLM Ti6Al4V components

Conditions

Specimen
orientation

UTS
(MPa)

Yield
stress
(MPa)

%Elongation

Study by Leuders et al [72].
No heat treatment Machined Vertical
surface

1080 ± 30 1008 ± 30 2 ± 2

2hr @ 800ᴼC Machined Vertical
surface

1040 ± 30 962 ± 30

5±2

2hr @ 1050ᴼC Machined Vertical
surface

945 ± 30

12 ± 2

HIP:2hr @ 920ᴼC and Vertical
100MPa Machined surface

1005 ± 30 912 ± 30

8±2

No heat treatment As-built Vertical
surface

1051

736

12

No heat treatment Machined Vertical
surface

1155

986

11

1hr @ 700ᴼC Machined Vertical
surface

1115

1051

11

798 ± 30

Study by Kasperovich & Hausmann [73].
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2hr @ 900ᴼC Machined Vertical
surface

988

908

10

HIP: 2 hr @ 900ᴼC and 100 Vertical
MPa Machined surface

973

885

19

Study by Vrancken et-al [62].
SLM As built
Vertical

1110±9

1267±5

7.28±1.12

Reference

Vertical

960±10

1006±10

18.37±0.88

2hr @ 540ᴼC then
Water Quenched
2 hr @ 850ᴼC then
Furnace Cooled
5 hr @ 850ᴼC then
Furnace Cooled

Vertical

1118 ± 39 1223 ± 52 5.36 ± 2.02

Vertical

955 ± 6

1004 ± 6

12.84 ± 1.36

Vertical

909 ± 24

965 ± 20

0.5 hr @ 1015ᴼC then Air
cooled then 2 hr @ 843ᴼC
and Furnace Cooled
2hr @ 1020 ᴼC then
Furnace Cooled
3hr @ 705ᴼC then Air
Cooled
1hr @ 940ᴼC then Air
Cooled Then 2 hr @ 650ᴼC
followed by Air Cooling
0.5hr @ 1015ᴼC then Air
Cooled followed by 2hr @
730ᴼC then Air Cooled

Vertical

801 ± 20

874 ± 23

–
(premature
failure)
13.45 ± 1.18

Vertical

760 ± 19

840 ± 27

14.06 ± 2.53

Vertical

1026 ± 35 1082 ± 34 9.04 ± 2.03

Vertical

899 ± 27

948 ± 27

13.59 ± 0.32

Vertical

822 ± 25

902 ± 19

12.74 ± 0.56

2.10 Residual Stress Measurement Techniques
Residual stress cannot be measured directly and all the measurement techniques
measure different material and geometrical properties of the test specimen to
deduce residual stress information. Figure-2.22 shows a classification of the
Residual Stress Measurement techniques. Residual stress measurement techniques
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are usually classified as destructive or non-destructive. The layer removal method,
the crack compliance method and contour method are some examples of destructive
techniques while X-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction and bridge curvature method
are some of the non-destructive techniques. Depending on the particular
measurement method the results can either be qualitative or quantitative and the
level of quantification also varies over a wide range. Which residual stress
measurement technique to use is really a matter of choice depending on how the
measurements are going to be used as well as the availability of resources. A detailed
review and comparison of the residual stress measurement techniques is presented
in Appendix-A.

Figure 2-22 Residual stress measurement methods
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Hole drilling is termed as a semi-destructive residual stress measurement technique
and was chosen for initial residual stress measurements because of the in house
availability and cost effectiveness as a large number of samples are to be tested for
establishing the direction of research.
In the final part of the project the contour method will be used to determine a stress
profile along the cross section of a geometry for identifying areas with higher
residual stress for intuitive application of stress reduction strategies to those high
stress specific areas.
2.10.1 Hole Drilling
A hole is drilled through the specimen and strain gages on the surface or full field
optical techniques measure the change in strain. Strain relaxation in the
surroundings of the hole gives a measure of the residual stress. Figure-2.23 shows a
residual stress specimen attached with a strain gage rosette and a hole drilled in the
centre. Residual stress can be measured up to 2mm depth and measurement
precision typically ranges between 5–20%. Hole drilling is a semi-destructive
method with portable equipment capable of measuring bi-axial stress 𝜎𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦𝑦 , and
𝜏𝑥𝑦 . It is a quick, easy and cost effective method capable of measurements for both
metals and non-metals as hole drilling is indifferent to grain structure.
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Figure 2-23 Residual stress specimen with strain gage rosette showing hole drilled in centre

Hole drilling is only capable of near surface measurements of in-plane stress profiles.
Stresses are non-uniform and max stress can range up to 70% of yield stress. Since
it is a semi destructive technique, the hole needs to be filled after testing and since
the hole is very small, the part can still be used. 𝜎𝑧𝑧 cannot be measured and for
residual stresses greater than 80% 𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 the uncertainty in measurements
increases. This method is not suitable for complex geometries as surface preparation
is needed and measurements are sensitive to non-concentricity of the hole and
strain gage [2, 5, 25, 27, 53, 85-88].

2.10.2 Contour Method
As shown in Figure-2.24 in the contour method a specimen is sectioned along its
cross-section using a wire EDM. The surface height profiles of both the cut surfaces
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are measured using a coordinate measuring machine or a laser profilometer to
account for cutting asymmetry. The deformation of the cut surfaces are a result of
the Residual Stresses (pull inwards for tensile stresses, bulge outward for
compressive stresses). Residual Stresses normal to the cut are given by finite
element calculations and are equal to the stresses required to return the deformed
surface shape acquired from the average of the two cut surfaces to a flat plane. Strain
Relaxation combined with Bueckner’s superposition principle gives a measure of the
Residual Stress.

Figure 2-24 Schematic of Contour method [53].
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The contour method gives a full 2D stress map along a specimen cross section and
the measurements are accurate within 5–20%. Wire EDM and Coordinate
Measurement Machine's axis ranges can limit the depth of measurement. Accuracy
is independent of the depth of cut and is indifferent to grain structure. A good EDM
cut can provide a surface for further processing such as etching.
It is a destructive technique which requires very accurate cutting and is not good for
near-surface measurements. Data needs to be filtered and smoothed which
compromises accuracy. Getting residual stress data from the contour measurement
requires awareness of Finite Element Software. The costs of measurement are high
and the availability of the testing equipment is limited which makes it very difficult
for a large number of samples to be tested [5, 53, 89].

2.11 The use of modelling in the measurement of Residual Stress
in SLM applications
There are various experimental residual stress measurement techniques available
as detailed in Appendix-A. The qualitative measurements used by other researchers
are comparatively quick, easy and cost effective and offer a good starting point for
further experimentation. Quantitative measurements can be expensive and time
consuming but give a more solid understanding of experimental results and assist in
the future direction of the project. A further option is offered by simulation and
modeling techniques.
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Development of a powerful Finite Element Analysis simulation will save both time
and effort in the process of identifying and rectifying residual stresses in the SLM
process. Simulation could give greater freedom to quickly explore different
possibilities, provide guidelines for targeting the direction of the research and
potentially reduce the number of builds necessary to develop the project.
For accurate simulation of the SLM process, the dynamics of the process along with
most process parameters should be considered. Several FEM thermal models
developed by researchers can be found in literature [6, 90, 91], where a laser beam
was modelled as a moving heat source, the effect of process parameters on stresses
induced due to thermal gradients was studied. However, these models are based on
assumptions for linearizing some of the inherent nonlinearities of the SLM process.
On the one hand due to computational power limitation, it is not always feasible to
model every single scanning vector within the energy application and it is better to
follow the so called global model based on whole parts [43]. While on the other hand,
a 3D thermo-mechanical finite element model including the effect of the powder-tosolid transition has been developed to investigate the transient temperature,
transient stresses, residual stresses and distortion of the component made of
multiple materials produced using a laser-assisted layer-by-layer fabrication
approach [92].
The use of a high powered laser beam, for layer-by-layer fusion of metallic powder
is a characteristic of the SLM process. The temperature profiles generated in the SLM
process are most widely simulated using FEM [6, 90, 91, 93-101].
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FEM simulating the melting and solidifying of powder was used by Shiomi et al [93]
for developing an understanding of the laser forming mechanism. The calculated
weight of the solidified powder was compared to the weight of experimentally
solidified powder in order to validate the model. The simulation results agreed with
the experimentally measured weights, and it was shown that the peak laser power
affected the maximum temperature reached by the system more than the exposure
time. The model was limited to simulating a single irradiation spot without
considering the detailed powder thermophysical properties.
Computing the property change in properties from powder-liquid-solid, Matsumoto
et al [6] proposed an FEM method for simulating the temperature distribution
within a single SLM metallic layer, and predicting the development of stress based
on the simulated temperature profile. The method developed is limited in not
considering the effect of a substrate plate, which acts as a heat sink and will affect
the temperature profile greatly.

The model does not consider the thermal

dependence of material properties, nor the laser absorptivity of the powder bed.
There is no experimental validation of the simulation method, but it is one of the first
works that takes into consideration the phase change from powder-liquid- solid.
Using the element birth and death technique for simulating the powder deposition,
and introducing detailed thermal conductivity of the powder bed Roberts et al [90]
developed an FEM simulation to predict the temperature profile for multiple layers
of the SLM process. However, Zehner et al [102] proposed a more detailed model
taking into consideration the mushy zone characteristics ignored By Roberts-et al.
The model was experimentally validated providing a better insight on the SLM
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process, but, for more accurately computing the solidification in SLM and predicting
a more reliable thermal profile a more detailed model is needed.
Using basic thermal dependent properties Song et al [98] showed that SLM
temperature distribution simulation can be really helpful for optimising processing
parameters. Simulation results helped in fabricating a part with a desired degree of
porosity, even though the predicted temperatures were extremely high. This work
highlights the importance and need of a detailed FEM approach for accurately
predicting the SLM temperature profile. A realistic temperature profile prediction
can be helpful for optimising or predicting optimum processing parameters for a
material under consideration.
1

The depth at which the intensity of the laser energy reduces to of the value at the
𝑒

powder bed surface is defined as the optical penetration depth of a laser beam[103].
Forroozhmehr et al [101], simulated the melt pool size using an FEM approach based
on the penetration of a laser beam into the powder bed. Using a volumetric heat
source along with detailed thermal dependent properties of powder as well as solid,
and ignoring the properties of the mushy zone, a 3D model of a single layer was
developed, considering powder to liquid to solid phase transition. Optical
penetration depth was calibrated through experiments to improve the reliability of
the model and the simulated melt pool size agreed with the experimentally
measured melt pool. The work did not look into the effect of adding more layers.
Using detailed temperature dependent thermo-mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V
powder and solid material along with a volumetric heat source considering the
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optical penetration of the laser into the powder bed, Parry et al [47] simulated the
transition of powder to liquid to solid, for studying the effect of scanning strategy on
residual stress. The model predicted very high temperatures and this high
temperature was termed an isolated singularity and ignored in the stress calculation
but the reason for this high temperature is actually associated with ignoring the heat
transfer in the melt pool due to fluid flow.
Fluid flow in the melt pool greatly influences the heat transfer in the SLM process
[104], and considering the powder without considering the effect of fluid flow in the
melt pool can result in inaccuracies. Using a multi-physics simulation tool ALE3D,
developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Khairallah et al [105],
created a three-dimensional mesoscopic micrometer scale model to illustrate that
considering the stochastic nature of a powder bed is really important for accurate
simulation of the SLM process. It was demonstrated that surface tension drives the
physics of the melting phenomenon in SLM and affects the heat transfer in the melt
pool as well as the final topology of the solidified melt pool. Using computational
fluid dynamics, Yuan et al [106], created a three dimensional model of the SLM
process for accurate prediction of melt pool size and temperature profile which was
validated with experiments. CFD models take the physics of the SLM process into
consideration and involve lesser simplifications of the process as opposed to FEM
and therefore are capable of predicting the melt pool geometry and thermal
distributions more accurately. CFD models are computationally expensive as
opposed to FEM and expertise in fluid dynamics is required to be able to properly
model the complex dynamics of the SLM melt pool.
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Simulating the SLM process without considering the effect of heat transfer due to
marangoni convection in the meltpool and taking the continuum approach for
representing powder can result in very high temperatures as shown in the work by
Fu et al [107]. If an effort is made to control the temperature that will lead to lower
melting, this might not be representative of the experimental melt pool size. To
overcome this issue and to achieve a reliable prediction of the melt pool size as well
as the approximate temperature, various modelling approaches have been taken by
different researchers.
Considering powder to solid transition and effectively simulating volume shrinkage,
along with material removal using the concept of a sacrificial layer evaporation, to
control the temperature from rising Loh et al [100] developed a single layer FEM
model, to obtain the desired temperature profile and melt penetration. The
assumptions in this work limits this modelling approach to simulating only a single
layer and therefore it is not suitable for simulating multiple layers of real SLM
process, even though the volume shrinkage was experimentally validated.
Another approach widely taken by researchers to be able to model the SLM process
accurately using the simpler route of FEM, thus reducing the processing time is
accounting for melt pool convection using the enhanced thermal conductivity
approach. Safdar et al [99], showed that the anisotropic enhanced thermal
conductivity approach gives a better estimation of the SLM process as opposed to
isotropic enhanced thermal conductivity. Experimentally validating the melt pool
size predicted by the anisotropic enhanced thermal conductivity approach, this
work concluded that it is a viable approach for artificially simulating the heat flow
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due to Marangoni convection in the SLM process. This approach can be useful for
accurately modelling the melt pool and temperature profile, without needing the
complex CFD models.
Recently Lopez et al [108], used the enhanced thermal conductivity approach,
combined with detailed temperature dependent material properties considering the
variation of properties in the mushy zone, along with a surface heat source to
develop a two dimensional model to predict the thermal profile and cooling rates in
SLM of AA-2024. The thermal profile was used for predicting the microstructure and
dendritic spacing of AA-2024 and comparison with experimentally determined
microstructure validated that the enhanced thermal conductivity approach can
accurately predict the thermal mechanics of the SLM process.
FEM in general is a computationally efficient and a suitable technique for simulating
the SLM process. Using the enhanced thermal conductivity approach can improve
the accuracy of the simulation and therefore in this work the enhanced thermal
conductivity FEM approach will be used for modelling the SLM process, to
understand the effect of varying process parameters on the residual stress build up
in SLM Ti6AL4V components.

2.12 Geometrical Dependence of Residual Stress in SLM
Components
SLM part length and moment of inertia affects the magnitude of the residual stress
build up [29]. According to Casavola et-al [2], circular specimens warp less as
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opposed to, components where the geometrical dimensions have a greater relative
variation. This work also concluded that for the same diameter, thicker specimens
have lower stresses as opposed to thinner specimens.
Specimens of circular geometry (disks of 35 mm diameter) exhibit very small
warping effect which would be instead very pronounced in specimens where one
dimension predominates over the others.
Yadroitsava et-al [109], compared residual stresses in a parallelepiped built directly
onto the substrate with a cantilever beam, where the overhanging parts were
supported and found that the residual stresses in the cantilever structure were much
higher than the parallelepiped. This work concluded that residual stress depends on
the material properties, as well as sample and supports geometry.

Figure 2-25 (1) Showing a geometry with a sharp corner and a slightly less sharp corner. (2)
Same geometry as (1) but the curvature of both corners is increased. Adapted from[110].
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Mugwagwa et-al [110], studied the effect of geometrical features on residual stress
using the geometry shown in Figure-2.25 below. This work concluded on residual
stress measurement on samples shown in Figure-2.25(1) that sharper edges of the
specimens exhibited higher stresses. Increasing the curvature of the corners as
shown in Figure-2.25(2) relaxed these stresses due to a reduction in sharpness.

2.13 Knowledge Gap
It can be seen from section-2.7 that different researchers have proposed different
stress reduction strategies and the results vary from one work to another even with
the application of similar stress reduction strategies. Some strategies have been
claimed to be more useful than other but the combined effect of these various stress
reduction strategies has not been investigated. The effect of various stress reduction
strategies on the mechanical properties of SLM parts has not been investigated
either.
Pre-heating the bed has been found to be the most effective in-situ stress reduction
strategy but there is no guide as to what is the optimum pre-heat temperature. The
optimum range of bed pre-heat temperature for a combination of minimum residual
stress and acceptable mechanical properties yet need to be established. With
Electron beam melting Ti6Al4V is being processed at 650-750ᴼC[56, 57]. It might be
useful to process Ti64 at 650-750ᴼC bed pre-heat temperature and see what effect
it has on the residual stress and mechanical properties.
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An island scanning strategy with random scanning order reduces the build-up of
Residual Stresses but commercial machines come with some pre-determined
scanning orders and the scanning order is not completely random. Geometrical
dependence of scanning strategies is yet a question to be resolved. Whether using
the same scanning strategy for sections of varying heights and width is effective or
varying the scanning strategy according to different sections of the same part can
produce better results is yet a question to be answered.
Though not considerable both Pre and Post-scanning have a reducing effect on the
build-up of residual stresses. The only question that needs to be resolved is whether
the build time it adds is a cost effective trade off.
Placing the part on the centre of the build platform gives minimal residual stresses
but a build containing multiple parts needs a better solution as all of the parts cannot
be placed on the centre and it will not be efficient to build in batches of one part at a
time. The effect of part positioning on the build platform needs further investigation
as one study with a limited number of samples cannot be regarded as a conclusive
argument to support the premise of stress build up variation due to positioning.
Base plate material has a minimal effect on the Residual Stress build-up but
considering it in conjunction with other strategies will add to the combined effect
and makes it feasible to use the same material base plate. Similarly base plate
thickness effect needs to be probed further to establish a definite relationship with
Residual Stress build-up.
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Layer thickness has a reducing effect on the Residual Stress build up but its effect on
consolidation of the material, part density and mechanical properties of the part
needs to be verified as having lower density can have the effect of reducing residual
stresses but can reduce mechanical properties.
Finally there is no study on applying the stress reduction strategies to areas of
geometries with higher stresses as all studies have been concentrating on applying
the stress reduction strategies globally. An intuitive geometric dependent
application of stress reduction strategies and its effects on the final part is a totally
novel area and that is the final goal of this research project.
The knowledge gap in published literature can be summarised as.


Different researchers present contradicting results for the effect of stress
reduction strategies on residual stress on SLM components.



Combined effect of various stress reduction strategies has not been
established.



The effect of stress reduction strategies on mechanical properties has not
been investigated.



The effect of rescanning on mechanical properties has not been investigated.



There is no study on the effect of varying parameters in combination to keep
energy density constant on residual stress.



The effect of layer thickness on mechanical properties has not been
established.
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There is no guideline on the optimum bed pre-heating temperature for
minimising residual stress.



The effect of bed pre-heating on mechanical properties has not been
established.



The effect of bed pre-heat temperatures in the range of material
microstructural transformation (such as martensite decomposition or
annealing) on residual stress and mechanical properties has not been
investigated.



There is no study on applying stress reduction strategies to regions of
interest in the part cross-section. All studies focused on global stress
reduction strategies.
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3 Experimental Methodology
3.1 Titanium Alloy Powder
The powder used in these trials was an argon gas atomised titanium alloy powder
containing 6% aluminium and 4%vanadium, with a size range of +15-45µm. The
powder was manufactured and supplied by a specialist German manufacturer TLS
Technik Spezialpulver. The test certificate for the powder is shown in Appendix 1,
indicating material composition and the percentage powder by volume within each
size range between 0 and 55 µm. The powder complies with international ISO
standards for Ti6-4 powder. The composition of the powder is shown in Table-3.1.
Table 3-1 Composition of Ti6Al4V powder

Element

N

C

H

Fe

0

Al

V

Ti

% Composition 0.006 0.009 0.001 0.2 0.09 6.21 4.08 89.404

3.2 SLM Systems
Two different Renishaw machines were used for manufacturing all the samples in
this research project.
3.2.1 Renishaw AM250 SLM machine
The Renishaw AM250 SLM machine used in the project is shown in Figure-3.1. It is
sited at TWI Technology Centre in Yorkshire. The Renishaw AM250 machine uses a
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200W fiber laser with 80-100µm spot size and has a build volume of 250mm x
250mm x 300mm. The machine is able to operate in an inert atmosphere and is able,
therefore, to process reactive powders such as titanium and aluminium. It produces
the inert atmosphere by firstly evacuating the build chamber using a vacuum pump
and back filling with argon gas. The machine also has the facility to pre-heat the build
chamber up to a temperature of 170 ᴼC using heating elements under the build plate.
There is also a comprehensive atmospheric filtration system which continually
cleans the gases within the build chamber to remove any airborne powder particles
or soot that may form during component builds and interfere with the operation of
the laser beam delivery.

Figure 3-1 Renishaw AM250 SLM machine
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This machine was used for manufacturing all the test parts used to study the effects
of a standard industrial SLM machine’s process parameters on residual stress and
mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V SLM built components.
3.2.2 Renishaw AM125 SLM machine
The Renishaw AM125 SLM machine used in the project is sited at the University of
Sheffield. The AM125 SLM machine is similar in principle to the larger AM250
machine, but has a smaller build volume of 125mm x 125mm x 120mm. It operates
in the same way as the larger AM250 machine, with inert atmosphere capability,
integrated filtration and initially, before modification, with a bed pre-heat
temperature of up to approximately 170ᴼC.
This machine, however, was modified to increase the bed pre-heat temperature and
in doing so, the build volume was reduced to 65mm x 65mm x 100mm to enable
insulation material to be added to prevent damage to the chamber and associated
mechanics. The full details of the modifications are described in Section 3.4.5.

3.3 Optimisation of parameters
The in-process scan parameters are the most important ones and are most easily
controllable as part of the programming for the build. These include:


Scanning Strategy



Exposure (E)

(µs)



Laser power (P)

(W)
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Hatch spacing (h) (µm)



Contour spacing (µm)



Layer thickness (lt) (µm)



Focus Offset

These parameters combine to form the energy density(ED) in (J/mm³) for the
process as shown by Equation-2.1 and also dictate the process window, within
which an acceptable SLM build must operate. Within the process window a stable
melt pool is attained and this is achievable within a small range of combinations of
parameters. Operating at too high a power or too low a speed produces a keyhole
effect, leading to substantial vaporisation of the melt pool and extensive porosity.
Whereas a lower power, high speed combination is likely to result in a lack of fusion
and a corresponding loss of density in the build.
It was necessary to develop and optimise build parameters that would be able to
produce fully dense (>99.5%) SLM-built test sample blocks. These parameters
would also be the baseline setting for all future trials and comparisons. These were
carried out using the Ti 6-4 test powder and the Renishaw AM250 SLM machine to
be used in all future work. In order to accomplish the parameter optimisation for
density, a number of test samples were manufactured using a range of parameter
combinations. They were checked for density, using optical microscopy for porosity
analysis.
Great care was taken to ensure repeatability in both the parameter optimisation
process and the subsequent sample builds. Consequently prior to each build, the
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build chamber was scrupulously cleaned and the recoater blade and the machine
filters were changed. Additionally, all build were positioned identically on the build
plate to ensure that positional effects were minimised. All builds were designed and
programmed using Autofab and Magics CAD software using standard SLM work
instructions procedures.
3.3.1 Optimisation Trials for Density
Initially it was necessary to find the optimum combination of parameters for
producing fully dense parts. As Ti64 is a commonly used powder for SLM
applications, previous experience indicated that the ideal parameters fell within a
fairly close range and it was possible to select and fix certain parameters quickly.
Therefore it was decided that ideal parameters could be achieved by fixing other
parameters and varying only power and exposure time.
Using the AM250 machine, 10X10X10mm blocks were manufactured at 100 ᴼC bed
pre-heat temperature for density optimisation trials. A process parameter
optimisation trial was undertaken using the default Ti64 Renishaw SLM parameters
shown in Table-3.2.
Table 3-2 SLM build parameters
Focus
Offset

Hatch
(mm)

0

0.08

Spacing

Contour
(mm)
0.2

Spacing

Layer
(µm)
50

Thickness

Scanning
Strategy
90° Alternate
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Figure 3-2 Density optimisation trial

Table-3.3 shows the laser power and exposure combination trials used for density
optimisation trial shown in Figure-3.2.
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Table 3-3 Test array for power and exposure

Exposure (𝝁𝒔) 60

80

100 120 140 160 180

Power(𝑾)
120

A1 A2 A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

140

B1 B2 B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

160

C1 C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

180

D1 D2 D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

200

E1 E2 E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

3.3.2 Optical Microscopy Porosity Analysis
The volume fraction of porosity in the specimen was estimated by area fraction
analysis of representative micrographs/fields using a method based on ASTM
E2109-01 (2007) and BS 7590:1992.[111, 112]. The property used to differentiate
porosity from its surroundings was its apparent contrast under a microscope and
subsequent thresholding of grey values to exclude all non-porosity constituents in
the micrographs/live image.
The samples were cross sectioned perpendicular to build direction and hot mounted
into resin using Struers LaboPress-1. The samples were then polished on LabPol
Duo8 using grit sizes ranging from 120 to 1200 followed by 0.06 µm OPS general.
The polished samples were etched with Kroll’s and re-polished to get rid of the
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smearing and be able to see the true porosity. The polished surface was analyzed for
porosity by using an Olympus BX60 optical microscope and images were taken at 5X
magnification. An open source software Image-J was used for porosity analysis by
converting the images into binary and measuring the ratio of black (representing
porosity) to white (representing fully dense material). The specimen were etched
using Kroll’s (92 ml distilled water, 6 ml Nitric Acid and 3 ml Hydrofluoric Acid) and
optical microscope was used to investigate the microstructure of the test samples
after etching.

3.4 Trials for Effect of SLM Process Parameters on Residual Stress
and Mechanical Properties using Standard AM250 Machine
After finding the optimum combination of parameters for achieving nearly fully
dense parts, the next stage was to evaluate the effect of SLM process parameters on
residual stress and mechanical properties.
3.4.1 Effect of Scanning Strategy
Having fixed the build parameters, it was necessary to decide on the scan strategy to
be used to control the sequence in which the beam is positioned and moved across
the powder surface during a component build. This is important because it
determines the time between adjacent spots being irradiated and melted by the laser
beam, and hence will determine the temperature the first spot will have reached
before being affected by the heat from the next spot. This will determine the highly
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localised temperature gradients around this area and therefore influences the buildup of residual stress. It will also determine the microstructure of the built
component in this small area and thus affect the final mechanical properties that will
be exhibited. These effects are inevitably totally different to a conventionally
manufactured component, eg. cast or forged, where temperature and temperature
gradients are much more uniform and stable and more directly controlled.
3.4.1.1 Comparison of Alternating and Island Strategies

There are many scanning strategies that could be employed in the development of a
component build procedure. However, there are two which have become
predominant in general SLM manufacture – ‘90ᴼ alternating strategy’ and ‘island
strategy’. There are conflicting views among researchers and also SLM machine
manufacturers about which of these strategies produces the best results. The
generally held view has been that the island scan strategy produced less overall
residual stress, by as much as 70% in one research paper. However, this may have
been machine or material specific at the time of the research and as equipment has
developed these conclusions may have changed. Therefore it was felt important to
confirm this using Ti64 and the Renishaw AM250 SLM machine.
For all test cases shown in Table-3.4, blocks of size 30mm x 30mm x 10mm high were
built for residual stress measurement. This is a size suitable, after completion of the
build, for the positioning and fixing of a strain gauge rosette. This is then suitable for
subsequent precision drilling to enable the hole drilling method of residual stress
measurement to be carried out.
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For each test case shown in Table-3.4, on the same build platform, three tensile test
specimens were also built to allow removal and testing. This is done to enable
determination of the material properties relating to each build to check that tensile
strength is not being sacrificed in the drive to reduce residual stress in the finished
components.
Residual stress measurements, tensile testing and hardness measurement was
carried out at TWI Cambridge.
Table 3-4 Scanning strategy test cases

Test

S-1

S-2

S-3

S-4

S-5

2x2mm

3x3mm

5x5mm

5x5mm

Case
Scanning 90ᴼ
Strategy

Alternating chessboard chessboard chessboard with

chessboard

Opposite

Scan

Vectors.

3.4.1.1.1 90ᴼ alternating strategy

The 90ᴼ alternating strategy procedure involves turning the orientation of each
over-building layer by 90ᴼ to try to evenly distribute any residual stress build up
that is likely to occur (see Figure-3.3). The build strategy is, therefore, repeated
every four layers until the required height is achieved, equivalent to approximately
200 layers in total for a 10mm high block. The first scan vector in each layer is shown
by the blue arrow.
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Figure 3-3 Schematic of 90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy

3.4.1.1.2 Chessboard strategy

The chessboard strategy procedure involves carrying out the block build in a series
of smaller blocks spread around the build area. For example, if the 30mm x 30mm
block is being built up in a series of 5mm x 5mm smaller blocks, each build layer
would incorporate 36 of the smaller block sizes, each block meets and builds onto
the adjacent blocks on all four sides during each layer build (see Figure-3.4(a)). This
is continued until the full height of the required block is achieved.
To investigate the effect of altering the scan vector length on residual stress and
mechanical properties, a number of blocks using different chessboard square sizes
were built.
The following island sizes were produced for investigation:


2mm x 2mm chessboard



3mm x 3mm chessboard



5mm x 5mm chessboard
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To investigate the effect of chessboard squares rotation relative to each other on
residual stress and mechanical properties, 5mm x 5mm chessboard blocks were
built scanning adjacent squares in 90ᴼ rotation as shown in Figure-3.4(b).
The built blocks were investigated for residual stress and mechanical properties to
assess any variations caused by the various build strategies.

Figure 3-4 (a) Schematic of Chessboard Scanning (b) Schematic of Chessboard Scanning with
Adjacent Chessboard Squares Scanned in 90ᴼ rotated direction

The first scan vector of each layer is shown by the blue arrows. Chessboard scanning
started from the blue arrow, completing the scanning of all black squares in the first
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row and then continuing on to the next row till all black squares have been scanned.
Afterwards the laser started to scan the red squares, starting from row one and
moving on to the next row till the completion of the whole layer. The same scanning
order was repeated in all subsequent layers.
3.4.2 Effect of layer thickness
A further set of trials was carried out using layer thickness as the variable. Previous
research on this topic concludes that increasing layer thickness reduces residual
stress, but the results range from 5% when doubling the layer thickness to 80% for
an increase of layer thickness by 2.5 times. In these trials, layer thickness was varied
in 25µm steps between 25 and 75 µm, with blocks and tensile samples being
prepared for measurements to be taken for residual stress and mechanical
properties. For each change in layer thickness, a new set of parameters was
developed to provide full density and produce minimal defects. The builds were
completed using 90ᴼ alternating strategy. Table-3.5 below shows the different layer
thickness trials carried out in this work.
Table 3-5 Layer thickness test cases

Test Case
Layer

LT-1
Thickness 25

LT-2

LT-3

50

75

(µm)
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3.4.3 Effect of re-scanning
This set of trials involved the building of standard 30mm x 30mm x 10mm test blocks
and tensile specimens using the 90ᴼ build strategy and 50µm layer thickness. After
each build layer, however, the surface was re-scanned but without adding the usual
layer of powder to the scan. The effect of the second heating pass per layer could
possibly reduce residual stress by acting as a heat treatment cycle but may also affect
material properties by increasing grain size due to the longer time at temperature.
A number of papers have been published citing reductions in residual stress buildup by using rescanning at various power levels. One suggests rescanning at 50%
energy reduces residual stress by 30% and another states rescanning at 150%
energy produces reductions of 55%.
To create a broader understanding of the effects, the re-scanning energy was varied
between 50%, 75%, 100% and 150% of optimum build energy density, and residual
stress and mechanical properties were measured. Rescan energy density was varied
by varying either power or exposure.
3.4.3.1 Re-Scan with Energy Density Varied by Varying Exposure

Re-scanning energy density was varied by keeping all other parameters constant
and varying the exposure time in proportion of the optimum exposure time
calculated from initial density optimisation trials presented in section-3.3.1. Table3.6 below shows the different re-scanning trials carried out in this work, where rescan energy density was varied by varying exposure time.
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Table 3-6 Re-scan with varying exposure test cases

Test Case

RSE-2

RSE-3 RSE-4

Re-Scan Energy Density (% of Optimum) 50

75

100

150

Re-Scan Exposure (µs)

75

100

150

3.4.3.2

RSE-1

50

Re-Scan with Energy Density Varied by Varying Power

Re-scanning energy density was varied by keeping all other parameters constant
and varying the power in proportion of the optimum power calculated from initial
density optimisation trials presented in section-3.3.1. Table-3.7 below shows the
different re-scanning trials carried out in this work, where re-scan energy density
was varied by varying power.
Table 3-7 Re-scan with varying power test cases

Test Case

RSP-1

RSP-2 RSP-3

Re-Scan Energy Density (% of Optimum)

50

75

100

Re-Scan Power (W)

100

150

200

3.4.4 Effect of varying Power and Exposure Combinations at Constant
Energy Density
In this set of trials, power and exposure time were varied, such that the energy
density for each build remained the same as calculated from the optimum
combination of parameters found in density optimisation trials (section-3.3.1).
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Three 30x30x10mm blocks and three tensile specimens were manufactured using
each combination of power and exposure time. Although not a universal term, the
formula used for energy density for the Renishaw SLM system is shown by Equation2.1.
Therefore, for example, if laser power was increased, then exposure time would be
reduced by a similar ratio to ensure a constant energy density was applied to the
material, other parameters remaining constant. Table-3.8 shows the different test
cases for constant energy density trials carried out by varying power and exposure
time in relative amounts.

Table 3-8 Constant energy density test cases

Test Case

S-1

CED-1

CED-2

CED-3

CED-4

Power(W) & 200 & 100 180 & 111 170 & 118 160 & 125 150 & 133
Exposure(µs)

3.4.5 Effect of varying Bed Pre-Heat Temperature
As discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, the high heating and cooling rates (in the region
of 10⁶ ᴼC /second) inherent in the SLM process lead to the build-up of thermal
residual stresses and sub optimal ductility in components manufactured using this
process.
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Pre-heating the bed to higher temperatures could provide in-process heat treatment
and lead to reduction in residual stress and improvement in mechanical properties.
To achieve this, a retrofitting high temperature bed was designed for the Renishaw
SLM-125 machine at the University of Sheffield.
3.4.5.1 Design Considerations

The objective was to design a retrofitting assembly for the SLM-125 machine capable
of safely reaching approximately 800 ᴼC bed temperature.
The following design requirements were set:


Achieve maximum bed temperature of 800+ ᴼC.



Be able to retrofit the heated bed in the available 125mm x 125mm x
125mm build volume of the SLM-125 machine.



Maximise the available build volume so that mechanical test specimens
could be manufactured.



Reduce the heat losses from the platform to the machine to maintain
acceptable temperatures in the machine build chamber, electronics,
optical-train and elevator mechanism.



Maintain real time control of the bed temperature.



Achieve a uniform bed temperature.
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3.4.5.2 High Temperature Bed Design

The available bed area of the Renishaw AM 125 SLM machine is 125mm x 125mm,
so it was important to choose the correct insulation material to achieve a maximum
build area with minimum heat conduction to the rest of the machine. AISI 310
stainless steel was chosen for the assembly to reduce any deformation due to high
temperature as well as getting good strength with minimum wall thickness.
Controlled conductive heating element, capable of achieving 800+ degrees
temperature in the constrained available area of 66mm X 66mm was used. The
assembly was designed to follow the design of the original bed of the SLM-125
machine so it could be a direct replacement, shown in Figure-3.5.

Figure 3-5 Renishaw SLM 125 Machine Chamber with Custom designed Heated Bed
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3.4.5.3 High Temperature Bed Testing

The insulated assembly was initially tested before installation into the SLM machine
to confirm:


The highest temperature the assembly could achieve.



The difference between the actual temperature of the heater and the
substrate.



The distribution of temperature on the substrate.



The temperature on the outsides of the assembly.

The heated bed arrangement was assembled on the bench and the bed heater was
fed via a step-down transformer and micro-controller. A set of thermocouples from
the heater were fed back into the microcontroller to complete the control loop.
Additional thermocouples connected to a PicoTech Thermocouple Data Logger
model TC-08 were placed at different positions of the assembly. The recorder was
used to record temperatures from three thermocouples placed on the surface and
one thermocouple each on the side and base of the assembly.
Following these successful trials, the bed was installed into the Renishaw AM125
SLM machine at the University of Sheffield. Further successful trials were carried out
with the heated bed inside the machine chamber before a number of heated builds
were conducted.
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3.4.5.4 High Temperature Trials

Using the SLM build parameters shown in Table-3.2 in combination with optimum
combination of power and exposure from density optimisation trials, three
30x30x10mm blocks and three tensile test specimens were built for each bed preheat temperature. Figure-3.6(a) shows a representative residual stress block built
at 370ᴼC. Figure-3.6(b) shows representative tensile specimens built at 370ᴼC.

Figure 3-6(a) Residual stress block built at 370ᴼC (b) Tensile specimens built at 370ᴼC

Table-3.9 shows the different test cases of bed pre-heat temperatures used in this
study.
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Table 3-9. Bed pre-heat temperature test cases

Case Number

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

Bed Pre-Heat Temperature (ᴼC) 100 370 470 570 670 770

Because of the smaller bed plate due to the insulation barrier around the platform,
there was only room to build one block for residual stress measurement, therefore
three builds were carried out for each test case to build blocks. The fourth build for
each test case was undertaken to build the tensile specimens for mechanical testing
at the TWI laboratories in Cambridge.

3.5 Residual Stress Measurement by Air-brasive Hole Drilling
Residual stress samples built on the Renishaw AM250 SLM machine were separated
parameter wise into separate builds. To avoid variation in residual stress due to
placement position on the build platform, each parameter set was used to build the
residual stress blocks positioned in exactly the same position as shown in Figure3.7. Samples were tested for residual stress to establish a baseline for comparison of
residual stress reduction strategies given in section-2.7.ASTM E837-13a Standard
Test Method for determining residual stresses by the Hole-Drilling Strain-Gage
method was used for residual stress measurement. [85]
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Figure 3-7. Residual stress samples representative build from Renishaw AM250 SLM machine.

Samples were manually removed from the substrate using a chisel and hammer.
Removing the samples from the substrate could possibly result in relaxation and
redistribution of the residual stress in the samples. The effect of residual stress
relaxation and redistribution on removal from substrate can be assessed by
measuring the residual stress in samples manufactured with same SLM parameters
in both attached and detached states.
A hand-held polisher with successively finer grit abrasive from 8- 400 grade was
used to prepare the surface for strain gauge installation. Care was taken that the
specimens are not over heated which can modify the residual stress distribution in
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the material under investigation. Strain gage was attached on the top surface of the
sample measuring the residual stress in XY plan as shown in Figure-3.8.

Figure 3-8 Residual stress specimen with strain gage rosette showing hole drilled in centre to
measure residual stress on the top of the specimen in XY plan.

Strain gage is commonly attached to the top surface for measurement of residual
stress in the XY plan as reported in refs-[2, 86]. The reason for attaching the strain
gage to the top surface is that the highest 𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦 values in SLM parts exist at the
top surface as reported by Yang et-al[113]. Figure-3.9 shows that for three different
samples Yang et-al[113] noticed the highest tensile 𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦 values near the top of
the samples.
Since the highest tensile 𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦 measurement was the goal of this work, therefore
the strain gage rosettes were connected to the top surface of the block sampkes as
shown in Figure-3.8.
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Figure 3-9. Residual stresses along height direction in the three samples[113].

An S.S.White abrasive machine, 6500 system with CEGB air-brasive drilling head
fitted with a 0.46mm diameter sapphire nozzle blasting 50 micron aluminium oxide
powder was used for drilling the hole in the centre of TML FRS-2-11 strain gauge
rosettes. A CEGB optical alignment and hole measurement unit was used to measure
the diameter and depth of the hole. For a standard 45ᴼ rectangular rosette format
the principal stresses, principal directions and the relaxed strains relationship is
shown in equation-1. [114]
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (−

1
𝐾1

𝐸

)( )[
2

𝜀1 +𝜀3
𝜈𝐾
1− 2⁄𝐾
1

+

1
{(𝜀1
𝜈𝐾2
1−
⁄𝐾
1

1

− 𝜀3 )2 + [2𝜀2 − (𝜀1 + 𝜀3 )]2 }2 ]

(1)
Where
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𝜀1 , 𝜀2 , 𝜀3 are the strains measured in microstrain.
𝐸 is the Young’s modulus in 𝑀𝑃𝑎 .
1
𝐾2

and

𝜐𝐾2
𝐾1

are constants read from tables for particular strain gauge rosettes.

The Air-brasive method has the advantage over stepper motor hole drilling
mechanisms that since there is no cutting tool involved, no external stresses are
introduced during the hole drilling process. The short coming is that no incremental
results can be achieved and sometimes the base of the hole is not perfectly flat due
to differential abrasion of the softer and harder phases of material which makes
taking results difficult.

3.6 Tensile Testing
Tensile testing samples built on the Renishaw AM250 SLM machine were separated
parameter wise into separate builds. To avoid variation in mechanical properties
due to placement position on the build platform, each parameter set was used to
build the tensile specimens positioned in exactly the same position as shown in
Figure-3.10.
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Figure 3-10. Tensile samples representative build from Renishaw AM250 SLM machine.

Tensile test specimens were manufactured according to the ASTM standard. [115]
The specimens were tested using an Instron5567B723 with extensometers using BS
EN ISO6892-1 standards [116].

3.7 Hardness and Micro Hardness Testing
Vickers micro hardness and hardness tests were conducted according to B EN ISO
6507-1:2005[117]. Micro hardness was measured using a 200g load on a Zwick
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Microhardness Tester. An average hardness value was calculated for each sample
using 12 indentations taken along the build direction of the 30x30x10mm block
cross section as shown in Figure-3.11(a). Vickers hardness was measured using a
load of 5kg and an average hardness value was calculated for each sample using 5
indentations taken along the width of the sample as shown in Figure-3.11(b).

Figure 3-11. Cross-sectioned 30x30x10mm residual stress blocks for (a) Vickers MicroHardness (HV0.2) and (b) Vickers Hardness (HV5).

3.8 Geometrical Dependence of Residual Stress
This part of the trials was designed to understand the geometrical dependence of
residual stress and validate the effects of residual stress reduction strategies
identified in the earlier part of this work, through strategic application across
different regions of the I-Beam section.
Initially an I-Beam section (see Figure-3.12(a)) was built on the SLM250 platform
using optimum SLM parameters for Ti6-4, found in the first part of the work. The
Contour method was used for measuring residual stress in the I-Beam, crosssectioned through the XY plane. The 2D residual stress map identified the high stress
regions in the I-Beam. Figure-3.12(b) shows the dimensions of the four regions for
strategic application of residual stress reduction strategies.
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Figure 3-12 (a) Dimensioned I-Beam geometry (b) I-Beam regions for strategic application of
stress reduction strategies.

After the high residual stress concentration regions were identified from the initial
contour method 2D stress map, the stress reduction strategies identified in the first
part of the project were applied to the various regions (see Figure-3.12(b)) of new
I-Beam sections. Table-3.10 shows details of the different I-Beam test cases
manufactured for this study.
Table 3-10 Strategic stress reduction test cases
Test
Case

IB-1

Strategy Standard IBeam with
optimised
parameters.

IB-2

IB-3

IB-4

IB-5

IB-6

75µm
Layer
Thickness
for
Region-2&
Region-4.

150W
power
and 133µs
exposure
for
Region-2
& Region4.

570ᴼC Bed
preheating on
Renishaw
SLM-125
machine.

75µm
Layer
Thickness
for
Region-1
& Region3.

150W
power
and 133µs
exposure
for
Region-1
& Region3.

Figure-3.13(a) shows a representative I-Beam geometry attached with substrate
and with all the supports attached as well. Figure-3.13(b) shows an I-Beam
geometry cut off from the substrate and supports removed.
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Figure 3-13(a) I-Beam geometry with supports (b) I-Beam geometry without supports

3.9 Contour Method Analysis
Contour measurement and analysis were conducted at The Open University, Milton
Keynes.
The samples were sectioned with an Agie Charmilles EDM machine with a 0.15 mm
wire diameter. In order to prevent the introduction of EDM cutting artefacts close to
the sample surfaces, sacrificial layers were bonded on to the surfaces of the samples
[118]. In order to prevent the specimens from moving on the EDM bed table, the
specimens were held with finger clamps. Cutting was started after the specimens
and fixtures had reached thermal equilibrium within the wire EDM deionised water
tank. Contour measurement on the cut surfaces was taken using a Zeiss Eclipse CMM
fitted with a Micro-Epsilon triangulating laser probe and a 2-mm diameter rubytipped Renishaw PH10M touch trigger probe. The touch probe was used to measure
the perimeter of the samples. Triangulating laser sensor was used to measure the
surface deformation of the cut surfaces on a (0.025  0.025) mm grid. The average
measured deformation contour was applied to the cut face of a finite element linear
elastic stress analysis (FE) model in ABAQUS.
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4 Modelling
Finite element modelling can provide a very good understanding about the science
of residual stress build up based on SLM parametric variation. It can provide a good
direction for future experimental work by pointing out the trends in residual stress
build up with parameter variations and reduce the number of experimental trials
needed for charting out optimum combination of parameters for minimum residual
stress.
Modelling was used as a tool to provide a better understanding of the physics of the
residual stress build up in the SLM process and understanding the effects of
parametric variations on the stress trends.

4.1 Thermal Model
A moving laser heat source and its interaction with the metal powders and the base
platform was modelled to predict the thermal history of the SLM melting process.
The scale of the meltpool in SLM and the complexity of the process dynamics makes
it impossible to simulate the melting behavior of a whole part. This work simulated
the melting behavior of a single line containing 14 laser spots.
A 1.04X0.33mm powder layer of 50µm thickness was deposited on to a substrate of
0.5mm thickness. Figure-4.1(a) shows the model with dimensions. Mesh element
type DC3D8 (An 8-node linear heat transfer brick), was used. Figure-4.1(b) shows
that a mesh size of 32.5x32.5x50µm was used for the powder layer. The substrate
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mesh was biased to move from 50µm at the top, increasing to 100µm at the bottom
to keep the number of mesh elements to a minimum, and reduce the model size and
compilation time.

Figure 4-1 (a) Model (b) Mesh

The modelling approach taken in this work is based on the concept of a volumetric
moving heat source, combined with enhanced thermal conductivity.

4.2 Heat Source
Using an ABAQUS DFLUX subroutine written in FORTRAN (Code in Appendix-B-1),
a moving volumetric heat source was programmed to simulate the laser. A
volumetric heat source was used to account for the laser penetration effect into the
powder, which according to ref-[103], is 63µm for titanium powder.
A Modified Cylindrical Laser Heat Flux model from ref-[63], was used in this
research to represent the variation of laser intensity in the radial direction. It is an
equivalent cylindrical heat flux representation of the computed numerical average
of Gaussian distribution.
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𝑞𝑐𝑦𝑙 =

P
𝛱𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑠 2

Equation-4.1

Equation-4.1 shows the cylindrical heat flux density. Where P is the laser power in
watts and 𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑠 is the radius of the laser spot on the bed surface, which was taken as
50µm for the Renishaw AM250 SLM machine.
𝑞𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑙 = 0.864η𝑞𝑐𝑦𝑙

Equation-4.2

Equation-4.2 shows the Modified Cylindrical Laser Heat Flux model, where η is the
laser absorptivity value for Ti6Al4V. An absorptivity value of 0.6 was used for this
work. According to ref-[119], η=0.77 for pure titanium. The value 0.6 was fitted after
a few trials with different values around η for pure titanium. The factor 0.864 is
derived from the numerical average computation of a Gaussian distribution.
𝐼𝑟 = 2.6𝑞𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑙
𝐼𝑟 =

2.6(0.864)η𝑃
𝛱𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑠 2

Equation-4.3

Equation-4.4

Equation-4.3 shows the final definition of 𝐼𝑟 , the intensity of laser in the radial
direction used in this research. The factor of 2.6 was found to be a correction factor
necessary for getting meltpool size and temperature right, which was calculated
through FEA trials. Equation-4.4 shows the full form of the radial laser intensity, with
all the parameters and it shows the manner it was coded in FORTRAN.
𝐼𝑧 = −15𝑧2 + 4𝑧 + 2

Equation-4.5
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Equation-4.5 shows the variation of laser intensity in the depth direction (z-axis),
modelled as a parabolic relation (see Figure-4.2).

Figure 4-2. Laser intensity variation in Z-Axis

flux(1) = (𝐼𝑟 ∗ 𝐼𝑧 )

Equation-4.6

Equation-4.6 shows the definition of the heat flux used for simulating the moving
heat source in this work.

4.3 Material Properties
During the SLM process the powder material undergoes a phase change from
powder-to-liquid-to solid when irradiated by the high power laser. To accurately
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represent these phase changes temperature dependent thermophysical properties
need to be included in the model definition. ABAQUS USDFLD subroutine written in
FORTRAN (Code in Appendix-B-2), was used to simulate this phase change of
Ti6Al4V, based on the temperature of the laser irradiated region. Temperature
dependent material properties of solid and liquid Ti6Al4V used in this research are
presented in Table-4.1 to 4.4 below. The units of the data from ref-[47, 63] were
converted from SI to SI (mm) for millimetre scale modelling in ABAQUS.
Table 4-1 Selected thermophysical properties of powder Ti6Al4V[63].

Temperature Density

Specific Heat

( ᴼC )

(Tonne/mm3) (mJ/Tonne-ᴼC)

25

2.43E-09

5.46E+08

100

2.45E-09

5.62E+08

200

2.55E-09

5.84E+08

300

2.63E-09

6.06E+08

400

2.84E-09

6.29E+08

500

2.83E-09

6.51E+08

600

2.95E-09

6.73E+08

700

3.03E-09

6.94E+08
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800

3.02E-09

7.14E+08

900

3.01E-09

7.34E+08

995

3.21E-09

7.53E+08

1100

3.41E-09

6.60E+08

1200

3.49E-09

6.78E+08

1300

3.60E-09

6.96E+08

1400

3.80E-09

7.14E+08

1500

3.78E-09

7.32E+08

1600

3.78E-09

7.50E+08

1604

3.78E-09

7.55E+08

Table 4-2 Thermal conductivity of powder Ti6Al4V[47].

Temperature Thermal Conductivity
(ᴼC)

(mW/mm-K)

20

0.145

100

0.125
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200

0.104

300

0.092

400

0.083

500

0.078

600

0.167

700

0.216

800

0.279

900

0.430

1000

0.813

1100

0.934

1200

1.09

1300

1.27
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Table 4-3 Thermophysical properties of solid Ti6Al4V[63]

Temperature Density

Specific Heat

Conductivity

(ᴼC)

(Tonne/mm3) (mJ/Tonne-ᴼC) (mW/mm-ᴼC)

25

4.42E-09

5.46E+08

7.0

100

4.41E-09

5.62E+08

7.5

200

4.40E-09

5.84E+08

8.8

300

4.38E-09

6.06E+08

10.2

400

4.37E-09

6.29E+08

11.4

500

4.35E-09

6.51E+08

12.6

600

4.34E-09

6.73E+08

14.2

700

4.32E-09

6.94E+08

15.5

800

4.31E-09

7.14E+08

17.8

900

4.29E-09

7.34E+08

20.2

995

4.28E-09

7.53E+08

22.7

1100

4.27E-09

6.60E+08

21.0

1200

4.25E-09

6.78E+08

22.9
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1300

4.24E-09

6.96E+08

23.7

1400

4.23E-09

7.14E+08

24.6

1500

4.21E-09

7.32E+08

25.8

1600

4.20E-09

7.50E+08

27.0

1604

4.20E-09

7.55E+08

28.4

1610

4.19E-09

7.66E+08

29.2

1620

4.19E-09

7.69E+08

29.3

1630

4.19E-09

7.70E+08

29.4

1640

4.18E-09

7.74E+08

29.7

1650

4.17E-09

7.85E+08

30.4

1660

4.14E-09

8.31E+08

33.4

1670

4.14E-09

8.31E+08

34.6

1800

4.11E-09

8.31E+08

34.6

1900

3.75E-09

8.31E+08

34.6

2800

3.89E-09

8.31E+08

34.6
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Table 4-4 Thermal properties Ti6Al4V[63]

Latent Heat (mj/Tonne) Solidus Temp ( ᴼC ) Liquidus Temp ( ᴼC )
2.82E+08

1604

1660

In order to achieve a detailed model representative of the melting behavior of the
SLM process, the temperatures and properties used in this research encompass the
key phase transitions Ti6Al4V powder undergoes when irradiated with a laser beam.
ABAQUS interpolates for each property value at intermediate temperatures.
In order to artificially simulate the Marangoni convection responsible for heat flow
in the meltpool an enhanced thermal conductivity model presented by Safdar et al
in ref-[99] has been used. The only difference being that in this work thermal
conductivity has been considered as isotropic. Equation-4.7 defines this approach.
𝐾 ′ = ʎ𝐾

Equation-4.7

Where K is the normal isotropic thermal conductivity at a given temperature and ʎ
is the thermal conductivity enhancement factor, defined as:

1
ʎ={
𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑖𝑓 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡
𝑖𝑓 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡

The isotropic enhancement factor used in this research work is ʎ=4.0, based on trial
and error to achieve the desired meltpool dimensions.
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4.4 Initial Conditions
A temperature initial condition of 25ᴼC was attributed to the powder. Substrate preheating was also applied as a temperature initial condition to the substrate. The
value of the temperature applied to the substrate was varied according to the
parameters being modelled.

4.5 Heat Losses
During the SLM process the majority of heat is lost through conduction to the
substrate and surrounding powder. Convection and radiation from the top surface
also account for heat loss during the process.
In this work radiation heat losses were not considered. The convective heat losses
from the top surface due to flow of inert gas in the chamber were modelled by
defining natural convection as a surface film interaction on the exposed top surface.
A Convective heat transfer coefficient of 0.02

𝑚𝑊
𝑚𝑚2 −𝐾

was used.

To simulate the conductive heat losses due to the substrate a surface film condition
was defined on the five surfaces of the small substrate considered in this work. To
properly approximate the conductive heat losses without having to model the whole
substrate the temperature dependent conductivity of solid Ti6Al4V (see Table-4.3)
was used as a convective heat transfer coefficient on the five surfaces of the small
substrate. Figure-4.3(a) shows the surfaces where the conduction to substrate
occurs, defined as a convection interaction.
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Figure 4-3 (a) Surfaces for conduction to substrate. (b) Surfaces for conduction to
surrounding powder.

To simulate the conductive heat losses due to the surrounding powder, a surface film
condition was defined on the four surfaces of the powder layer(see Figure-4.3(b)),
considered in this work. To properly approximate the conductive heat losses
without having to model the whole powder layer the temperature dependent
conductivity of Ti6Al4V powder (see Table-4.2) was used as a convective heat
transfer coefficient on the four surfaces of the small powder layer.
Defining the conductive heat losses to the substrate and surrounding powder as
convective interaction helped in accurately modelling the heat losses of the SLM bed
without having to model the whole bed. This helped in reducing the model size and
thus computational time. This modelling reduction approach can be very helpful in
making thermal modelling more efficient.
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4.6 Thermal Model Validation
The thermal FEA model was validated by comparing the simulated meltpool
dimensions with experimentally measured meltpool dimensions.
Experimental meltpool dimensions were measured using the Renishaw AM250
machine. A single 50µm layer of Ti6Al4V powder was deposited onto a titanium
substrate. Single lines were melted onto the substrate using parameters shown in
Table-4.5 below.
Table 4-5 Parameters for single line melting

Power Exposure Point Distance Substrate
(W)

(µs)

(µm)

Temperature (ᴼC)

200

100

65

100

The substrate was cross sectioned, mounted, polished and etched to reveal the
meltpool. Using optical microscopy, an image of the substrate region with the melted
line was taken and Image software was used to measure the meltpool dimensions.
The simulated meltpool dimensions were determined by taking a cross sectional
view of the melted line and measuring the meltpool dimensions.
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4.7 Data Extraction from the Thermal Model
Once the FEA thermal model was validated against experimental meltpool
dimensions, the next step was to carry out modelling trials for the SLM parametric
study.
Residual stress is dependent on the cooling rates of the SLM process and the
temperature gradient between the meltpool and the surrounding material.
Therefore the ABAQUS FEA simulation was used to extract data for calculating the
effect of SLM parameter variation on cooling rates and temperature gradients in the
SLM process.
Cooling rates were calculated by picking a point in the top center of the second
simulated laser spot (see Figure-4.4(a)) and extracting the temperature-time data
for the selected location until the time the laser finished melting the 14th spot, using
an excel spreadsheet. In excel, the cooling rate was calculated by taking the slope of
the cooling line after the highest temperature was reached and the selected location
starts to cool down when the laser moves forward to the next spot.
In order to calculate the temperature gradient. six location (see Figure-4.4(b)) were
chosen in the cross section of the second spot. The first spot was chosen at the top
surface and consecutively in increments of 50µm five more locations were chosen in
the depth direction, with the final selected point located at 300µm. Temperature-time
data for the selected locations, till the time the laser finished melting the 14th spot,
was exported into excel. In excel the temperature was plotted against time showing
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the temperature difference in the meltpool moving down in the depth direction as
well as the substrate region below the meltpool.

Figure 4-4 (a) Red spot shows the center of the second laser spot picked for calculating
cooling rate. (b) Red spots show six locations picked from top of the second spot to a depth of
300µm in increments of 50µm in the depth direction.

4.8 Modelling Trials
The verified FEA thermal model was then used to study the effect of SLM parameters
on cooling rates and temperature gradients. Changes were made to the ABAQUS
model and the DFLUX subroutine to depict the SLM parameter variation.
4.8.1 Effect of Layer Thickness
The ABAQUS model was edited changing the layer thickness of the powder layer for
the three cases of layer thickness presented in section-3.4.2. The variations in
processing parameters such as power and exposure time for each case were
modelled by making changes to the values of power and exposure in the DFLUX
subroutine for each case.
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4.8.2 Effect of Re-Scanning Varying Exposure
In order to simulate re-scanning effects the powder layer in the ABAQUS model was
assigned the properties of solid Ti6Al4V and 14 spots were scanned for the different
cases of re-scanning with varying exposure presented in section-3.4.3.1. The
variation in exposure was modelled by making changes to the exposure values in the
DFLUX subroutine for each case.

4.8.3 Effect of Re-Scanning Varying Power
In order to simulate the re-scanning effect the powder layer in the ABAQUS model
was assigned the properties of solid Ti6Al4V and 14 spots were scanned for the
different cases of re-scanning with varying power presented in section-3.4.3.2. The
variation in power was modelled by making changes to the power values in the
DFLUX subroutine for each case.
4.8.4 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density Constant
In order to simulate the effect of varying power and exposure combinations keeping
energy density constant, no changes were made to the ABAQUS model. The different
cases of power and exposure for constant energy density presented in section-3.4.4,
were modelled by changing the values of power and exposure in the DFLUX
subroutine for each case.
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4.8.5 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature
In order to simulate the effect of bed pre-heat temperature on cooling rates and
temperature gradients the different bed pre-heat temperature cases presented in
section-3.4.5.4, were modelled by changing the temperature initial condition of the
substrate in the ABAQUS model for each case. No changes were made to the DFLUX
subroutine.

4.9 Validation of Thermal Modelling
This section presents the model validation approaches taken for this work. Firstly
the model was validated based on comparison of experimentally measured meltpool dimensions against model predicted melt-pool dimensions. Secondly the model
was validated based on the trend in temperature evolution history over a scanning
length of 325µm. FEA predicted temperature distribution in the XY-plane along the
laser scanning direction was compared with experimentally determined values for
SLM of Ti64 by Yadroitsev et-al. [34]. The experimental measurement of
temperature distribution in the melt-pool were carried out using a single-mode
continuous-wave, 1075nm wavelength, Ytterbium fiber laser with 70 μm spot
size[34]. In the study by Yadroitsev et-al. [34], melt-pool temperature at the Ti6Al4V
substrate without powder was measured at laser powers (P) of 20, 30 and 50 W, in
combination with scanning speed (V) 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 m/s from 10 single tracks of
10 mm length. Temperature distribution in the melt-pool was measured by a
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specially designed coaxial optical system using 782x582 pixels resolution CCD
camera[34].

4.9.1 Melt-Pool Dimensions
Experimental melt-pool dimensions from three 20mm long line samples crosssection were compared with model predicted melt-pool dimensions. Figure-4.5
shows a comparison of average experimental melt-pool width (186µm) and depth
(169µm) against model predicted melt-pool width (159µm) and depth (164µm).

Figure 4-5. Experimental and Model predicted melt-pool dimensions comparison
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Representative optical micrograph of the experimentally acquired melt-pool with
average melt-pool dimensions is shown in Figure-4.6(a). Experimental melt-pool
had an average width of 186µm and an average depth of 169µm.

Figure 4-6 (a) Experimentally measured melt-pool dimensions (b) Melt-pool dimensions
predicted by ABAQUS finite element thermal model

Figure-4.6(b) shows the melt-pool dimensions predicted from the ABAQUS finite
element model, using optimised (>99% part density) SLM build parameters(details
in ref-[120]). The FEA model predicted a melt-pool width of 159µm. The predicted
melt-pool width is 14.5% less than average experimentally measured melt-pool
width of 186µm. It can be seen from Figure-4.6(b) that the FEA model predicted a
melt-pool depth of 164µm. The predicted melt-pool depth is 3% less than average
experimentally measured depth of 169µm. Therefore based on the comparison of
melt-pool dimensions shown in Figure-4.6, the FEA model prediction of the melting
behavior of Ti6Al4V when irradiated by laser correlates well with experiments. This
FEA model was used for studying the parametric dependence of residual stress in
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SLM Ti6Al4V parts. It was used for estimating the effect that varying SLM process
parameters had on cooling rates and temperature gradients within the process
.
4.9.2 Melt-pool Temperature Distribution
The second usage of the FEA model was to estimate the temperature distribution
across the melt-pool. Figure-4.7(a) shows a comparison of FEA predicted
temperature distribution in the XY-plane along the laser scanning direction (points of
interest highlighted in sub Figure-4.7(b)), with experimentally determined distribution of
the brightness temperature (radiation emission field is transformed into brightness
temperature after camera calibration by a black body) for SLM of Ti64 [34], in the
XY-plane along the laser scanning direction. Figure-4.7 shows a good correlation of the
trend in FEA predicted temperature distribution with experimentally measured
temperature distribution. In the experimentally determined temperature distribution [34],
the material’s solidification region is highlighted to commence at approximately 220µm
behind the current position of the laser. Figure-4.7 shows that the FEA model predicted a
similar solidification region.
The experimentally determined temperatures are for a solid Ti6Al4V substrate
using a laser power of 50W and scanning velocity of 0.1

𝑚
𝑠

[34], while the FEA

predicted temperature distribution is for 50µm Ti6Al4V powder layer on a solid
𝑚

substrate using a laser power of 200W and scanning velocity of .64 . FEA predicted
𝑠

temperatures are higher than the experimentally measured values because the
experimental temperatures are brightness temperature and according to Yadroitsev
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et-al.[34-36], the true melt-pool temperature values should be higher. According to
Yadroitsev et-al.[34-36], the true peak melt-pool temperature for 50W laser power
𝑚

and 0.1

𝑠

scanning velocity was calculated to be 2710 K (corresponding brightness

temperature being 2340 K).

Figure 4-7. (a) Comparison of FEA model predicted temperature in XY-plane along the laser
scanning direction with Experimentally determined Distribution of the brightness
temperature in the XY-plane along the laser scanning direction; P=50 W, V=0.1 m/s values
adapted from ref-[34]. (b) Highlights the 325µm distance with points considered for FEA
model predicted temperature in XY-plane along the laser scanning direction.

According to ref-[34-36], laser power has a more pronounced effect on the melt-pool
peak temperature compared with scan speed (exposure or irradiation time).
Yadroitsev et-al.[34] experimentally determined the dependence of melt-pool peak
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temperature on laser power and irradiation time concluding that the peak
temperature of the melt-pool is more sensitive to laser power. Therefore the model
predicted temperature should have been much higher than the true experimental
temperatures as the model uses a much higher power. The reason for not achieving
much higher temperatures could probably be attributed to the laser spot size, as the
modelled laser spot size (100µm) is bigger than the experimental laser spot size
(70µm) presented in the study by Yadroitsev et-al [34]. The results in Figure-4.7
show that the trend in model predicted temperature evolution over the laser scan
path agrees well with the trend in experimental trends and therefore will result in
accurate predictions of the cooling rate and temperature gradients. The predicted
cooling rate and temperature gradients provides insight about the residual stress
build up.

4.10 Temperature

Distribution

and

Solidification

Behavior

Predicted from FEA
Figure-4.8(a) shows the temperature distribution in the XY-plane (Top View) along
the laser scanning direction. It can be seen from Figure-4.8(a) that the melt-pool has
an elongated tail surrounded by recently solidified material. The melt-pool is
symmetrical around the line the laser centre traverses. Similar melt-pool shapes
have been reported by Cheng et al. [121], from FEA model of IN718 and Polivnikova
[122], reported similar shape of melt-pool for 18Ni(300) Maraging Steel using
Mathematica software. The material starts solidifying around the edges first with the
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material in the centre taking longer to solidify. This variation in temperature
between the central molten material and the recently solidified material on the sides
creates a temperature gradient and thus according to the temperature gradient
mechanism [28, 123], will result in residual stress build-up in the SLM components.
Figure-4.8(b) shows a dimensioned isometric view with laser scanning direction and
the region used for volumetric heat addition.

Figure 4-8. (a) (Top View) Temperature and Material Solidification Evolution along the Laser
Scan Path in XY-plane along the laser scanning direction. (b) Dimensioned Isometric View
showing the depth used for Volumetric Heat addition. (c) (Front View) Temperature and
Material Solidification Evolution along the depth of Laser Scan Path in ZY-plane along the
laser scanning direction. (d) (Side View) Temperature distribution across the depth (ZX plane
of the melt-pool).
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Figure-4.8(c) illustrates the temperature and material solidification evolution along
the depth, ZY-plane (Front View) of laser scan path along the laser scanning
direction. An important feature to note within Figure-4.8(c) is that the melt-pool
starts solidifying from the bottom and moves upward. Thus the analysis of
solidification front movement from Figure-4.8(a) and (c), is used to suggest the
movement of solidification front indicated by the white arrow in Figure-4.8(c). Thus
the underlying solidified material restricts the shrinkage of the molten material on
top and according to the cool-down phase model[28, 29], is responsible for the
generation of residual stress in SLM components.
Figure-4.8(d) shows the temperature distribution across the depth ZX plane (Side
View) of the melt-pool. The highest temperature of 2160ᴼC occurs at the top surface
of the melt-pool. The temperature distribution spreads out along the X-axis in the
substrate region due to higher conductivity of the solid substrate surrounding the
melt-pool compared to the powder layer, whereas powder has lower conductivity.
It can also be seen from Figure-4.8(d), that the temperature gradient along the depth
(Z-axis) of the melt-pool increases in the substrate region. This high temperature
gradient across the melt-pool depth will result in differential contraction upon
cooling and according to temperature gradient mechanism[28, 123] and cooldown phase model[28, 29] is responsible for the development of residual stress in
SLM components.
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4.11 Validation of the effect of FEA Predicted Cooling Rate on
Residual Stress
SLM Ti6Al4V samples built with process parameters shown in Table-4.6 based on
the density optimisation trials for 75µm layer thickness resulted in 78MPa residual
stress as shown in Figure-4.9(a).
Table 4-6. Optimised parameters for 75µm layer thickness SLM builds
Power (P) Exposure (t) Point Distance Hatch Spacing (h) Substrate
(W)

(µs)

(pd)(µm)

(µm)

Temperature (ᴼC)

200 W

120 µs

65 µm

80 µm

100ᴼC

Keeping the energy density constant at 61.5

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

(optimum energy density for

achieving nearly fully dense SLM Ti6Al4V parts with 75µm layer thickness), the
required exposure time was calculated for 150W power using Equation-4.(a). FEA
simulation predicted a lower cooling rate for 150W power and 160µs exposure time
for 75µm layer thickness SLM Ti6Al4V parts. Blocks built with 150W power and
160µs exposure time resulted in 55MPa residual stress as shown in Figure-4.9(a).
The decreasing trend in residual stress correlates with the FEA predicted trend in
cooling rate and thus shows that the FEA simulation is a reliable tool for assessing
the effect of SLM parameters on cooling rates and thus residual stress.
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FEA simulation was also used to predict the temperature gradient for both sets of
parameters used for creating the 75µm layer thickness SLM Ti6Al4V samples.
Figure-4.9(b) shows that the temperature gradient between the top of the melt-pool
and 250µm below the melt-pool top surface is higher for 200W power and 120µs
exposure combination compared with 150W power and 160µs exposure. The
decreasing trend in the FEA predicted temperature gradient according to
temperature gradient mechanisms [28, 123], should result in a decreasing trend in
residual stress. The decreasing trend in residual shown in Figure-4.9(a) agrees with
the decreasing trend in temperature gradients (see Figure-4.9(b)) and therefore
increases the confidence in results for the FEA simulation.

Figure 4-9. (a) Effect of Power and Exposure combination keeping Energy density constant on
cooling rate and residual stress. (b) Temperature gradient prediction between the top
surface of the melt-pool and 250 µm depth below the melt-pool from FEA simulation for SLM
Ti6Al4V samples, built with different power and exposure combinations keeping energy
density constant at optimum.

Another important observation from Figure-4.9(b) is that the highest temperature
in the melt-pool decreases for a lower power of 150W and higher exposure of 160µs
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combination, compared with a high power of 200W and lower exposure of 120 µs
combination. This trend in peak temperature with laser power is in agreement with
the findings of refs-[34-36], which reported that increase in laser power had a more
pronounced effect on the melt-pool peak temperature compared with scan speed
(exposure or irradiation time). This further provides as evidence for the validity of
the FEA simulation as a tool for analysing the effect of SLM process parameters on
residual stress.
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5 Results (Effect of Individual SLM
Parameters)
5.1 SLM parameter optimisation for Ti6Al4V
Figure-5.1 shows the optical micrographs of Ti6Al4V SLM samples produced for the
density optimisation trial. Laser power and exposure time were varied to find the
optimum combination for achieving nearly fully dense SLM Ti6Al4V parts. A
combination of 200W laser power and 100µs exposure time produced samples with
minimum internal defects and resulted in 99.99% dense parts. Figure-5.1 shows a
clear variation in the morphology and level of porosity, in TI6Al4V SLM samples built
with different power and exposure combinations.
On the major diagonal within Figure-5.1, the top left corner corresponds to a low
power and low exposure combination, which led to the formation of irregular
shaped, lack of fusion pores. Following the major diagonal, to the bottom right
corner, a region corresponding to high power and high exposure combination, the
samples now contain spherical porosity, characteristic of over melting.
It can be seen that the power and exposure combinations lying on the opposite
diagonal within Figure-5.1, from top right to bottom left of the array represents
power and exposure combinations, which results in lower level of porosity in the
samples. A careful analysis showed that sample E3, built with 200W laser power and
100µs exposure represents the optimum combination of power and exposure for
building, nearly fully dense SLM, Ti6Al4V components.
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5.1.1 Optical Microscopy

Figure 5-1 Density optimisation trial
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Figure-5.2(a) shows sample E3, representing the optimum combination of power
and exposure to processing SLM, Ti6Al4V components. This combination resulted in
minimising porosity defects and yielded a 99.99% dense part. Figure-5.2(b) shows
sample A1, with irregular shaped, lack of fusion porosity, resulting in part density of
90.49%.

Figure 5-2 (a) Sample E3 with 99.99% density. (b) Sample A1 with 90.49% density

Etching sample E3 revealed a columnar microstructure (see Figure-5.3),
characteristic of SLM Ti6Al4V, with some micro porosity. Figure-5.3 shows thin
martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths highlighted by the solid lines, growing inside columnar prior β
grains highlighted by dashed lines. Prior β grains are seen to be extending over
multiple layers.
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Figure 5-3 Sample E3 with martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths highlighted by solid lines, growing
inside columnar prior β grains highlighted by the dashed line, with pores
highlighted by arrows.

5.2 Effect of Scanning Strategy
Using the optimum combination of parameters for 50µm layer thickness,
30x30x10mm Ti6Al4V blocks were manufactured for residual stress measurement
using the hole-drilling and strain gauge method.

5.2.1 Effect of Scanning Strategy on Porosity and Microstructure
Residual stress blocks were cross sectioned for further analysis, after residual stress
measurement. Results of porosity analysis on samples created with different
scanning strategies are presented in Figure-5.4. Test case S-1 built with 90ᴼ
alternating strategy resulted in only 0.1% porosity as was found from the initial
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parameter optimisation trials presented in section-5.1. Figure-5.4 shows a clear
decreasing trend in the % porosity with increasing the scan vector length for
samples built with the Island scanning strategy. Test case S-2 built with a scan vector
length of 2mm resulted in 0.9% porosity, while increasing the scan vector length to
5mm for test case S-4 reduced the %porosity to 0.1. It can also be seen from Figure5.4 that rotating the scan vectors by 90ᴼ, in adjacent squares for test case S-5, the
%porosity for a 5mm scanning vector was reduced to 0.1.

Figure 5-4 Effect of scanning strategy on % porosity

Samples prepared for porosity analysis were etched with Kroll’s etching reagent to
understand the effect of scanning strategy on the microstructure. Figure-5.5 shows
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that irrespective of the scanning strategy the samples resulted in martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths
growing inside columnar prior β grains.

Figure 5-5. Martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths in prior β columnar grains (a) Test case S-1, 90ᴼ alternating
scanning strategy. (b) Test case S-3, 3x3 chessboard scanning strategy. (c) Test case S-5, 5x5
chessboard scanning strategy with scan vectors rotated at 90ᴼ in adjacent Islands.

5.2.2 Effect of Scanning Strategy on Residual Stress
Residual stress was measured on the 30x30x10mm test blocks manufactured using
different scanning strategies by means of air-brasive hole drilling and strain gauge
method. For test case S-1, samples built with 90ᴼ alternating strategy proved to be
the best for achieving minimum residual stress and resulted in a value of 107MPa as
shown in Figure-5.6. Island scanning strategy showed a trend of increasing Residual
Stress with increasing Island size. Figure-5.6 shows that test case S-2, with a scan
vector length of 2mm resulted in 173MPa residual stress. Dividing the scan area into
2x2mm chessboard squares resulted in an increase of 61.7% in residual stress,
compared to test case S-1, samples built with standard 90ᴼ alternating scanning
strategy. Increasing the scan vector length to 3mm, for test case S-3 resulted in a
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further increase of 6.9% compared to S-2 and 72.9% compared to S-1. Increasing the
chessboard squares size to 5x5 for test case S-4, resulted in a residual stress of
278MPa, which was 50.3% higher than S-3 and 159.8% higher compared to S-1. It
can be seen from Figure-5.6 that for chessboard scanning strategy increasing the
length of the scan vector resulted in an increase in residual stress.

Figure 5-6 Effect of scanning strategy on residual stress

In order to understand the effect of scan vector rotation on residual stress using the
chessboard scanning strategy, the orientation of the scan vectors in adjacent squares
for the 5x5 chessboard case was rotated by 90ᴼ. Figure-5.6 shows that test case S-5,
built with 5x5 chessboard scanning strategy with Scan Vectors perpendicular to
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each other in adjacent squares and 90ᴼ rotation of the whole chessboard as well as
Scan Vectors inside the squares in the next layer resulted in reducing the residual
stress by 19.4% compared to S-4. The Residual Stresses in test case S-5 samples was
209% greater than test case S-1, samples built with the standard 90ᴼ Alternating
Strategy as shown in Figure-5.6. Therefore the 90ᴼ Alternating strategy was chosen
to be used for the rest of this work.

5.2.3 Effect of Scanning Strategy on Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties were measured using dog bone specimens manufactured
using different scanning strategies by means of tensile testing. In test case S-1,
samples built with 90ᴼ Alternating strategy, achieved a UTS of 1174MPa as shown
in Figure-5.7. The chessboard scanning strategy showed a trend of a slight increase
in UTS values with increasing chessboard squares size. Figure-5.7 shows that for test
case S-2, with a scan vector length of 2mm, the result was 1187MPa UTS. Dividing
the scan area into 2x2mm squares resulted in an increase of 1.1% in UTS, compared
to test case S-1, samples built with standard 90ᴼ Alternating scanning strategy.
Increasing the scan vector length to 3mm, for test case S-3 resulted in a further
increase of 2.2% compared to S-2 and 3.3% compared to S-1. Increasing the
chessboard squares size to 5x5 for test case S-4, resulted in no further increase in
UTS. It can be seen from Figure-5.7 that for the chessboard scanning strategy
increasing the length of the scan vector resulted in a slight increase in UTS. Figure5.7 shows that test case S-5, built with 5x5 chessboard scanning strategy with Scan
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Vectors perpendicular to each other in adjacent squares and 90ᴼ rotation of the
whole chessboard as well as Scan Vectors inside the squares in the next layer
resulted in reducing the UTS by 2% compared to S-4. It is therefore clear from the
results shown in Figure-5.7 that changing the scanning strategy had no significant
effect on the UTS of the samples.
For test case S-1, samples built with a 90ᴼ alternating strategy, achieved a yield
strength of 1079MPa as shown in Figure-5.7. The chessboard scanning strategy
showed a trend of a slight increase in yield strength values with increasing
chessboard squares size. Figure-5.7 shows that test case S-2, with a scan vector
length of 2mm resulted in 1098MPa yield strength. Dividing the scan area into
2x2mm squares resulted in an increase of 1.8% in yield strength, compared to test
case S-1, samples built with standard 90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy. Increasing
the scan vector length to 3mm, for test case S-3 resulted in a further increase of 2.6%
compared to S-2 and 4.4% compared to S-1. Increasing the chessboard squares size
to 5x5 for test case S-4, resulted in no further increase in yield strength. It can be
seen from Figure-5.7 that for the chessboard scanning strategy increasing the length
of the scan vector resulted in a slight increase in yield strength. Figure-5.7 shows
that test case S-5, resulted in reducing the yield strength by 3.2% compared to S-4.
It is therefore clear from the results shown in Figure-5.7 that changing the scanning
strategy had no significant effect on the yield strength of the samples.
Test case S-1, achieved a 6.9% elongation as shown in Figure-5.7. Chessboard
scanning strategy did not show any clear trend in % elongation values with
increasing chessboard squares size. Figure-5.7 shows that test case S-2, resulted in
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6.7% elongation, 2.9% lower, compared to test case S-1. Increasing the scan vector
length to 3mm, for test case S-3 resulted in a further decrease of 4.6% compared to
S-2 and 7.4% compared to S-1. Increasing the chessboard squares size to 5x5 for test
case S-4, resulted in an increase of 22.8% compared with S-3 and 13.8% compared
with S-1. It can be seen from Figure-5.7 that for the chessboard scanning strategy no
clear relationship can be established between scan vector length and %elongation.
Figure-5.7 shows that test case S-5, resulted in increasing the elongation by 4.8%
compared to S-4. It is therefore clear from the results shown in Figure-5.7 that
changing the scanning strategy did not present any clear trend in the variation in
%elongation of the samples.
The results of Figure-5.7 show no considerable variation in UTS and yield strength
values for varying scanning strategy. % elongation does not show a discernible
relationship with scanning strategy either. Even though samples S-4 and S-5 showed
an improvement in %elongation but considering the residual stress values in those
samples from section-5.2.2 (see Figure-5.6), 90ᴼ Alternating scanning strategy was
used for the rest of this work.
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Figure 5-7 Effect of scanning strategy on UTS, Yield Strength and % Elongation

Cross sectioned residual stress blocks were used for hardness analysis, after residual
stress measurement. Results of hardness test of samples created with different
scanning strategies are presented in Figure-5.8.
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Figure 5-8 Effect of scanning strategy on Vickers Hardness

Test case S-1, resulted in 385 HV5 Vickers hardness as shown in Figure-5.8.
Chessboard scanning strategies did not show any clear trend in hardness values with
increasing chessboard squares size. Figure-5.8 shows that test case S-2, resulted in
7% lower hardness values, compared to test case S-1. Increasing the scan vector
length to 3mm, for test case S-3 showed no effect on hardness. Increasing the
chessboard squares size to 5x5 for test case S-4, resulted in an increase of 7%
compared with S-3 and resulted in hardness values almost equal to S-1. It can be
seen from Figure-5.8 that for chessboard scanning strategies no clear relationship
can be established between scan vector length and hardness. Figure-5.8 shows that
test case S-5, resulted in no variation in hardness. It is therefore clear from the
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results shown in Figure-5.8 that changing the scanning strategy had no effect on the
hardness of the samples. Therefore based on the hardness results the choice of using
90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy for the rest of this work was still a sensible choice.

5.3 Effect of Layer Thickness
The effect of layer thickness was studied by building 30x30x10mm Ti6Al4V blocks
for residual stress measurement using the hole-drilling method and tensile samples
for mechanical properties measurement using layer thicknesses of 25, 50 and 75µm.
Samples for each layer thickness were built with optimised power and exposure
time from the density optimisation trials carried out for each layer thickness.

5.3.1 Effect of Layer Thickness on Porosity and Microstructure
Residual stress blocks were cross sectioned for further analysis, following residual
stress measurement. Results of porosity analysis on samples created with different
layer thicknesses are presented in Figure-5.9.
Figure-5.9 shows that there is a clear increasing trend in the % porosity with
increasing layer thickness. Test case LT-1 built with 25µm layer thickness had 0%
porosity. LT-2 built with a layer thickness of 50µm resulted in 0.1% porosity, while
increasing the layer thickness to 75µm for test case LT-3 increased the porosity
value to 0.8%. Samples prepared for porosity analysis were etched with Kroll’s
etching reagent to understand the effect of layer thickness on the microstructure.
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Figure 5-9 Effect of layer thickness on % porosity

Figure-5.10 shows that irrespective of the layer thickness the samples resulted in
martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar prior β grains.

Figure 5-10. Martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths in prior β columnar grains (a) Test case LT-1, 25µm layer
thickness. (b) Test case LT-2, 50µm layer thickness. (c) Test case LT-3, 75µm layer thickness.
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5.3.2 Effect of Layer Thickness on Residual Stress
Residual stress was measured on the 30x30x10mm test blocks manufactured using
different layer thickness using the air-brasive hole drilling and strain gauge method.
Figure-5.11 shows an inverse relation between residual stress and layer thickness.
Test case LT-1, samples built with 25µm layer thickness resulted in 190MPa residual
stress. Increasing the layer thickness to 50µm for test case LT-2, Figure-5.11 shows a
decrease of 43.7% in residual stress, compared to test case LT-1. Increasing the layer
thickness to 75µm, for test case LT-3 resulted in a further decrease of 27.1%
compared to LT-2 and 58.9% compared to LT-1. It can be seen from Figure-5.11 that
increasing the layer thickness resulted in a considerable decrease in residual stress.

Figure 5-11 Effect of layer thickness on residual stress
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5.3.3 Effect of Layer Thickness on Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties were measured using dog bone specimens manufactured
using different layer thickness by means of tensile testing. Figure-5.12 shows an
inverse relationship between UTS and layer thickness. Test case LT-1, samples built
with 25µm layer thickness, achieved a UTS of 1206MPa. Increasing the layer
thickness to 50µm for test case LT-2, resulted in a decrease of 2.7% in UTS, compared
to test case LT-1. Increasing the layer thickness to 75µm, for test case LT-3 resulted
in a further decrease of 4.6% compared to LT-2 and 7.1% compared to LT-1. It is
therefore clear from the results shown in Figure-5.12 that increasing the layer
thickness resulted in a reduction in UTS but the effect was not significant.
Figure-5.12 shows an inverse relationship between yield strength and layer
thickness. The test case LT-1, samples built with 25µm layer thickness, showed a
yield strength of 1092MPa. Increasing the layer thickness to 50µm for test case LT2, resulted in a decrease of 1.2% in yield strength, compared to test case LT-1.
Increasing the layer thickness to 75µm, for test case LT-3 resulted in a further
decrease of 3.9% compared to LT-2 and 5% compared to LT-1. It is therefore clear
from the results shown in Figure-5.12 that increasing the layer thickness did not
result in a significant reduction in yield strength.
Figure-5.12 shows an inverse relationship between %elongation and layer
thickness. In test case LT-1, samples built with 25µm layer thickness, resulted in
11% elongation. Increasing the layer thickness to 50µm for test case LT-2, resulted
in a decrease of 37.3% in elongation, compared to test case LT-1. Increasing the layer
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thickness to 75µm, for test case LT-3 resulted in a further decrease of 20.9%
compared to LT-2 and 50.2% compared to LT-1. It is therefore clear from the results
shown in Figure-5.12 that increasing the layer thickness had a significant reduction
in the elongation of the samples.

Figure 5-12 Effect of layer thickness on UTS and Yield Strength and % Elongation

The results of Figure-5.12 show no considerable variation in UTS and yield strength
values for varying layer thickness. %elongation showed a clear decreasing trend
with increasing layer thickness. Even though samples LT-1 showed an improved
%elongation but considering the residual stress values in those samples from
section-5.3.2(see Figure-5.11), 50µm layer thickness was used for the rest of this
work.
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Cross sectioned residual stress blocks were used for hardness analysis, after residual
stress measurement. Results of hardness tests of samples created with different
layer thickness are presented in Figure-5.13. Figure-5.13 shows a direct relationship
between Vickers hardness and layer thickness. Test case LT-1, samples built with
25µm layer thickness, resulted in 364 Vickers hardness.

Figure 5-13 Effect of layer thickness on Vickers Hardness

Increasing the layer thickness to 50µm for test case LT-2, resulted in an increase of
5.8% in Vickers hardness, compared to test case LT-1. Increasing the layer thickness
to 75µm, for test case LT-3 resulted in no further increase in hardness value. It is
therefore clear from the results shown in Figure-5.13 that increasing the layer
thickness did not have a profound effect on the hardness of the samples. Therefore
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based on the hardness results the choice of using 50µm layer thickness for the rest
of this work was still a sensible choice.

5.4 Effect of Re-Scanning Varying Exposure
Using the optimum combination of parameters for 50µm layer thickness,
30x30x10mm Ti6Al4V blocks were manufactured for residual stress measurement
with hole-drilling. Each layer was re-scanned with a proportion of the optimum
Energy Density (76.92

𝐽

𝑚𝑚3

) calculated from the density optimisation trials for 50µm

layer thickness (see section-5.1). The Energy Density used for re-scanning each layer
was varied by keeping power constant at 200W and varying the exposure time in
proportion to the optimum exposure time of 100µs.
5.4.1 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure on Porosity and
Microstructure
Residual stress blocks were cross sectioned for further analysis, after residual stress
measurement. The results of porosity analysis on samples created with different rescanning strategies with varying exposure time are presented in Figure-5.14.
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Figure 5-14 Effect of re-scanning with varying exposure on % porosity

Figure-5.14 shows that all re-scanning test cases resulted in fully dense blocks
without any porosity. Samples prepared for porosity analysis were etched with
Kroll’s etching reagent to understand the effect of re-scanning with varying exposure
on the microstructure. Figure-5.15 shows that irrespective of the re-scanning
Energy Density the samples resulted in martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar
prior β grains, as with the standard 90ᴼ alternating test case S-1 samples (see Figure5.15(a)).
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Figure 5-15 Martensitic α' laths in prior β columnar grains (a) Test case S-1, 90ᴼ alternating
scanning strategy with no re-scan. (b) Test case RSE-1, Re-scan with 50µs. (c) Test case RSE4, Re-scan with 150µs.

5.4.2 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure on Residual Stress
Residual stress was measured on the 30x30x10mm test blocks manufactured using
different re-scanning strategies with varying exposure time in proportion to the
exposure time for standard 90ᴼ Alternating samples, by means of the air-brasive
hole drilling and strain gauge method. For test case RSE-1, samples built with
rescanning every layer using 50µs exposure time resulted in 125MPa residual stress,
a 16.8% increase compared to standard samples, test case S-1 without any
rescanning as shown in Figure-5.16. Test case RSE-2, with a re-scan exposure time
of 75µs resulted in 165MPa residual stress, an increase of 32% in residual stress,
compared to test case RSE-1, and 54.2% compared with standard test case S-1.
Increasing the exposure time for rescanning to 100µs, test case RSE-3 resulted in a
decrease of 17.6% compared to RSE-2 but the residual stress was 27.1% higher
greater than S-1. Increasing the exposure time to 150µs, test case S-4, resulted in a
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residual stress of 71MPa, which was 47.8% lower than RSE-3 and also 33.6% lower
compared to S-1.

Figure 5-16 Effect of re-scanning energy varying exposure on residual stress

It can be seen from Figure-5.16 that rescanning with varying exposure time showed
promising results for achieving a reduction in residual stress if every layer is
rescanned with 150% Energy Density of the build parameters.
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5.4.3 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure on Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties were measured using dog bone specimens manufactured
using different rescanning strategies with varying exposure by means of tensile
testing. UTS values shown in Figure-5.17 do not show any considerable variation for
test cases RSE-1 to RSE-3 compared with the standard test case S-1 without any
rescan. Test case RSE-4, rescanning with 150µs exposure showed a decrease of 13%
compared with S-1. It is therefore clear from the results shown in Figure-5.17 that
changing the rescanning exposure had no significant effect on the UTS of the
samples.
Figure-5.17 does not show any clear trend in yield strength for test cases RSE-1 to
RSE-3 compared with the standard test case S-1 without any rescan. Test case RSE4, rescanning with 150µs exposure showed 0.03MPa yield strength, which is quite
an unexpected drop suggesting pre-mature failure of the tensile samples. It is
therefore clear from the results shown in Figure-5.17 that changing the rescanning
exposure had no remarkable effect on the yield strength of the samples.
Rescanning with varying exposure did not show any clear trend in %elongation
values with increasing exposure time. Test case RSE-1, resulted in 6.51% elongation,
which was 5.7% lower than the elongation of standard samples, test case S-1 built
without rescanning as shown in Figure-5.17.

Test case RSE-2, showed 51%

improvement in elongation, compared to test case RSE-1 and the elongation was
42.5% higher compared with S-1. Increasing the rescan exposure to 100µs, test case
RSE-3 resulted in a sharp drop of 67.3% compared to RSE-2 and 53.5% compared to
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S-1. Increasing the exposure to 150µs, test case RSE-4, resulted in 0% elongation,
which is quite an unexpected drop suggesting pre-mature failure of the tensile
samples. It can be seen from Figure-5.17 that for rescanning with varying exposure
no clear relation can be established between rescan exposure time and %elongation.

Figure 5-17. Effect of re-scanning energy varying exposure on UTS and Yield Strength and %
Elongation

The results of Figure-5.17 show no considerable variation in UTS and yield strength
values for varying rescanning exposure. %elongation does not present a discernible
relation with either. Even though samples RSE-2 showed an improvement in %
elongation, considering the residual stress values in those samples from section154

5.4.2 (see Figure-5.16), rescanning does not fall into the optimum combination of
SLM parameters for reducing residual stress and enhancing mechanical properties.
Cross sectioned residual stress blocks were used for hardness analysis, after residual
stress measurement. The results of hardness tests for samples created with
rescanning varying exposure are presented in Figure-5.18. Figure-5.18 shows no
variation in Vickers hardness between the standard test case S-1 without rescanning
and rescanned samples. Therefore based on the hardness results the choice of
dropping rescanning in the combination of optimum parameters is still a sensible
choice.

Figure 5-18 Effect of re-scanning energy varying exposure on Vickers Hardness
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5.5 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Power
Using the optimum combination of parameters for 50µm layer thickness,
30x30x10mm Ti6Al4V blocks were manufactured for residual stress measurement
using the hole-drilling method. Each layer was re-scanned with a proportion of the
optimum Energy Density (76.92

𝐽

𝑚𝑚3

) calculated from the density optimisation trials

for 50µm layer thickness (see section-5.1). Energy Density for re-scanning each layer
was varied by keeping exposure time constant at 100µs and varying the power in
proportion to the optimum power of 200W.

5.5.1 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Power on Porosity and
Microstructure
Residual stress blocks were cross sectioned for further analysis, after residual stress
measurement. Results of porosity analysis on samples created with different rescanning strategies with varying power are presented in Figure-5.19. Figure-5.19
shows that for test case RSP-1, samples built with a rescanning power of 100W
resulted in a 2.3% increase in porosity compared with the standard test case S-1,
built without any rescanning. Increasing the rescanning power to 150W, test case
RSP-2 resulted in reducing the porosity to 1.8%, while rescanning with 200W power,
test case RSP-3 resulted in fully dense blocks without any porosity.
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Figure 5-19 Effect of re-scanning with varying power on % porosity

Samples prepared for porosity analysis were etched with Kroll’s etching reagent to
understand the effect of re-scanning with varying power on the microstructure.
Figure-5.20 shows that irrespective of the re-scanning Energy Density the samples
resulted in martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar prior β grains, same as the
standard 90ᴼ alternating test case S-1 samples (see Figure-5.20(a)).
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Figure 5-20 Martensitic α' laths in prior β columnar grains (a) Test case S-1, 90ᴼ alternating
scanning strategy with no re-scan. (b) Test case RSP-1, Re-scan with 100W. (c) Test case RSE3, Re-scan with 200W.

5.5.2 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure on Residual Stress
Residual stress was measured on the 30x30x10mm test blocks manufactured using
different re-scanning strategies with varying power in proportion to the 200W
power for standard 90ᴼ Alternating samples, by means of the air-brasive hole
drilling and strain gauge method. For test case RSP-1, samples built with rescanning
every layer using 100W power resulted in 180MPa residual stress, a 68.2% increase
compared to standard samples, test case S-1 without any rescanning as shown in
Figure-5.21.
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Figure 5-21. Effect of re-scanning energy varying power on residual stress

Test case RSP-2, with a re-scan power of 150W resulted in 116MPa residual stress,
a decrease of 35.6%, compared to test case RSP-1, while it was 8.4% higher than
residual stress in the standard test case S-1. Increasing the power for rescanning to
200W, test case RSP-3 resulted in an increase of 17.2% compared to RSP-2 but the
residual stress was 27.1% higher compared to S-1. It can be seen from Figure-5.21
that rescanning with varying power did not show any promising results for
achieving a reduction in residual stress. Therefore rescanning was not considered
for the rest of this work.
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5.5.3 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Power on Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties were measured using dog bone specimens manufactured
using different rescanning strategies with varying power by means of tensile testing.
UTS values shown in Figure-5.22 do not show any clear trend with varying
rescanning power. For test case RSP-1, rescanning with 100W power showed a
decrease of 3.2% compared with S-1, standard samples without any rescanning.
Increasing the rescanning power to 150W, test case RSP-2, resulted in a further
decrease of 12.8% compared to RSP-1, while the UTS was lower by 15.9% compared
with S-1. The UTS value for test case RSP-3, rescanning with 200W power, rose by
20.8% compared with RSP-2 and was higher by 2% than S-1. It is therefore clear
from the results shown in Figure-5.22 that changing the rescanning power did not
show any clear correlation with changes in the UTS of the samples.
Figure-5.22 does not show any clear trend in yield strength for test cases RSP-1 to
RSP-3 compared with the standard test case S-1 without any rescan. For test case
RSP-1, rescanning with 100W power, resulted in a 2.9% decrease in yield strength
compared to S-1. Increasing the rescanning power to 150W, test case RSP-2 resulted
in a further decrease of 11.4% compared with RSP-1 while the yield strength was
lower by 13.9% compared with S-1. For test case RSP-3, rescanning with 200W
power showed an improvement of 23.4% compared to RSP-2, while the yield
strength was higher by 6.2% compared with S-1. It is therefore clear from the results
shown in Figure-5.22 that changing the rescanning power did not show any clear
relation with changes in the yield strength of the samples.
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Rescanning with varying power did not show any clear trend in %elongation values
with increasing power. Test case RSP-1, resulted in 9.64% elongation, which was
39.7% higher than the elongation of standard samples, test case S-1 built without
rescanning as shown in Figure-5.22. Test case RSP-2, showed 24.2% decrease in
elongation, compared to test case RSP-1 but the elongation was 5.9% higher
compared with S-1. Increasing the rescan power to 200W, test case RSP-3 resulted
in a sharp drop of 56.1% compared to RSP-2 and 53.5% compared to S-1. It can be
seen from Figure-5.22 that for rescanning with varying exposure no clear relation
can be established between rescan power and %elongation.
The results of Figure-5.22 show no discernible relation between UTS, yield strength
and %elongation with varying rescanning power. Even though samples RSP-1
showed an improvement in %elongation but considering the increase in residual
stress section-5.5.2(see Figure-5.21), and increase in porosity section-5.5.1 (see
Figure-5.19), rescanning with 100W power is not a viable option. Similarly RSP-2
showed a little enhancement in %elongation at the detriment of yield strength,
residual stress and porosity, therefore rescanning with 150W is also not a viable
option. The results from rescanning with varying power do not fall into the optimum
combination of SLM parameters for reducing residual stress and enhancing
mechanical properties. Therefore rescanning is not used for the rest of this work.
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Figure 5-22. Effect of re-scanning energy varying power on UTS and Yield Strength and %
Elongation

Cross sectioned residual stress blocks were used for hardness analysis, after residual
stress measurement. Results of hardness test for samples created with rescanning
varying power are presented in Figure-5.23. Figure-5.23 shows no variation in
Vickers hardness between the standard test case S-1 without rescanning and
rescanned samples. Therefore based on the hardness results the choice of dropping
rescanning in the combination of optimum parameters is still a sensible choice.
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Figure 5-23 Effect of re-scanning energy varying power on Vickers Hardness

5.6 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density
Constant
Energy Density for the optimum combination of parameters found from the density
optimisation trials for 50µm layer thickness (see section-5.1), was calculated using
Equation-, resulting in an optimum Energy Density of 76.92

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. Keeping the Energy

Density constant, 30x30x10mm Ti6Al4V blocks were manufactured for residual
stress measurement, using different combination of power and exposure time.
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5.6.1 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density Constant on
Porosity and Microstructure
Residual stress blocks were cross sectioned for further analysis, after residual stress
measurement. Results of porosity analysis on samples created with different
combinations of power and exposure for constant Energy Density are presented in
Figure-5.24.

Figure 5-24 Effect of power and exposure keeping energy density constant on % porosity

Figure-5.24 shows that keeping the Energy Density constant, nearly fully dense SLM
Ti6Al4V parts can be achieved with any combination of power and exposure.
Samples prepared for porosity analysis were etched with Kroll’s etching reagent to
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understand the effect of varying power and exposure combinations for constant
Energy Density, on the microstructure. Figure-5.25 shows that irrespective of the
power and exposure combination with constant Energy Density the samples
resulted in martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar prior β grains, same as the
standard 90ᴼ Alternating test case S-1 samples (see Figure-5.25(a)), created with
optimised power and exposure values (see section-5.1).

Figure 5-25. Martensitic α' laths in prior β columnar grains (a) Test case S-1, 90ᴼ alternating
scanning strategy with optimum combination of power (200W) & exposure (100µs). (b) Test
case CED-1, power (180W) & exposure (111µs). (c) Test case CED-4, power (150W) &
exposure (133µs)

5.6.2 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density Constant on
Residual Stress
Residual stress was measured on the 30x30x10mm test blocks manufactured using
different combinations of power and exposure keeping Energy Density constant
using the air-brasive hole drilling and strain gauge method. For constant Energy
Density, Figure-5.26 shows a decreasing trend in residual stress with decreasing
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power and increasing exposure. For test case S-1, samples built with optimum
combination of power (200W) and exposure (100µs) resulted in 107MPa residual
stress as shown in Figure-5.26. Test case CED-1, built with 180W power and 111µs
exposure resulted in 3.7% reduction in residual stress compared with S-1.

Figure 5-26. Effect of varying power and exposure time combination for a constant energy
density on residual stress

Decreasing the power to 170W and increasing the exposure to 118µs, test case CED2, resulted in 15% reduction in residual stress compared with S-1. Test cases CED-3
resulted in 19.8% decrease in residual stress compared with CED-2 and the residual
stress was lower by 31.8% compared with S-1. Test case CED-4 resulted in 4.1%
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decrease in residual stress compared with CED-3 and the residual stress was lower
by 34.6% compared with S-1. The results in Figure-5.26 show that scanning and
melting Ti6Al4V powder with slower scan speed and lower power, maintaining the
optimum Energy Density, results in a reduction in residual stress within the parts.

5.6.3 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density Constant on
Mechanical properties
Mechanical properties were measured using dog bone specimens manufactured
using different combinations of power and exposure keeping Energy Density
constant by means of tensile testing. For constant Energy Density, UTS values do not
show any considerable variation (see Figure-5.27) with decreasing power and
increasing exposure time. Test case CED-4, built with 150W power and 133µs
exposure showed a slight improvement of 2.9% in UTS, compared with S-1. Figure5.27 shows that for constant Energy Density, the yield strength did not change
considerably with decreasing power and increasing exposure time. Test case CED-4,
built with 150W power and 133µs exposure showed a slight improvement of 3.9%
in yield strength, compared with S-1.
For constant Energy Density, Figure-5.27 shows an increasing trend in % elongation
with decreasing power and increasing exposure time. Test case CED-1, built with
180W and 111µs, resulted in 31.3% improvement in elongation compared with S-1.
Decreasing the power to 170W and increasing exposure to 118µs resulted in 13.8%
decline in elongation compared with CED-1 but the elongation was 13.2% higher
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compared with test case S-1. Further decreasing the power to 160W and increasing
exposure to 125µs, test case CED-3 resulted in an increase of 3.7% improvement in
elongation compared with CED-2 and 17.4% compared with S-1. Test case CED-4,
built with 150W and 133µs, resulted in a further improvement of 5.1% in elongation
compared with CED-3 and 23.33% compared with S-1.

Figure 5-27. Effect of varying power and exposure time combination for a constant energy
density on UTS, Yield Strength and % Elongation

The results of Figure-5.27 show no considerable variation in UTS and yield strength
values for varying combinations of power and exposure, maintaining constant
Energy Density. Scanning slowly with lower power, using the optimum Energy
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Density resulted in considerable improvement in %elongation of the samples. Even
though samples CED-1 resulted in the highest %elongation considering the residual
stress values in those samples from section-5.6.2(see Figure-5.26), this combination
of power and exposure was not considered any further. Test case CED-4 resulted in
the second highest elongation and from section-5.6.2(see Figure-5.26), an
improvement in residual stress was also recorded for 150W power and 133µs
exposure. Therefore the power and exposure combination from test case CED-4 was
used further in the investigation of strategic residual stress reduction in a complex
geometry.

Figure 5-28 Effect of varying power and exposure time combination for a constant energy
density on Vickers Hardness
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Cross sectioned residual stress blocks were used for hardness analysis, after residual
stress measurement. Results of hardness tests for samples created with different
combinations of power and exposure for constant Energy Density are presented in
Figure-5.28. Figure-5.28 shows no variation in Vickers hardness between the
standard test case S-1, built with optimum of power and exposure from density
optimisation trials (see section-5.1) and samples built with decreased power and
increased exposure combinations. Therefore based on the hardness results the
choice of using test case CED-4, power and exposure combination in the strategic
residual stress reduction in a complex geometry, is still a sensible choice.

5.7 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature
Using the optimum combination of parameters found from the density optimisation
trials for 50µm layer thickness (see section-5.1), 30x30x10mm Ti6Al4V blocks were
manufactured for residual stress measurement, using different bed Pre-Heat
temperatures.

5.7.1 Effect of Be Pre-Heat Temperature on Porosity and Microstructure
Residual stress blocks were cross sectioned for further analysis, after residual stress
measurement. Results of porosity analysis on samples created with different Bed
Pre-Heat Temperatures are presented in Figure-5.29. Figure-5.29 shows that there
was no considerable variation in porosity with changing Bed Pre-heat Temperature
and all temperature test cases resulted in nearly fully dense blocks.
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Figure 5-29 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on % porosity

Samples prepared for porosity analysis were etched with Kroll’s etching reagent to
understand the effect of varying Bed Pre-Heat Temperature, on the microstructure.
The 5X optical micrograph of Test case T-1, built at 100ᴼC bed pre-heat temperature
is shown in Figure-5.30(a). Test case T-1 has completely martensitic microstructure
with martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths within prior columnar β grains. The 5X optical micrograph
of test case-T6 built at 770ºC is shown in Figure-5.30(b). Test case T-6 shows that
even at the highest bed pre-heat temperature used in this study, prior β grains are
still present in the samples. It can be seen from Figure-5.30 that prior columnar β
grains extending over multiple layers is a characteristic of SLM Ti6Al4V and
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irrespective of the bed temperature, prior columnar β grains are present in all
samples.

Figure 5-30 (a) Test CaseT-1 (100ᴼC) displaying prior β columnar grains. (b) Test CaseT-6
displaying prior β columnar grains (770ᴼC).

Figure-5.31 shows the microstructure of test case T-1 built at 100ᴼC bed pre-heat
temperature and test case T-2 built at 370ᴼC. The optical micrographs in Figure5.31(a) and (c) shows a martensitic microstructure for both test cases T-1 and T-2.
Higher magnification SEM micrographs Figure-5.31(b) and (d), show that increasing
the bed temperature to 370ᴼC, test case T-2, resulted in an increase in 𝛼 ′ lath size,
as shown by the dashed ellipse. Arrows in Figure 31(d) indicate that white β
particles have started forming between the 𝛼 ′ laths in samples built for test case T2. Some 𝛼 ′ may also have transformed into equilibrium α.
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Figure 5-31 Martensitic microstructure of the samples in (a) Test Case T-1 (100ᴼC) with (b)
showing different α' lath sizes (c) α' laths in prior β grains in Case T2 (370ᴼC). (d) Test Case
T-2 shows growth in α' laths size (ellipse) and white β particles starting to form between 𝛼 ′
laths shown by the arrows.

Figure-5.32(a) shows that increasing the bed temperature to 470ᴼC, test case T-3
resulted in a martensitic microstructure with a considerable 𝛼 ′ decomposition into
equilibrium α, highlighted by the red circles. The SEM micrographs of Figure5.32(b), show that raising the bed temperature to 470ᴼC led to an increase in the lath
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size compared with test case T-2. Test case T-3 also shows an increase in the amount
of β between the 𝛼 ′ /α laths compared to T-2.

Figure 5-32. (a) Test Case T-3 (470ᴼC) shows decreases in 𝛼 ′ martensitic laths due to
decomposition into α, highlighted by red circles. (b) Test Case T-3, shows white β particles
growing between 𝛼/𝛼 ′ laths (indicated by the arrows). (c) Test Case T-4 (570ᴼC) shows
𝛼 ′ martensite has decomposed into equilibrium basketweave α+β microstructure, highlighted
by red circles. (d) Test Case T-4 shows β growing between α laths and β starting to grow
inside α laths (indicated by arrows).
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Test case T-4 samples were built a bed temperature of 570ᴼC just below the Ti6Al4V
martensitic decomposition range of 600-650ᴼC. Figure-5.32(c) show that there is no
martensite phase present within test case T-4 samples. The α colonies within the
basketweave microstructure of the test case T-4 sample are highlighted by red
circles in Figure-5.32(c). The grain boundary β between α colonies is indicated by
arrows in Figure-5.32(d). Samples built at 570ᴼC, show an increase in lath size and
the amount of β between α laths (see Figure-5.32(d)), compared to samples
produced at lower bed temperatures. Another important feature in test case T-4,
samples is the formation of nano β inside α laths.
Increasing the bed temperature to 670ᴼC, Test Case T-5, Figure-5.33(a) resulted in
an increase in α lath size. Red rectangles in Figure-5.33(a) highlight the start of grain
boundary α globulorisation in samples built at 670ᴼC, bed pre-heat temperature. The
amount of white β particles between α laths and nano β particles growing inside α
laths show an increase in samples for test case T-5(see Figure-5.33(b)).
Figure-5.33(c) shows a further increase in α lath size as well as globular grain
boundary α, for test case T-6, samples built at 770ºC bed pre-heat temperature. The
amount of white β particles between α laths and nano β particles growing inside α
laths shows a further increase in samples for test case T-6, highlighted by the red
arrows in Figure-5.33(d).
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Figure 5-33. (a) Test Case T-5 (670ᴼC), showing the start of grain boundary α globulorisation,
highlighted by the red rectangles. (b) Test Case T-5 showing the growth in white β particles
between and inside α laths (indicated by the red arrows). (c) Test Case T-6 (770ᴼC) shows an
increase in globular α, highlighted by the red rectangles. (d) Test Case T-6 shows an increase
in grain boundary β and β inside α laths (indicated by the red arrows).

The results in Figure-5.33, show that bed pre-heat temperatures of 670ᴼC and 770ᴼC
led to a considerable increase in α lath and colony size. Higher bed temperatures
have also led to an increase in the amount of β phase growing between α lath
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colonies. The growth of nano β particles inside α laths as well as grain boundary
globular α has also increased with raising the bed temperature (670ᴼC and 770ᴼC).

Figure 5-34(a) Optical micrograph of 670ᴼC sample at 200X showing globular α highlighted
by red rectangles. (b) Optical micrograph of 770ᴼC sample at 200X showing globular α
highlighted by red rectangles. (c) SEM secondary image of 770ᴼC sample showing nano βparticles inside α-laths highlighted by red ellipses.

The start of grain boundary α globulorisation is highlighted by red rectangles in
Figure-5.34(a), samples built with a bed pre-heat temperature of 670ᴼC. Figure177

5.34(b) shows that raising the bed pre-heat temperature to 770ᴼC, enhanced this
effect of grain boundary α globulorisation, where red rectangles highlight globular α
grains. Figure-5.34 (a) and (b) also show that a wide size range of α laths exists in
samples built at 670ᴼC and 770ᴼC bed temperatures. Nano β particles growing
inside α laths are highlighted by the red ellipses in Figure-5.34(c), for samples built
at 770ᴼC. White nano β particles first appeared in samples built at 570ᴼC and
increased further with increasing bed pre-heat temperatures.

5.7.2 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature on Residual Stress
Residual stress was measured on the 30x30x10mm test blocks manufactured at
different bed pre-heat temperatures using optimum combination of parameters
from density optimisation trials, by means of the air-brasive hole drilling and strain
gauge method. Figure-5.35 shows a clear inverse relation between bed pre-heat
temperature and residual stress. Test case T-1, standard samples built at 100ᴼC bed
pre-heat temperature resulted in 214MPa residual stress. Increasing the bed
temperature to 370ᴼC, test case T-2, resulted in 71.5% reduction in residual stress
compared to test case T-1. Increasing the bed temperature to 470ᴼC, test case T-3,
resulted in a further decrease of 59% compared with test case T-2 and the residual
stress was 88.3% lower compared with standard samples built at 100ᴼC. Increasing
the bed temperature to 570ᴼC, just below Ti6Al4V martensitic decomposition range
of 600-650ᴼC for test case T-4 resulted in samples with practically no residual stress.
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Further increase in bed temperature to 670ᴼC for test case T-5 and 770ᴼC for test
case T-6 also resulted in practically no residual stress in the samples as well.

Figure 5-35 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on residual stress

5.7.3 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature on Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties were measured using dog bone specimens manufactured at
different bed pre-heat temperatures, using the optimum combination of parameters
from density optimisation trials by means of tensile testing. Figure-5.36 shows
consistent UTS values up to a bed temperature of 570ᴼC, test case T-4. Increasing
the bed temperature to 670ᴼC, test case T-5 recorded a slight decrease of 2.6% in
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UTS, compared with samples built at lower bed temperatures. Samples built at
770ᴼC, test case T-6 recorded a sharp drop of 39.3% in UTS, compared with the
standard samples, test case T-1, built at 100ᴼC bed pre-heat temperature.
Figure-5.36 shows that the yield strength values remained consistent up to a bed
temperature of 670ᴼC, test case T-5 with only a slight increase of 3% compared with
standard samples built at 100ᴼC, test case T-1. Increasing the bed temperature to
770ᴼC for test case T-6 resulted in no yield strength values due to pre-mature failure
of the test samples.
Figure-5.36 shows a clear increase in %elongation with bed pre-heat temperature.
For test case T-1, samples built at 100ᴼC bed temperature, resulted in 6.01%
elongation. Increasing the bed temperature to 370ᴼC for test case T-2, increased the
elongation by 57.7% compared with T-1. Test case T-3, built at 470ᴼC, noted a
further increase of 2.6% compared with test case T-2 and compared with the
standard samples of test case T-1 the elongation was higher by 61.9%. A bed preheat temperature of 570ᴼC for test case T-4 resulted in the highest %elongation of
9.99, which was 66.2% higher than the elongation of the standard samples built at
100ᴼC. Increasing the bed temperature to 670ᴼC for test case T-5 resulted in a sharp
decline in elongation by 74.7% compared with test cas-T-4 (samples with the
highest recorded elongation) and the elongation was 57.9% lower than standard
samples of test case T-1. With a bed temperature of 770ᴼC, test case T-6 did not
record any elongation due to the premature failure of the test samples.
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The results in Figure-5.36, therefore show that a bed temperature of 570ᴼC yielded
the highest mechanical properties. Considering the mechanical properties along
with residual stress results (see-section 5.7.2), a bed pre-heat temperature of 570ᴼC
was used for investigating the geometrical dependence of residual stress.

Figure 5-36 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on UTS, Yield Strength and % Elongation

Cross sectioned residual stress blocks were used for micro hardness analysis, after
residual stress measurement. Results of micro Vickers hardness test for samples
created at different bed pre-heat temperatures using the optimum combination of
parameters from density optimisation trials are presented in Figure-5.37.
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Figure 5-37 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on Vickers Micro Hardness

Figure-5.37 shows a clear increasing trend in Vickers micro hardness with
increasing bed pre-heat temperature. The standard samples test case T-1, built at
100ᴼC bed pre-heat temperature resulted in 391 HV0.2, Vickers micro hardness.
Increasing the bed temperature to 370ᴼC for test case T-2 resulted in 6.7% increase
in Vickers micro hardness compared with T-1. Test case T-3, built at 470ᴼC resulted
in a further increase of 1.4% compared with T-2 and the micro hardness was 8.2%
higher compared with the standard samples built at 100ᴼC bed pre-heat
temperature. A further increase of 1.2% in micro hardness was recorded for test
case T-4, samples built at 570ᴼC compared with T-3. Bed temperature of 670ᴼC
resulted in the highest Vickers micro hardness of 442 HV0.2, 13% higher than
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standard test samples T-1, built at 100ᴼC bed temperature. Test case T-6, built at
770ᴼC resulted in a slight decrease of 1.8% in the micro hardness compared with
test case T-5 (Samples with highest Vickers micro hardness), but the values were
still 11% higher than the standard samples, test case T-1. Based on the Vickers micro
hardness results shown in Figure-5.37, 570ᴼC bed pre-heat temperature is still a
good choice to be used in the investigation of geometrical dependence of residual
stress.
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6 Discussion (Effect of Individual SLM
Parameters)
6.1 SLM parameter optimisation for Ti6Al4V
SLM parameter optimisation trials for achieving nearly fully dense Ti6Al4V parts
showed that a combination of 200W power and 100µs exposure, resulted in the
highest density. Table-6.1 shows the part density for the range of power and
exposure combinations from density optimisation trial.
Table 6-1 Part density for different power and exposure time combination

E(µs) 60

80

100

120

140

160

180

P(W)
120

90.49

95.03

98.88

99.61

99.17

99.81

99.95

140

96.57

98.5

99.52

99.37

99.05

99.17

99.06

160

98.62

99.80

99.18

99.46

99.18

98.13

96.91

180

99.25

99.84

99.89

99.56

98.95

97.59

95.69

200

99.54

99.83

99.99

99.37

98.97

97.85

94.41

Laser Energy Density input into the powder bed determines the amount of melting
that can be achieved in SLM parts. Table-6.2 shows Energy Density for the range of
power and exposure combinations from the density optimisation trials. From Table6.1 and 6.2, the range of Energy Densities for achieving good melting (≥ 99% part
density), for Ti6Al4V is quite wide. Energy Density between 41.54

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

to 92.31

𝐽

𝑚𝑚3
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resulted in nearly fully dense parts. The optimum Energy Density which resulted in
99.99% dense parts was noted to be 76.92

𝐽

𝑚𝑚3

for 200W power and 100µs exposure.

Parts built with Energy Density below 76.92

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

showed some lack of fusion

porosity and parts built with higher than optimum Energy Density resulted in
spherical gas porosity, a characteristic of overmelting.

Table 6-2. Energy density for different power and exposure time combination

E(µs) 60

80

100

120

140

160

180

P(W)
120

27.69

36.92

46.15

55.38

64.62

73.85

83.08

140

32.31

43.08

53.85

64.62

75.38

86.15

96.92

160

36.92

49.23

61.54

73.85

86.15

98.46

110.77

180

41.54

55.38

69.23

83.08

96.92

110.77

124.62

200

46.15

61.54

76.92

92.31

107.69

123.08

138.46

Another important aspect worth noting from Table-6.1 and 2 is the pronounced
effect of power on part density. Varying the level of power affects the minimum
Energy Density required for achieving greater than 99% dense Ti6Al4V SLM parts.
Table-6.1 and 2 show an inverse correlation between power and the minimum
Energy Density required for good melting of Ti6Al4V powder in the SLM process. It
can be seen that for a power of 120W the minimum Energy Density required is
55.38

𝐽

𝑚𝑚3

, while increasing the power by 20W to 140W reduces the minimum
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Energy Density required for good melting to 53.85

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. For a power of 180W the

minimum Energy Density required for achieving nearly fully dense (≥ 99% density)
parts is reduced to 41.54

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

only. Therefore it can be concluded from this analysis

that power has a more pronounced effect on Ti6Al4V melting in the SLM process and
the processing window for Ti6Al4V spreads over a wide range. Martensitic
microstructure of SLM Ti6Al4V is a result of high cooling rates associated with the
process. Columnar prior β grains is a characteristic of the layer wise melting in SLM.

6.2 Effect of Scanning Strategy
Understanding the effect of scanning strategy on SLM parts is a complex problem in
itself due to the number of parameters associated with scanning strategy. Varying
the size of the scan vector length, the orientation of the scan vectors, the order of
scanning and the rotation of each subsequent layer can result in endless
combination of scanning strategies.
In order to understand the effect of scan vector length on the temperature of the
powder bed an FEA simulation with varying scan vector length was carried out to
simulate six scan vectors. The temperature history of a point in the center of the
surface of the first meltpool was extracted from the FEA simulation. Figure-6.1
shows the temperature variation of a single point on the top center of the first
meltpool. It can be seen from Figure-6.1 that residual heat in the already scanned
region decreases with increasing scan vector length. When the laser comes back to
scan a region adjacent with the already sintered material it reheats the previously
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solidified material. As the laser moves further from the sintered region of interest
the effect of the laser on the temperature decreases.

Figure 6-1 Effect of scan vector length on temperature

In order to better understand the effect of scan vector lengths on SLM parts cooling
rates were calculated for the same spot based on the reheating effect from the next
scan vectors. Figure-6.2 shows the effect of scan vector length on the cooling rate of
the top center of the first meltpool. It can be seen from Figure-6.2 that the initial
cooling rate of the meltpool is independent of the scan vector length. When the laser
comes back adjacent to the point of interest in the second scan vector it reheats the
already sintered material as indicated by the temperature history shown in Figure187

6.1. It can be seen that increasing the scan vector length increases the cooling rate of
the reheated sintered material. The laser comes back adjacent to the point of interest
in the fourth scan vector and reheats the point of interest as can be seen in Figure6.1. It can be seen from Figure-6.1 that the cooling curve becomes less steep for the
reheated sintered material with increasing scan vector length. Figure-6.2 also shows
that the sintered material reheated due to the effect of the fourth scan vector
adjacent to it cools more slowly with increasing scan vector length. Figure-6.1 and
6.2 show a complicated cooling behavior with varying scan vector length.

Figure 6-2 Effect of scan vector length on cooling rate
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6.2.1 Effect of Scanning Strategy on Porosity and Microstructure
The porosity level in test case S-1 built with a 90ᴼ alternating strategy agrees with
initial parameter optimisation trials presented in section-6.1. The decreasing trend
in the % porosity with increasing scan vector length for samples built with
chessboard scanning strategy, can be attributed to the fact that increasing scan
vector length will result in a decrease in residual heat effect from the previous scan
vector as shown in Figure-6.1 and thus a decrease in the maximum temperature. A
decrease in residual heat effect due to increasing scan vector length has also been
reported in ref-[44]. Test case S-2 built with a scan vector length of 2mm resulted in
the highest residual heat effect due to shorter scan vectors and thus highest porosity.
Increasing the scan vector length to 5mm for test case S-4 resulted in reduced
residual heat effect from the previous scan vector and thus the porosity level has
decreased to 0.2%. The reason for a decrease in %porosity to 0.1 when the scan
vectors are rotated by 90ᴼ, in adjacent chessboard squares for test case S-5, for 5mm
scan vectors is unclear as no change in residual heat effect compared to test case S4 would be expected.
Even though the cooling rates are lowered with decreasing scan vector length they
are still much higher than the cooling rate required for fully martensitic
microstructure in Ti6Al4V. According to ref-[124], cooling rates higher than 410

ᴼ𝐶
𝑠

leads to fully martensitic microstructure for Ti6Al4V. Therefore irrespective of
scanning strategy, samples from all test cases S-1 to S-5 resulted in fully martensitic
microstructure with martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar prior β grains.
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6.2.2 Effect of Scanning Strategy on Residual Stress
The effect of scanning strategy on residual stress is very complicated and as shown
in section-2.6 the results shown in published literature show varying effects of scan
vector length and rotation on residual stress. The cooling rates estimated from FEA
simulation shown in Figure-6.2 also confirm the complexity of the relationship
between scanning strategy and material behavior. An island scanning strategy has
been proposed as a means of residual stress reduction in SLM components by many
researchers [4, 43, 49]. This work used different chessboard squares sizes to see the
effect of chessboard scanning strategy on residual stress but 90ᴼ Alternating
strategy proved to be the best for achieving minimum residual stress.
Since the results contradicted the popular conception of chessboard scanning
strategy being better for residual stress reduction in SLM parts, a different machine
(Renishaw SLM125 at the University of Sheffield) was used to analyse the effect of
scanning strategy on residual stress. Only 90ᴼ alternating and 5x5 chessboard
scanning strategies were tested on the SLM125 samples. In order to make sure that
enough parameters have been changed, the sample size was chosen to be
25x25x10mm instead of the 30x30x10mm used for samples built on the Renishaw
AM250 machine at TWI, South Yorkshire. Instead of using the optimum combination
of parameters of 200W power and 100µs exposure for these samples a power of
120W and exposure of 180µs was used. It can be seen from section 6.1 that these set
of parameters lie at the other end of the parameter optimisation array but still
resulted in 99.95% dense parts. To further clarify the effect of scanning strategy on
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residual stress 25x25x10mm samples were also built at a bed pre-heat temperature
of 470ᴼC on a custom designed heated bed used in the Renishaw SLM125 machine
using 90ᴼ alternating and 5x5 chessboard scanning strategies. Figure-6.3 shows that
samples built at 100ᴼC bed pre-heat temperature on the standard Renishaw SLM125
machine resulted in 179MPa residual stress using 5x5 chessboard scanning strategy
while 90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy resulted in 43.6% lower residual stress in
the 25x25x10mm samples built with 120W power and 180µs exposure.
Raising the bed temperature to 470ᴼC resulted in a decrease in residual stress for
both scanning strategies as shown in Figure-6.3. It can be seen that 5x5 chessboard
scanning strategy resulted in 100MPa residual stress in the samples built at 470ᴼC
bed pre-heat temperature while 90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy resulted in only
63MPa residual stress in the higher temperature samples.
Even though the relationship between scanning strategy and its effect on residual
stress could not be established it will require a more detailed investigation to
properly understand the effect of scanning strategy on residual stress, it was
established from this work that 90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy results in lower
residual stress in SLM parts built on Renishaw SLM machines. Therefore for the rest
of this work 90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy was used for all samples.
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Figure 6-3 Effect of scanning strategy on residual stress in 25x25x10mm samples built at
different bed pre-heat temperatures using Renishaw SLM125 machine.

Note: All the residual stress measurements reported in this work were taken on the
top surface of the SLM manufactured Ti6Al4V blocks using hole drilling method.
Hole drilling measures bi-axial residual stress. The measurements in this work were
taken in the XY plane on sample blocks removed from the substrate. The residual
stress values in this work should not be directly compared to values in published
literature without taking into consideration that samples removal from substrate
results in partial relaxation and redistribution of the residual stress state in SLM
samples. The extent of residual stress relaxation on removal from substrate can be
assessed by taking residual stress measurements on samples manufactured with
same parameters set both in the attached and detached state.
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6.2.3 Effect of Scanning Strategy on Mechanical Properties
It can be seen from Figure-6.4 that the scanning vector length or rotation does not
affect the yield strength of SLM Ti6Al4V samples considerably and the small
variation can be attributed to the stochastic nature of the process. The chessboard
scanning strategy did not show any clear trend in % elongation values with
increasing chessboard squares size. Figure-6.4 also shows that there is no clear
correlation between % elongation and % porosity. Even though test case S-3 has
lower porosity than S-2, it also has low elongation. The porosity decreases only
slightly for test case S-4 and S-5 but there is a considerable improvement in
elongation. Therefore it is not possible to establish any clear relationship between
porosity and elongation.
Similarly the cooling rates for reheated sintered material from subsequent scan
vectors presented in Figure-6.2 also does not show any clear relationship with the
elongation of the SLM Ti6Al4V samples. Therefore it requires a more detailed work
focussed on scanning strategy to understand its effect on mechanical properties of
SLM components.
Scanning strategy did not have any considerable effect on the Vickers hardness of
the samples as all the samples had similar martensitic microstructures.
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Figure 6-4. Relationship between scanning strategy % Porosity, % Elongation and Yield
Strength.

6.3 Effect of Layer Thickness
In order to understand the effect of layer thickness on residual stress and mechanical
properties, FEA simulation with different layer thicknesses was used to estimate the
effect of layer thickness on cooling rates.
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Figure 6-5. Effect of layer thickness on meltpool dimensions (a) Test Case LT-1 (25µm Layer
Thickness). (b) Test Case LT-2 (50µm Layer Thickness) and (c) Test Case LT-3 (75µm Layer
Thickness)

Figure-6.5 shows a direct relation between layer thickness and meltpool size.
Increasing layer thickness results in a larger meltpool. A larger meltpool means
more material to cool and thus a reduced cooling rate. Figure-6.6 shows that there
is an inverse relationship between layer thickness and cooling rates. Increasing layer
thickness results in lowering the cooling rates.
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Figure 6-6 Effect of layer thickness on cooling rates

6.3.1 Effect of Layer Thickness on Porosity and Microstructure
Increasing layer thickness resulted in an increase in porosity even though the
parameters were optimised separately for each layer thickness. Figure-6.7 shows
optical images for inter layer defects and it can be seen that with increasing the layer
thickness the amount of inter layer defects increases. This increase in inter layer
defects has led to an increase in %porosity with increasing layer thickness.
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Figure 6-7 Inter layer defects (a) LT-1 (b) LT-2 (c) LT-3

Figure-6.6 shows that increasing layer thickness leads to reduced cooling rates. Even
though the cooling rates are lowered with increasing layer thickness, they are still
much higher than the cooling rate required for a fully martensitic microstructure in
Ti6Al4V. According to ref-[124], cooling rates higher than 410

ᴼ𝐶
𝑠

leads to a fully

martensitic microstructure for Ti6Al4V. Therefore irrespective of the layer
thickness samples from all test cases LT-1, LT-2 and LT-3 resulted in fully
martensitic microstructure with martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar prior
β grains.
6.3.2 Effect of Layer Thickness on Residual Stress
Figure-6.8 shows that increasing layer thickness results in increasing the peak
temperature in the meltpool. Test case LT-1 was built with 170W power and 80µs
exposure, resulting in an Energy Density of 104.62

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. Test case LT-2 was built with

200W power and 100µs exposure, resulting in an Energy Density of 76.92

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. Test

case LT-3 was built with 200W power and 120µs exposure, resulting in an Energy
Density of 61.54

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. This shows that the required Energy Density for fully dense

parts decreased with increasing layer thickness. The only probable explanation for
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this behavior is that increasing powder layer thickness hinders the conduction of
heat away to the substrate and thus more energy is retained in the powder. This
leads to higher peak temperatures as shown in Figure-6.8 and larger meltpool size
as shown in Figure-6.5. Another important feature from Figure-6.8 is the decrease
in temperature gradient with increasing layer thickness, between the top and 50µm
depth across a meltpool, as illustrated by the slope of the line equations. Thus
according to the temperature gradient mechanism[28] and cool down phase
model[28, 29], increasing layer thickness, should lead to a decrease in residual
stress.

Figure 6-8 Effect of layer thickness on temperature gradient

Residual stress shows an inverse relationship with layer thickness. A decrease in
residual stress with increasing layer thickness is consistent with the findings of ref198

[43], reporting a reduction in deformation of cantilever specimens with increasing
layer thickness. The findings also agree with a decreasing trend in the deformation
of bridge shaped specimens with increasing layer thickness reported in ref-[4]. In
ref-[42],Van Belle et al also reported a reduction in the deformation of thin plates
onto which powder layers were deposited with increasing layer thickness. Figure6.9 shows that increasing layer thickness leads to a reduction in cooling rates and
this decrease in cooling rates is responsible for the reduction in residual stress for
samples manufactured with higher layer thickness.

Figure 6-9 Effect of layer thickness on cooling rate and residual stress
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6.3.3 Effect of Layer Thickness on Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties show an inverse relationship with layer thickness. Increasing
layer thickness leads to a reduction in the yield strength as well as % elongation of
SLM samples. Figure-6.10 shows a decreasing trend in % elongation and yield
strength with increasing layer thickness, while % porosity increases (see section
6.3.1)

Figure 6-10 Relationship between layer thickness, % Porosity, % Elongation and Yield
Strength

Figure-6.6 showed that increasing layer thickness also leads to a reduction in cooling
rates. For lamellar microstructure the mechanical properties are greatly affected by
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the α colony size[65, 81]. Colony size determines the effective slip length and is
inversely proportional to the cooling rate from the β phase field. According to Figure2.19(a) yield strength is inversely proportional to slip length and Figure-2.19(b)
shows that yield strength grows exponentially with cooling rate, over 1000

ᴼ𝐶

𝑚𝑖𝑛

(air

cooling). According to Manikandakumar et al [83], the mechanical properties of SLM
Ti6Al4V parts depend on the α colony and α lath size. The α lath and α colony size is
equal to single martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths for a martensitic microstructure. The movement
of dislocations is restricted due to the smaller α colony sizes in martensitic
microstructures for SLM Ti6Al4V, which leads to limited plastic deformation in SLM
Ti6Al4V components. Limited plastic deformation of SLM parts lead to higher yield
strength and UTS. According to the effective slip length and dislocation movement
theories [65, 81], increasing layer thickness should lead to a decrease in yield
strength as increased layer thickness means slower cooling rate and thus lower yield
strength. According to ref- [72], specimens can fail prematurely due to process
induced porosity acting as stress concentrators. Figure-6.10 shows that increasing
layer thickness leads to an increase in porosity. Therefore the increase in inter layer
porosity with increasing layer thickness is another factor contributing to the
reduction in yield strength with increasing layer thickness.
The relationship between cooling rates and ductility is more complex [65, 81].
According to Figure-2.19(a) decrease in slip length leads to an increase in ductility.
According to Figure-2.19(b) ductility increases with increasing cooling rate up to a
certain point, and beyond this point of maximum ductility, it decreases sharply with
further increase in the cooling rate. The intermediate cooling rate resulting in
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maximum ductility from Figure-2.19(b) is much lower than the SLM cooling rates.
The cooling rate decreases with increasing layer thickness which should lead to an
increase in ductility as the cooling rate is moving towards the intermediate optimum
cooling rate for maximised ductility (Figure-2.19(b)). Since the ductility is
decreasing despite the cooling rates moving towards the optimum, the only
explanation for this decrease can be attributed to the increase in inter layer porosity
with increasing layer thickness. Therefore it is valid to say that porosity defects act
as stress concentrators which leads to premature failure of tensile specimens and
thus results in deterioration of mechanical properties.
Figure-6.6 showed that increasing layer thickness led to a decrease in cooling rate
ᴼ𝐶

but the cooling rates are still much higher than 410 , cooling rate leading to a totally
𝑠

martensitic microstructure for Ti6Al4V[124]. Since all the test cases LT-1, LT-2 and
LT-3 had a totally martensitic microstructure, there is no major variation in Vickers
hardness values for samples manufactured with different layer thicknesses.

6.4 Effect of Re-Scanning Varying Exposure
In order to understand the effect of Re-Scanning with varying exposure times on
residual stress and mechanical properties, FEA simulation with different rescanning exposure was used to estimate the effect of re-scanning with varying
exposure on cooling rates. Energy Density for re-scanning each layer was varied by
keeping power constant at 200W and varying the exposure time in proportion to the
optimum exposure time of 100µs (from density optimisation trials section 6.1).
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Figure 6-11 Effect of re-scanning with varying exposure on meltpool dimensions (a) Test Case
RSE-1 (50µs Exposure), (b) Test Case RSE-2 (75µs Exposure), (c) Test Case RSE-3 (100µs
Exposure) and (d) Test Case RSE-4 (150µs Exposure).

Figure-6.11 shows a direct relation between re-scanning exposure and meltpool size
of the re-melted material. Increasing the rescanning exposure resulted in a larger remelted meltpool. A larger meltpool means more material to cool and thus a reduced
cooling rate. An important feature to note from the FEA results in Figure-6.11 is that
for test case RSE-1, using 50µs exposure for re-scanning shown in Figure-6.11(a),
the size of the re-melted meltpool is quite small. With 50µs exposure time, the FEA
predicted isolated re-melted spots. Figure-6.12 shows that there is an inverse
relationship between re-scanning exposure and cooling rates for re-melted material.
Increasing re-scanning exposure results in lowering the cooling rates. Another
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important feature worth noting from Figure-6.12 is that the only re-scanning case
resulting in a cooling rate lower than test case S-1, samples built without rescanning
is test case RSE-4, with a re-scanning, exposure time of 150µs (Re-Scanning Energy
Density is 150% of the Energy Density used for melting each layer). The trends in
cooling rate agree with the amount of re-melted material.

Figure 6-12. Effect of re-scanning with varying exposure on cooling rates

6.4.1 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure on Porosity and
Microstructure
All the re-scanning test cases with varying exposure resulted in nearly fully dense
SLM Ti6Al4V parts. Figure-6.11 showed that increasing the re-scanning exposure
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resulted in an increase in the re-melted meltpool dimensions, but porosity analysis
on the experimental samples did not show any variation in the density of the
samples. Getting nearly fully dense SLM parts with re-scanning is consistent with the
findings of ref-[33], reporting a reduction in porosity of SLM parts from 0.77% to
0.032% with re-melting. Figure-6.12 shows that for rescanning with varying
exposure, increasing the rescanning exposure leads to reduced cooling rates. Even
though the cooling rates are lowered with increasing exposure but they are still
much higher than the cooling rate required for fully martensitic microstructure in
Ti6Al4V. According to ref-[124], cooling rates higher than 410

ᴼ𝐶
𝑠

leads to fully

martensitic microstructure for Ti6Al4V. Therefore irrespective of the rescanning
exposure samples from all test cases RSE-1, RSE-2, RSE-3 and RSE-4 resulted in fully
martensitic microstructure with martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar prior
β grains.
Porosity analysis showed nearly fully dense samples for all the test cases of
rescanning with varying exposure but a careful examination of the microstructural
images revealed that there was a considerable amount of micro porosity in the
samples not picked up in porosity analysis. The reason for not seeing this micro
porosity in polished samples is because of the smearing effect as reported by ref[73].
Figure-6.13 shows that the amount of micro porosity in test case RSE-1, samples
built with rescanning exposure of 50µs is higher than test case S-1, samples built
without rescanning. Increasing the rescanning exposure to 75µs for test case RSE-2
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the micro porosity disappeared. Test case RSE-3, built with 100µs rescanning
exposure shown in Figure-6.13(d), shows the highest amount of micro porosity. Test
case RSE-4 shows some micro porosity as well. Therefore in order to better
understand the amount of porosity in samples, either porosity analysis needs to be
performed on etched samples as in ref-[73] or more detailed analysis techniques
such as micro CT should be used.

Figure 6-13. Effect of re-scanning with varying exposure on micro porosity (a) Test Case S-1
(No ReScanning) (b) Test Case RSE-1 (50µs Exposure), (c) Test Case RSE-2 (75µs Exposure),
(d) Test Case RSE-3 (100µs Exposure) and (e) Test Case RSE-4 (150µs Exposure).

Figure-6.13 shows that the amount of micro porosity in test case RSE-1, samples
built with rescanning exposure of 50µs is higher than test case S-1, samples built
without rescanning. Increasing the rescanning exposure to 75µs for test case RSE-2
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the micro porosity disappeared. Test case RSE-3, built with 100µs rescanning
exposure shown in Figure-6.13(d), shows the highest amount of micro porosity. Test
case RSE-4 shows some micro porosity as well. Therefore in order to better
understand the amount of porosity in samples, either porosity analysis needs to be
performed on etched samples as in ref-[73] or more detailed analysis techniques
such as micro CT should be used.

6.4.2 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure on Residual Stress
Figure-6.14 shows that increasing rescanning exposure results in increasing the
peak temperature in the meltpool. For test case RSE-1 every layer was rescanned
with 200W power and 50µs exposure, resulting in rescanning Energy Density of
38.46

𝐽

𝑚𝑚3

. Test case RSE-2 was rescanned with 200W power and 75µs exposure,

resulting in rescanning Energy Density of 57.69

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. Test case RSE-3 was rescanned

with 200W power and 100µs exposure, resulting in an Energy Density of 76.92

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

.

For test case RSE-4 each layer was rescanned with 200W power and 150µs
exposure, resulting in rescanning Energy Density of 115.38

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. This leads to higher

peak temperatures as shown in Figure-6.14 and larger re-melted meltpool size as
shown in Figure-6.11. It can be seen from Figure-6.14 that irrespective of the
rescanning Energy Density a temperature gradient exists, between the top and 50µm
depth across the re-melted meltpool. Thus according to the temperature gradient
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mechanism[28] and cool down phase model[28, 29], irrespective of the rescanning
Energy Density, residual stress will be generated in the SLM samples.

Figure 6-14 Effect of re-scanning with varying exposure on temperature gradient

Residual stress shows an increasing trend with rescanning exposure up to a point of
75µs rescanning exposure and starts decreasing with further increase in rescanning
exposure. According to ref-[49] rescanning with 50% Energy Density resulted in
30% reduction in residual stress. Figure-6.15 shows that rescanning with 50%
Energy Density leads to an increase in cooling rates and this increase in cooling rates
is responsible for the increase in residual stress of samples manufactured with
rescanning each layer with 50% Energy. The cooling rates trend seems to be
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agreeing well with all the cases of rescanning with varying exposure except
rescanning with 50µs exposure. This probably is a consequence of not considering
the effect of the first scan on the temperature of the solidified powdered layer. Thus
the FEA simulation needs further refinement for properly predicting the cooling
rates for re-melting in SLM samples

Figure 6-15. Effect of re-scanning with varying exposure on cooling rate and residual stress

Figure-6.15 shows that the only rescanned samples resulting in residual stress lower
than samples without rescanning were the ones rescanned with 150µs rescanning
exposure. Rescanning with 150% Energy Density for test case RSE-4 resulted in
33.6% reduction in residual stress compared with test case S-1, samples made
without rescanning. This finding agrees with findings of ref-[29] reporting a 55%
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reduction in residual stress when rescanned with 150% Energy Density. The cooling
rate curve in Figure-6.15 also shows a decrease in cooling rate for test case RSE-4
compared with S-1 and thus the decrease in residual stress when rescanning with
150% Energy.

6.4.3 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure on Mechanical Properties
Figure-6.16 does not show any clear trend in yield strength for test cases RSE-1 to
RSE-3 compared with the standard test case S-1 without any rescan. Test case RSE4, rescanning with 150µs exposure showed 0.03MPa yield strength, suggesting premature failure of the tensile samples. According to ref-[125], skin re-melting of SLM
Ti6Al4V parts resulted in an oxide layer manufactured on Renishaw AM250 SLM
machine with oxygen content in the chamber set at 50 ppm. Ref-[125] also reports
the oxide layer being thicker on samples with skin re-melting compared to samples
without re-melting. This increase in thickness of oxide layer is being attributed to
the fact that melting the surface twice increased the possibility of build atmosphere
oxygen penetration further into the surface. Based on the possibility of increase in
the oxygen penetration further into the surface, it is hereby proposed that increase
in re-melted meltpool size has a direct relation with the oxide layer thickness. Thus
the meltpool size comparison from Figure-6.11, suggests that rescanning with 150µs
exposure would result in thicker oxide layer formation between the layers of the
samples. Therefore it is valid to assume that it is these thick oxide layers resulting in
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the premature failure of tensile samples for test case RSE-4 and thus no measured
yield strength values.

Figure 6-16. Effect of re-scanning energy varying exposure on % Porosity, % Elongation and
Yield Strength

% elongation results in Figure-6.16 show a complex behavior with varying
rescanning exposure times. Test case RSE-1, resulted in 5.7% decrease in %
elongation compared to the standard samples, test case S-1 built without rescanning.
This slight decrease in elongation can be attributed to the fact that rescanning with
50µs exposure resulted in an increase in the micro porosity of the samples (as shown
in Figure-6.13(b), section-6.4.1) as ref-[72] reports a deterioration of mechanical
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properties with porosity.

Test case RSE-2, showed 42.5% improvement in

elongation, compared to test case S-1. According to ref-[126] rescanning each layer
resulted in the transformation of 𝛼 ′ martensite into an α+β microstructure.
Therefore it is valid to propose that this 42.% increase in elongation of test case RSE2 samples is probably a consequence of martensite transformation into α+β. Another
factor responsible for this increase in elongation is probably the disappearance of
micro porosity in test case RSE-2 samples (as shown in Figure-6.13(c)). Increasing
the rescan exposure to 100µs, test case RSE-3 resulted in a sharp drop 53.5% in
elongation compared to S-1. Figure-6.13(d) shows some micro porosity in test case
RSE-3 samples but this alone does not account for such a sharp decline in elongation.
Another probable reason for this decrease in elongation of test case RSE-3 samples
could be the increase in the oxide layer thickness between Ti6Al4V layers due to remelting of each layer as ref-[125] reported the formation of an oxide layer with remelting.

Increasing the exposure to 150µs, test case RSE-4, resulted in 0%

elongation, which suggesting pre-mature failure of the tensile samples. Based on the
possibility of an increase in the oxygen penetration further into the surface with remelting[125], it is proposed that an increase in the re-melted meltpool size has a
direct correlation with the oxide layer thickness. Thus the meltpool size comparison
from Figure-6.11, suggests that rescanning with 150µs exposure would result in
thicker oxide layer formation between the layers of the samples. Therefore it is valid
to assume that it is these thick oxide layers which result in the premature failure of
tensile samples for test case RSE-4 and no measured elongation. Figure-6.12 showed
that increasing rescanning exposure led to a decrease in cooling rate but the cooling
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ᴼ𝐶

rates are still much higher than 410 , the cooling rate leading to a totally martensitic
𝑠

microstructure for Ti6Al4V[124]. Since all the test cases RSE-1, RSE-2, RSE-3 and
RSE-4 had a totally martensitic microstructure, there is no major variation in Vickers
hardness values for samples manufactured with different layer thicknesses. The
slight decrease in the Vickers hardness of test case RSE-2 could probably be a result
of possible 𝛼 ′ transformation into α+β due to re-melting as reported by ref-[126].

6.5 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Power
In order to understand the effect of Re-Scanning with varying power on residual
stress and mechanical properties, FEA simulation with different re-scanning powers
was used to estimate the effect of re-scanning with varying power on cooling rates.
Energy Density for re-scanning each layer was varied by keeping exposure constant
at 100µs and varying power in proportion to the optimum power of 200W (from
density optimisation trials section 6.1).
Figure-6.17 shows a direct relation between re-scanning power and meltpool size of
the re-melted material. Increasing the rescanning power resulted in a larger remelted meltpool. A larger meltpool means more material to cool and thus a reduced
cooling rate. An important feature to note from the FEA results in Figure-6.17 is that
for test case RSP-1, using 100W power for re-scanning shown in Figure-6.17(a), the
FEA simulation predicted no re-melting. This could be attributed to the fact that the
FEA simulation did not take into consideration the temperature effects from the first
scan used to melt the material. Thus the FEA simulation needs to be refined further
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to consider the effect of the first scan on the temperature of the solidified powder
layer.

Figure 6-17 Effect of re-scanning with varying power on meltpool dimensions (a) Test Case
RSP-1 (100W Power), (b) Test Case RSP-2 (150W Power), and (c) Test Case RSP-3 (200W
Power)

Figure-6.18 shows that the relationship between re-scanning power and cooling rate
for re-melted material is not very clear. Increasing re-scanning power results in
lowering the cooling rate but with 200W power for test case RSP-3 there is a slight
increase in cooling rate. Another important feature worth noting from Figure-6.18
is that none of the re-scanning cases results in a cooling rate lower than test case S1, samples built without rescanning.
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Figure 6-18 Effect of re-scanning with varying power on cooling rates

6.5.1 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Power on Porosity and
Microstructure
Rescanning each layer of the SLM Ti6Al4V parts with varying power did not result
in nearly fully dense parts, even though ref-[33] reported rescanning as a means for
improving part density. This unexpected increase in porosity could possibly be an
effect of rescanning with lower powers. According to Figure-6.19 the amount of
minimum energy required for achieving nearly fully dense SLM Ti6Al4V parts from
powder is inversely proportional to power. Re-melting the solidified layers should
thus require even higher energy input. Test case RSP-1 uses 100W power, while the
exposure is fixed at 100µs (optimum exposure from Density Optimisation Trials
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section-6.1) for re-melting each layer and thus according to the results of Figure6.19 the energy input is well below the requirement for nearly fully dense parts. This
probably results in test case RSP-1 having 2.4% porosity. Test case RSP-2 uses 150W
power for rescanning each layer with 100µs exposure and thus according to the
trend in Figure-6.19 the energy input is probably well below that required for
achieving a stable re-melted meltpool and thus results in 1.8% porosity in samples.

Figure 6-19 Effect of power on minimum energy density required for nearly full dense
Ti6Al4V SLM parts.

Figure-6.18 shows that for rescanning with varying power, increasing the
rescanning power leads to reduced cooling rates with a slight increase in cooling rate
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for test case RSP-3. Even though the cooling rates are lowered with increasing
power, they are still much higher than the cooling rate required for fully martensitic
microstructure in Ti6Al4V. According to ref-[124], cooling rates higher than 410

ᴼ𝐶
𝑠

leads to fully martensitic microstructure for Ti6Al4V. Therefore irrespective of the
rescanning power samples from all test cases RSP-1, RSP-2 and RSP-3 resulted in
fully martensitic microstructure with martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar
prior β grains.
6.5.2 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure on Residual Stress
Figure-6.20 shows that increasing rescanning results in increasing the peak
temperature in the meltpool. For test case RSP-1 every layer was rescanned with
100W power and 100µs exposure, resulting in rescanning Energy Density of
38.46

𝐽

𝑚𝑚3

. Test case RSP-2 was rescanned with 150W power and 100µs exposure,

resulting in rescanning Energy Density of 57.69

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. Test case RSP-3 was rescanned

with 200W power and 100µs exposure, resulting in an Energy Density of 76.92

𝐽

𝑚𝑚3

.

This increase in rescanning Energy Density leads to higher peak temperatures as
shown in Figure-6.20 and larger re-melted meltpool size as shown in Figure-6.17. It
can be seen from Figure-6.20 that irrespective of the rescanning Energy Density a
temperature gradient exists, between the top and 150µm depth across the re-melted
meltpool. Thus according to the temperature gradient mechanism[28] and cool
down phase model[28, 29], irrespective of the rescanning Energy Density with
varying power, residual stress will be generated in the SLM samples. It can be seen
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from Figure-6.20 that the trend in temperature gradient across the top and 150µm
depth across the re-melted meltpool agrees well with the trend in residual stress
shown in Figure-6.21.

Figure 6-20 Effect of rescanning with varying power on temperature gradient

Residual stress does not show a clear trend with rescanning power. According to ref[49] rescanning with 50% Energy Density resulted in 30% reduction in residual
stress. Figure-6.21 shows that rescanning with 50% Energy Density using 100W
power and 100µs exposure leads to an increase in cooling rates and this increase in
cooling rates is responsible for the increase in residual stress. The cooling rates
trend seems to be agreeing well with all the cases of rescanning with varying power.
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Figure-6.21 shows that none of the rescanned samples with varying power resulted
in residual stress lower than samples without rescanning.

Figure 6-21. Effect of re-scanning with varying power on cooling rate and residual stress

6.5.3 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Power on Mechanical Properties
Figure-6.22 does not show any clear trend in yield strength for test cases RSP-1 to
RSP-3 compared with the standard test case S-1 without any rescan. Test case RSP1, rescanning with 150W showed 13.9% reduction in yield strength compared to test
case S-1. According to ref-[125], skin re-melting of SLM Ti6Al4V parts resulted in an
oxide layer manufactured on Renishaw AM250 SLM machine with oxygen content in
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the chamber set at 50 ppm. Ref-[125] also reports the oxide layer being thicker on
samples with skin re-melting compared to samples without re-melting

Figure 6-22 Effect of re-scanning energy varying exposure on % Porosity, % Elongation and
Yield Strength

. This increase in the thickness of the oxide layer is being attributed to the fact that
melting the surface twice increased the possibility of build atmosphere oxygen
penetration further into the surface. Based on the possibility of an increase in the
oxygen penetration further into the surface, it is hereby proposed that an increase
in re-melted meltpool size has a direct relation with the oxide layer thickness. Thus
the meltpool size comparison from Figure-6.17, suggests that rescanning with 150µs
exposure would result in a thicker oxide layer formation between the layers of the
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samples. Therefore it is valid to assume that it is these thick oxide layers combined
with 1.8% porosity which result in the premature failure of tensile samples for test
case RSP-1 resulting in 13.9% decrease in the yield strength values.
% Elongation results in Figure-6.22 show a complex behavior with varying
rescanning power. Test case RSP-1, resulted in 39.7% increase in % elongation
compared to the standard samples, test case S-1 built without rescanning. According
to ref-[126] rescanning each layer resulted in the transformation of 𝛼 ′ martensite
into α+β microstructure. Therefore it is valid to propose here that this 39.7%
increase in elongation for test case RSP-1 samples is probably a consequence of
martensite transformation into α+β. In test case RSP-2, rescanning each layer with
150W resulted in 24.17% decrease in elongation compared with test case RSP-1. The
amount of porosity decreased as well so therefore the only probable reason for this
decrease in elongation for test case RSP-2 samples could be the increase in the oxide
layer thickness between Ti6Al4V layers due to re-melting of each layer as ref-[125]
reported formation of oxide layer with re-melting. The elongation of test case RSP-2
is 5.9% higher than the standard samples of test case S-1, without any rescanning.
This could be attributed to the probable transformation of 𝛼 ′ martensite into α+β.
Increasing the rescan power to 200W, test case RSP-3 resulted in a sharp drop of
53.5% in elongation compared to S-1. Figure-6.13(d) shows some micro porosity in
test case RSP-3 samples but this alone does not account for such a sharp decline in
elongation. Another probable reason for this decrease in elongation for test case
RSP-3 samples could be the increase in the oxide layer thickness between Ti6Al4V
layers due to re-melting of each layer as ref-[125] reported formation of oxide layer
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with re-melting.

Increasing the rescanning power to 200W, test case RSP-3,

probably increased the possibility of increase in the oxygen penetration further into
the surface as ref-[125] reported increase in oxygen penetration with re-melting. It
is therefore proposed that increase in re-melted meltpool size has a direct
correlation with the oxide layer thickness. Thus the meltpool size comparison from
Figure-6.17, suggests that rescanning with 200W exposure would result in thicker
oxide layer formation between the layers of the samples. Therefore it is valid to
assume that it is these thick oxide layers that result in the decreased elongation for
test case RSP-3.
Figure-6.18 showed that increasing rescanning power led to a decrease in cooling
ᴼ𝐶

rate but the cooling rates are still much higher than 410 , cooling rate leading to
𝑠

totally martensitic microstructure for Ti6Al4V[124]. Since all the test cases RSP-1,
RSP-2, and RSP-4 had a totally martensitic microstructure, there is no major
variation in Vickers hardness values for samples manufactured with different
rescanning powers.

6.6 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density
Constant
In order to understand the effect of varying power and exposure time combinations
keeping Energy Density constant on residual stress and mechanical properties, FEA
simulation with different combinations of power and exposure was used to estimate
the cooling rates.
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Figure 6-23 Effect of varying power and exposure time combination for a constant energy
density on meltpool dimensions (a) Test Case S-1 (200W Power & 100µs Exposure). (b) Test
Case CED-4 (150W Power & 133µs Exposure)

Figure-6.23(a) shows the meltpool dimensions for 200W power and 100µs
exposure, while Figure-6.23(b) shows test case CED-4 manufactured with lowest
power of 150W and the highest exposure of 133µs tested in this work. It can be seen
from Figure-6.23 that for a constant Energy Density any combination of power and
exposure will result in the same meltpool size.
Figure-6.24 shows the effect of varying power and exposure combinations with
constant Energy Density on the cooling rate. It can be seen from Figure-6.24 that for
a constant Energy Density, decreasing power and increasing exposure leads to a
decrease in cooling rate.
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Figure 6-24 Effect of varying power and exposure time combination for a constant energy
density on cooling rates

6.6.1 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density Constant on
Porosity and Microstructure
For a constant Energy Density nearly fully dense SLM Ti6Al4V parts were achieved
with any combination of power and exposure. Figure-6.23 showed that keeping
Energy Density constant, varying the power and exposure combination did not have
any effect on the meltpool dimensions which explains why there is no variation in
the % porosity of the samples. Figure-6.24 shows that for constant Energy Density,
decreasing power and increasing exposure leads to reduced cooling rates. Even
though the cooling rates are lowered with decreasing power and increasing
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exposure, they are still much higher than the cooling rate required for fully
martensitic microstructure in Ti6Al4V. According to ref-[124], cooling rates higher
ᴼ𝐶

than 410

𝑠

leads to fully martensitic microstructure for Ti6Al4V. Therefore

irrespective of the power and exposure combinations for the samples, all test cases
S-1, CED-1, CED-2, CED-3 and CED-4 resulted in fully martensitic microstructure
with martensitic 𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar prior β grains.
6.6.2 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density Constant on
Residual Stress
For constant Energy Density, Figure-6.24 shows that decreasing power and
increasing exposure results in lowering the highest temperature in the meltpool.
This reduction in the peak temperature with decreasing power is consistent with the
findings of refs-[35, 36]. According to Ref-[35] meltpool size decreased and cooling
rate increased, while studying the effect of decreasing power individually. To the
author’s knowledge there has been no work on varying the power and exposure
together keeping Energy Density constant. Since this study varied both power and
exposure proportionally for keeping Energy Density constant, there was no effect of
reducing power on the meltpool size. Figure-6.22 showed no variation in meltpool
size and from Figure-6.23 the cooling rate showed a decreasing trend, with
decreasing power. An important feature from Figure-6.25 is the decrease in
temperature gradient between the top and 50µm depth across a meltpool, as
illustrated by the slope of the line equations. The reduction in thermal gradient with
increasing exposure is consistent with the findings of ref-[38], reporting slower
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scanning leading to reduced thermal gradients. Thus according to the temperature
gradient mechanism[28] and cool down phase model[28, 29], decreasing power and
increasing exposure keeping Energy Density constant, should lead to a decrease in
residual stress.

Figure 6-25 Effect of varying power and exposure time combination for a constant energy
density on temperature gradient

Figure-6.26 shows a decreasing trend in cooling rate with decreasing power and
increasing exposure for a constant Energy Density. This decreasing trend in cooling
rate is consistent with ref-[35], reporting a decrease in cooling rate for slower
scanning. This decrease in cooling rate leads to a decrease in residual stress in
samples made with lower power and higher exposure. According to Ref-[39], slower
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scan speed led to reducing the residual stress in a single track. Therefore it is valid
to say that keeping Energy Density constant, the trend in cooling rate and residual
stress follows the trend of the effect of exposure time studied individually. The
correlation of cooling rate and residual stress with power is the opposite of when
power is varied individually.

Figure 6-26 Effect of varying power and exposure time combination for a constant energy
density on cooling rate and residual stress

The results in Figure-6.26 show that scanning and melting Ti6Al4V powder with
slower scan speed and lower power, maintaining the optimum Energy Density,
results in an improvement in residual stress within the parts. Therefore based on
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these results 150W power and 133µs exposure resulting in minimum residual stress
were used further in this work for intuitive strategic stress reduction in a complex
SLM manufactured geometry.
6.6.3 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density Constant on
Mechanical properties
Mechanical properties show a direct relationship with reducing power and
increasing exposure keeping Energy Density constant. Figure-6.27 shows that
decreasing power and increasing exposure keeping Energy Density constant, leads
to a slight increase in the yield strength, while there is a considerable improvement
in % elongation of SLM samples. Figure-6.27 shows % porosity remains consistent
(see section 6.6.1).
Figure-6.24 showed that for constant Energy Density, decreasing power and
increasing exposure leads to a reduction in cooling rates. According to the effective
slip length and dislocation movement theories [65, 81], (see section-6.3.3),
decreasing power and increasing exposure should lead to a decrease in yield
strength, as it decreases the cooling rate and thus should result in lower yield
strength. According ref- [72] process induced porosity acts as a stress concentrator
and leads to a reduction in mechanical properties. Figure-6.27 shows that for test
cases CED-1 to CED-3 there is no porosity which might be the reason for 1.6%
increase in yield strength of sample CED-3 compared with test case S-1. Test case
CED-4 shows 0.1% porosity, similar to test case S-1 and much lower cooling rate but
yet resulted in 3.9% increase in yield strength compared to S-1. Thus it is valid to
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say that varying combinations of power and exposure keeping Energy Density
constant has no effect on the yield strength of the samples and this small variation
of 1-3% can be due to the stochastic nature of the SLM process or may even be due
to the tensile testing uncertainty.

Figure 6-27 Effect of varying power and exposure time combination for a constant energy
density on %Porosity, % Elongation and Yield Strength

Figure-6.27 shows an increasing trend in ductility with decreasing power and
increasing exposure keeping Energy Density constant. The sudden increase in the
elongation of test case CED-1 is not clear as it has cooling rates higher than test cases
CED-2 to CED-4. Overall it can be seen from Figure-6.27 that lower power and higher
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exposure combinations keeping energy density constant, leads to an increase in
elongation. According to the effective slip length and dislocation movement theories
[65, 81], ductility increases with increasing cooling rate up to a certain point, and
beyond this point of maximum ductility, it decreases sharply with a further increase
in the cooling rate. This intermediate optimum cooling rate for maximum ductility
from Figure-2.19(b) is much lower than the SLM cooling rates. The SLM cooling rate
decreases with decreasing power and increasing exposure which leads to an
increase in ductility as the cooling rate is moving towards the intermediate optimum
cooling rate for maximised ductility (Figure-2.19(b)).
Figure-6.24 showed that for constant Energy Density, decreasing power and
increasing exposure leads to a reduction in cooling rate but the cooling rates are still
ᴼ𝐶

much higher than 410 , the cooling rate leading totally martensitic microstructure
𝑠

for Ti6Al4V[124]. Since all the test cases had a totally martensitic microstructure,
there is no major variation in Vickers hardness values for samples manufactured
with different combinations of power and exposure.

6.7 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature
In order to understand the effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature on residual stress
and mechanical properties, FEA simulation using the parameters optimised for
50µm layer thickness, with different bed temperatures was used to estimate the
effect of bed temperature on cooling rates.
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Figure 6-28 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on meltpool dimensions (a) Test Case T-1
(100ᴼC). (b) Test Case T-2 (370ᴼC), (c) Test Case T-3 (470ᴼC), (d) Test Case T-4 (570ᴼC), (e)
Test Case T-5 (670ᴼC) and (f) Test Case T-6 (770ᴼC)

Figure-6.28 shows a direct relation between bed pre-heat temperature and meltpool
size. Increasing bed temperature resulted in larger meltpools, therefore more
material to cool and thus a reduced cooling rate.
According to ref-[127], substrate pre-heating affects the rapid localised cooling rate
of the meltpool and the moderate cooling rate of the part and chamber to room
temperature. Figure-6.29 shows that there is an inverse relationship between bed
pre-heat temperature and localised cooling rates of the meltpool. Increasing bed
temperature resulted in lowering the cooling rates. Using a stop watch and reading
the temperature drop from the controller after the heater has been switched off, it
was found that the chamber cooled off at only 35ᴼC per minute.
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Figure 6-29 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on cooling rates

6.7.1 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature on Porosity and Microstructure
Using the parameters optimised for density of 50µm layer thickness nearly fully
dense SLM Ti6Al4V parts were achieved with varying bed pre-heat temperatures.
Figure-6.28 showed that increasing bed temperature, resulted in an increase in
meltpool dimensions which is caused by the extra energy input from the bed preheating. Even though higher bed temperature meant more energy input into the
samples, there was no variation in the % porosity of the samples. Figure-6.29 shows
that increasing bed pre-heat temperature led to reduced cooling rates. Even though
the cooling rates are lowered with increasing bed temperature, they are still much
higher than the cooling rate required for fully martensitic microstructure in Ti6Al4V.
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According to ref-[124], cooling rates higher than 410

ᴼ𝐶
𝑠

leads to fully martensitic

microstructure for Ti6Al4V. Therefore irrespective of the bed pre-heat temperature
all samples should have resulted in fully martensitic microstructure with martensitic
𝛼 ′ laths growing inside columnar prior β grains.
The prior β grains are present in all the samples as all the test case were built at sub
β transus temperatures and according to ref-[62] only heat treating above the β
transus temperature resulted in the disappearance of the SLM footprint prior β
columnar grains. Even though the prior β columnar grains characteristic of the layer
wise building in SLM were present in all samples, the microstructure showed a clear
variation with bed pre-heat temperatures. 𝛼 ′ laths started growing in size for test
case T-2 built at 370ᴼC bed temperature, and β particles started appearing between
the laths. There might have been some 𝛼 ′ to α transformation as well but could not
be identified very clearly. The increase in lath size is a consequence of the reduction
in cooling rate. The bed temperature in the SLM process can be compared to the
homogenisation temperature in the conventional processing route (see section2.9.1) and therefore raising bed temperature results in a variation in the
microstructure. Raising the bed temperature to 470ᴼC for test case T-3, resulted in a
further increase in 𝛼 ′ /α lath sizes and a growth in the β particles as higher
homogenisation temperature and lowered cooling rate favours grain growth. The
growth in lath sizes with increasing bed temperature is consistent with the findings
of ref-[128], which predicted coarser grain morphology for higher holding
temperatures. Test case T-4 resulted in a basket-weave microstructure with no
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martensite. Lath size increased and grain boundary β between α colonies and α laths
increased. Complete transformation from a martensitic microstructure to basketweave was due to the bed temperature being just below the martensitic
decomposition temperature range of 600-650ᴼC for Ti6AL4V. The raise in the
homogenisation temperature led to grain growth and increase in β formation. Test
case T-5 and T-6 led to further growth in α lath sizes with some grain boundary α
globulorisation. The amount of β increased as well and all this was a consequence of
further reduction in cooling rate as well as the homogenisation temperature getting
closer to the β transus for Ti6Al4V. Higher growth in grain size is consistent with the
findings of ref-[129], reporting that residence time just below β transus temperature
greatly affects α laths growth in a basket-weave microstructure.

6.7.2 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature on Residual Stress
The results in Figure-6.30 do not show a considerable variation in the peak
temperature within the meltpool and this result is consistent with the findings of ref[127], which reported a negligible effect of bed pre-heating on the temperature of
the laser irradiated zone. Figure-6.30 shows that increasing the bed pre-heat
temperature reduces the temperature gradient between the top and 250µm depth
of the meltpool. According to the Temperature Gradient Mechanism (TGM) and the
cool-down phase models, the inhibition of material shrinkage during resolidification by the underlying material leads to tensile residual stress (𝜎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠 )
buildup in the top layer [28, 29]. The temperature gradient is lowered with
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increasing bed pre-heat temperature as shown in Figure-6.30 and this results in a
reduction in residual stress.

Figure 6-30 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on temperature gradient

According to Vasinonta et al.[38], an important factor in the limited residual stress
buildup at higher bed temperatures is the reduction in yield strength of materials at
higher temperatures. Figure-6.31 is data adapted from ref-[130], and shows that
there is an inverse relationship between yield strength of wrought annealed,
Ti6Al4V and temperature, corroborating the theory of Vasinonta et al. Figure-6.31
also shows an inverse relationship between Young’s Modulus and temperature.
According to Figure-6.31 at 570ᴼC both yield strength and Young’s Modulus reduced
to 40-45% of room temperature value, while at 100°C yield strength and Young’s
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Modulus were at about 90% of room temperature values [130]. This explains the
reduction in residual stress with increasing bed temperatures.

Figure-6-31 Yield stress and Young’s modulus of wrought annealed Ti6Al4V as a function of
temperature. Data adapted from [130].

Figure-6.32 shows an inverse relationship between cooling rate and bed pre-heat
temperature. The decrease in cooling rate with increasing bed temperature is
responsible for a reduction in the residual stress. The reduction in cooling rate due
to increased pre-heating temperature may only be partly responsible for reducing
residual stress.
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Figure 6-32 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on cooling rate and residual stress

6.7.3 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature on Mechanical Properties
There was a slight increase of 3.2% in the yield strength of the samples with an
increase in bed temperature from 100°C to 470°C. Yield strength values stayed
relatively consistent up to a bed temperature of 670°C and samples built at 770ᴼC
failed prematurely resulting in no measured value for yield strength. The only
probable explanation for this premature failure could be the use of sub-optimal
processing parameters which were inappropriate at high bed temperatures. Using
processing parameters optimised for test case T-1 at 100°C bed temperature, for
high temperature builds may have caused excessive heat input into the material.
Extra energy input could lead to a high level of porosity in samples due to the
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initiation of key-hole melting caused by material vaporisation. Figure-6.33 shows
that the amount of porosity for test case T-6 built at 770ᴼC did not considerably
increase compared with test case-T-5 samples built at 670ᴼC, so the reason for the
premature failure must be something other than porosity. Increased grain sizes
generated in samples built at higher bed pre-heat temperatures (as shown in Figure5.34), could be another factor that may have led to premature failure. According to
Lütjering et al, [65, 81] the mechanical properties for lamellar microstructure are
greatly dependent on the α colony. The effective slip length depends on the colony
size, and has an inverse relation with the cooling rate from the β phase field. SLM
Ti6Al4V samples have a totally martensitic microstructure due to the inherent high
cooling rates associated with the process. The slip lengths and colony sizes of
martensitic microstructure are equal to the width of the individual martensitic α′
plates. Figure-2.19(a) shows that yield stress is inversely related to the slip length.
Figure-2.19(b) shows that the rate of increase in yield stress with cooling rate grows
exponentially, for cooling rates higher than 1000

ᴼ𝐶
𝑚𝑖𝑛

(cooling rate for air cooling).

According to Manikandakumar et al [83], the mechanical properties of SLM Ti6Al4V
parts depend on the α colony and lath sizes. α colony and lath sizes which are equal
to the size of single martensitic 𝛼 ′ lath in the martensitic microstructure, result in
dislocation pile ups. Dislocations movement is restricted by the smaller α colony
sizes of the martensitic microstructure which results in limited plastic deformation
in SLM Ti6Al4V components. Restricted dislocations movement and limited plastic
deformation result in higher yield strength and UTS of SLM parts. According to
effective slip length and dislocation movement theories [65, 81], higher bed
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temperature should result in lower yield strength, as increasing bed temperature
results in a lower cooling rate and larger α colonies. Even though the cooling rate is
decreasing with increasing bed temperature, the cooling rate at the highest bed
temperature is still much higher than 10000

ᴼ𝐶
𝑚𝑖𝑛

(cooling rate of water quenched

samples(highest yield strength)) as shown in Figure-2.19(b). Therefore no decrease
in yield strength is noticed for samples built at high bed temperatures. Another
factor that may be responsible for the high yield strength of high bed temperature
SLM Ti6Al4V samples could be the formation of nano β particles in α laths (see SEM
images in Figure-5.31 to Figure-5.34).

Figure 6-33 Effect of bed pre-heat temperature on %Porosity, % Elongation and Yield
Strength
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Figure-6.31 shows a direct relation between sample elongation and bed pre-heat
temperature. %Elongation shows a considerable improvement up to 570°C bed preheat temperature for test case T-4, with 66.2% improvement in elongation at 570ᴼC
compared with standard samples built at 100ᴼC. At 670°C bed temperature for test
case T-5 there is a sharp decline of 74.7% compared to test case T-4 built at 570°C.
Increasing the bed temperature to 770°C for test case T-6, resulted in no measured
value of elongation due to premature failure. Lütjering et al. [65, 81] presented a
more complex relationship between ductility and cooling rate. Figure-2.19(a)
showed that decreasing slip length results in an increase in ductility. Figure-2.19(b)
showed that increasing cooling rate increased ductility up to an optimum cooling
rate for maximum ductility. Beyond this point of maximised ductility there is a sharp
decline in ductility with any increase in the cooling rate. According to Sujoy Kumar
[82] higher cooling rate results in a reduction in slip length, which causes a reduction
in the pile-up length. Reduced pile-up length leads to lower stress concentrations
which delays crack nucleation and thus results in improved ductility. Secondly
refinement of the lamellar structure leading to the increased strength of the matrix
is responsible for the decrease in ductility with increasing cooling rate beyond the
point of maximised ductility. The difference in matrix strength and coarser grain
boundary α along β-grain boundaries is responsible for preferential premature
crack nucleation in the softer grain boundary α [82]. Increasing bed temperature
results in lowering the cooling rate but is still higher than the optimum intermediate
cooling rate resulting in maximised ductility. Therefore the improvement in ductility
up to a bed temperature of 570ᴼC can be attributed to the fact that increasing the
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bed temperature is shifting the cooling rate closer to the cooling rate for maximum
ductility. According to the cooling rate theory, test case T-5 built at 670°C and test
case T-6 built at 770°C bed pre-heat temperatures should have resulted in further
improvement in the ductility of the samples. However the results in Figure-6.33
show a sharp decline of 74.7% in % elongation of samples produced at a bed
temperature of 670°C, test case T-5 compared to test case T-4 built at 570°C and
samples built at 770°C for test case T-6, showed no measured value of % elongation
due to premature failure. The second mechanism of difference in matrix strength
and coarser grain boundary α resulting in premature crack nucleation in the softer
grain boundary α does not explain this behavior. An increase in cooling rate would
be required for premature crack nucleation in softer grain boundary α whereas in
this scenario the higher bed temperature is in-fact decreasing the cooling rate.
According to Qian et al.[129], for temperatures in the range of 600-980ᴼC, just below
the β transus temperature of Ti6Al4V, the cooling rate and residence times are very
critical in terms of α laths growth in a basket-weave microstructure. In Direct Laser
Fabrication of Ti6Al4V components, α laths growth is enhanced when getting closer
to the β transus temperature [129]. In principle SLM is very similar to DLF except
the difference in delivery of powder feed (In DLF powder is blown into the path of a
focused laser, much like laser cladding). Therefore it is a valid approximation that
the thermal cycles experienced during the high temperature SLM process are quite
similar to the DLF process. Thus extending the reasoning reported in ref-[129], to
the built at 670°C and 770°C bed pre-heat temperature is quite reasonable. Figure5.34(a) and (b), show that at 670°C and 770°C there has been a considerable grain
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growth with some globular α grains highlighted by the red ellipses. A range of sizes
of α laths exist in the microstructure of these high temperature samples. Similarly
there is a considerable growth in grain boundary β as depicted in Figure-5.34(c).
Larger α laths and colonies along with the existence of some globular α mean larger
slip lengths and therefore lower yield strength and as well as lower ductility as
Figure-2.19(a) shows an inverse relationship between slip lengths and mechanical
properties [65, 81]. The existence of a wide range of grain sizes across the
microstructure along with coarser grain boundary β would result in the creation of
weaker locations for crack nucleation and growth. Premature failure of the tensile
specimens outside the gauge length was most probably a consequence of the
existence of these weaker sites for crack nucleation. Due to the existence of such
grain boundary weak locations the effect of porosity as an internal defect becomes
crucial in enhancing the possibility of premature failure. The parameters used for
high temperature builds were optimised for 100ᴼC Bed Pre-Heat Temperature.
Therefore a lot more energy was inputted into the samples built at higher bed preheat temperatures, which led to a slight increase in porosity and combined with the
non-equilibrium grain sizes it might have caused the pre mature failure. For further
work optimising the process parameters for each bed temperature will be helpful in
determining the true mode of failure and as well as improving the mechanical
properties of SLM Ti6Al4V parts.
Vickers micro hardness values of the samples increased with increasing bed preheat temperatures up to 670°C for test case T-5, resulting in 13% increase at 670°C
compared to test case T-1 built at 100°C bed temperature. Increasing the bed
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temperature further to 770ᴼC for test case T-6, resulted in 1.8% decrease compared
with samples built at 670ᴼC, test case T-5. For samples built at a bed temperature of
up to 470ᴼC the increase in micro-hardness can be attributed to the growth in the
amount of β between 𝛼 ′ /α laths. For samples built at 570°C and above the increase
in micro hardness is probably a consequence of the increase in the amount of β
between α colony boundaries and as well as the growth of nano β the α laths. Even
though Figure-5.34c shows an increase in the amount of β between α colonies
boundaries and as well as the amount of nano β particles inside α laths for samples
built at 770ᴼC bed temperature the micro-hardness decreased by 1.8%. The only
probable reason for this decrease in micro-hardness despite an increase in β within
the samples is the increase in the grain size (see SEM images Figure-5.31 to Figure5.34). Figure-5.34(c) provides a clear illustration of the β growing between α
colonies grain boundaries and as well as the nano β growing inside α laths. The
micro-hardness results shown in Figure-5.37 illustrate an important point, that the
micro-hardness values across the height of the samples built at higher bed
temperatures are consistent as shown by the values for standard deviation. Less
variation in the micro-hardness across the height of the samples indicates that the
samples have a consistent micro structure throughout the height. However the
standard deviation of samples built at 100°C bed temperature show a wide spread
in the micro-hardness over the 12 indentations taken along the height of the sample
in the build direction. This variation in the micro-hardness indicates that the
microstructure across the sample built at 100ᴼC bed pre-heat temperature may not
be uniform. The possibility of non-uniform microstructure across the sample is
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corroborated by the existence of internal microstructural defects as can be seen in
the SEM image of test case T-1, built at 100ᴼC shown in Figure-5.31.
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7 Strategic Stress Reduction Strategy
7.1 Geometrical Dependence of Residual Stress
This section presents the results of contour method used for residual stress
measurement in an I-Beam geometry. Figure-7.1(a) shows the dimensions of the IBeam geometry used for strategic application of stress reduction strategies. Figure7.1(b) shows the dimensions of the regions where stress reduction strategies were
applied for the different test case.

Figure 7-1 (a) Dimensioned I-Beam geometry (b) I-Beam regions for strategic application of
stress reduction strategies.

7.1.1 Identifying High Stress Regions in a Complex Geometry
An I-Beam cross section was manufactured using the optimum combination of
parameters for 50µm layer thickness, found from density optimisation trials (see
section-5.1). The first sample was built at a bed temperature of 100ᴼC, with a
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purpose of identifying the high residual stress regions in the cross section and
understanding the geometrical dependence of residual stress. Contour method was
used for mapping the residual stress across the cross section.
Figure-7.2 the residual stress map of the I-Beam manufactured with optimised
parameters from density trials, test case IB-1. The legend shows that the highest
value of residual stress measured in the test case IB-1 sample was 320MPa. Black
dashed rectangles highlight the regions with high residual stress. Figure-7.2 shows
that for the I-Beam geometry, test case IB-1, the high residual stress regions was
identified as the corners between the lower flange and the web bottom section. The
corners in Region-2 shows residual stress between 80-320MPa. Another high stress
region, was identified as region-4, the top of the I-Beam geometry. Region-4, shows
that the highest stress of 320MPa occurs near the top surface.

Figure 7-2. Residual Stress Map Standard I-Beam (Test Case IB-1) Manufactured with
Optimum Parameters from Density Optimisation Trials (High Stress Regions Indicated by
Dashed Black Rectangles, region-2 and region-4)

7.1.2 Strategic application of residual stress reduction strategies
Section-5.3.2, Figure-5.11 showed that increasing the layer thickness to 75µm,
reduced the residual stress by 27.1%, compared to the standard samples
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manufactured with 50µm layer thickness. Regions-2 and 4 of test case IB-1
(identified as the high stress as shown in Figure-7.2). Regions-2 and 4 were
strategically built with the application of a 75µm layer thickness and associated
optimum parameters. The strategic stress reduction in test case IB-2 cross section
was managed by building the I-Beam with a combination of 50µm and 75µm layer
thickness. 75µm layer thickness was applied in 3.5mm build height in region-2 and
2.5mm build height in region-4. The rest of test case IB-2 was built with 50µm layer
thickness.
Section-5.6.2, Figure-5.26 showed that decreasing the power and increasing
exposure time, keeping the Energy Density constant at the optimum resulted in
reduction in residual stress. Using power 150W and exposure 133µs combination,
resulted in 16.8% residual stress reduction compared with samples made with
200W power and 100µs exposure (Optimum power and exposure combination from
density optimisation trials for 50µm layer thickness(see section-5.1)). Both
combinations of power and exposure result in an Energy Density of 76.92

𝐽
𝑚𝑚3

. Test

case IB-3, was manufactured using 50µm layer thickness. Region-2 and Region-4 of
the I-Beam (identified as the high stress regions section-7.1.1), for test case IB-3
were strategically built with the application of 150W power and 133µs exposure.
The strategic stress reduction in the I-Beam cross section was managed by building
the I-Beam with the application of different power and exposure combinations to
the different regions of test case IB-3. 150W power and 133µs exposure was applied
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in 3.5mm build height in region-2 and 2.5mm build height in region-4. The rest of
test case IB-3 was built with 200W power and 100µs exposure.
Section-5.7.2, Figure-5.35 showed that increasing the bed pre-heat temperature to
570ᴼC, completely got rid of the residual stress compared with the standard samples
manufactured at 100ᴼC bed temperature resulting in 214MPa residual stress. The
stress reduction in the I-Beam cross section was managed by building test case IB-4
at a bed pre-heat temperature of 570ᴼC, using 50µm layer thickness with optimum
combination of parameters from density optimisation trials (see section 5.1).
Test case IB-5 was built by applying 75µm layer thickness in the regions below the
identified high stress regions for test case IB-1. The strategic stress reduction in test
case IB-5 cross section was managed by building the I-Beam with a combination of
50µm and 75µm layer thickness. 75µm layer thickness was applied in 2.5mm build
height in region-1 and 3. The rest of test case IB-5 was built with 50µm layer
thickness.
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Figure 7-3. Comparison of residual stress contour maps for various test cases (a) IB-1
(Standard I-Beam with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-2
& Region-4), (c)IB-3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4), (d)IB-4
(570ᴼC Bed pre-heating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer Thickness for
Region-1 & Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-1 & Region3).

Test case IB-6 was built by applying 150W power and 133µs exposure in the regions
below the identified high stress regions for test case IB-1. The strategic stress
reduction in the I-Beam cross section was managed by building the I-Beam with the
application of different power and exposure combinations to the different regions of
test case IB-6. 150W power and 133µs exposure was applied in 2.5mm build height
in region-1 and 3. The rest of test case IB-3 was built with 200W power and 100µs
exposure. Figure-7.3 shows a comparison of the residual stress contour maps for the
various test cases. The contour maps of Figure-7.3 show a variation in residual stress
across different samples but the trends are very hard to discern.
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The effect of stress reduction strategies on the residual stress distribution in the four
regions of the I-Beam samples is presented in a decreasing order of the highest stress
in regions of test case IB-1. The regions of test case IB-1 can be arranged in a
descending order of highest residual stress distribution as region-4, region-2,
region-1 and region-3.

7.1.3 Effect of strategic stress reduction strategies on residual stress in
Region-4
Matlab image analysis script was used to extract the area associated with each stress
level in region-4 of the various test cases shown in Figure-7.3. Figure-7.4 shows the
corresponding areas of different stress levels in region-4 (top of the I-Beam
geometry), for various test cases studied.
Figure-7.5 shows the variation in residual stress for various test cases with strategic
application of stress reduction strategies. The results in Figure-7.5 show that with
the application of 75µm layer thickness to region-4 (Identified as the high stress
regions see section 7.1.1), for test case IB-2 reduced the %area of maximum residual
stress (320MPa) in region-4 for the cross section of test case IB-2 to 23.5%. Test case
IB-2 showed a reduction of 7.5% in 320MPa residual stress region compared to the
standard I-Beam, test case IB-1. Figure-7.5 shows that, test case IB-2, 160MPa
residual stress region area increased by 29.2% and the 80MPa residual stress region
area decreased by 67.5% compared with test case IB-1.
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Figure 7-4. Region-4 areas corresponding to different stress levels for various test cases (a)
IB-1 (Standard I-Beam with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for
Region-2 & Region-4), (c)IB-3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4),
(d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed pre-heating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer
Thickness for Region-1 & Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for
Region-1 & Region-3).

Overall it can be seen that region-4 of test case IB-2 presents a more uniform stress
distribution compared with test case-IB-1. From a component point of view this can
be considered as an improvement as hot spots can be detrimental for preferential
failure of parts.
The results in Figure-7.4 show that with the application of 150W power and 133µs
exposure to region-4 (Identified as the high stress regions see section 7.1.1), for test
case IB-3 increased the %area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-4 for
the cross section of test case IB-3 to 51.1%. Test case IB-3 showed an increase of
101% in 320MPa residual stress region compared to the standard I-Beam, test case
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IB-1. Figure-7.5 shows that for test case IB-3, 160MPa residual stress region area
reduced by 26.7% and the 80MPa residual stress region area decreased by 79.7%
compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region-4 of test case IB-3
presents a more uniform stress distribution compared with test case-IB-1. From a
component point of view this can be considered as an improvement as hot spots can
be detrimental for preferential failure of parts.
The results in Figure-7.5 show that building the I-Beam geometry at a bed pre-heat
temperature of 570ᴼC, for test case IB-4 resulted in the overall residual stress in
region-4 for the cross section of test case IB-4. Test case IB-4 showed no 320MPa
residual stress region. Figure-7.5 shows that for test case IB-4, 160MPa residual
stress region area reduced by 70.5%, while the 80MPa residual stress region area
increased by 34.9% compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region4 of test case IB-4 presents a much lower stress distribution compared with test
case-IB-1. The beneficial effect of pre-heating the bed to higher temperature on
residual stress reduction has also been reported in refs-[52, 63, 64, 120]. Pre-heating
the bed results in the reduction of thermal gradients and cooling rates, which in turn
leads to the reduction of residual stress build up[52, 120]. It was reported in the
work by Ali et al[120], bed pre-heat temperature of 570ᴼC totally eliminated the
residual stress from block samples
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Figure 7-5. Region-4 residual stress variation in various test cases (a) IB-1 (Standard I-Beam
with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-2 & Region-4), (c)IB3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4), (d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed preheating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-1 &
Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-1 & Region-3).

The small high stress area in region-4 of test case IB-4 can be attributed to the
differential heat flow in the web and the supports of the upper flange. Part of the top
flange on the web will have higher heat flow to the substrate compared with the
overhanging part. This would possibly lead to the central part of the top flange
having a higher cooling rate compared with the overhanging region and thus as can
be seen from Figure-7.3(d) a higher stress distribution. The results from Figure-7.5
show that pre-heating the bed is the best solution for the residual stress problem
associated with SLM components.
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The results in Figure-7.5 show that with the application of 75µm layer thickness to
region-3 (just below the identified high stress region), for test case IB-5 reduced the
%area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-4 for the cross section of test
case IB-5 to 23.1%. Test case IB-5 showed a reduction of 9.1% in 320MPa residual
stress region compared to the standard I-Beam, test case IB-1. Figure-7.5 shows that,
for test case IB-5, 160MPa residual stress region area increased by 35.3% and the
80MPa residual stress region area decreased by 28.3% compared with test case IB1. Overall it can be seen that region-4 of test case IB-5 presents a more uniform stress
distribution compared with test case-IB-1. From a component point of view this can
be considered as an improvement as hot spots can be detrimental for preferential
failure of parts.
The results in Figure-7.5 show that with the application of 150W power and 133µs
exposure to region-3 (just below the identified high stress region-4), for test case IB6 increased the %area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-4 for the
cross section of test case IB-3 to 30.5%. Test case IB-6 showed an increase of 20.1%
in 320MPa residual stress region compared to the standard I-Beam, test case IB-1.
Figure-7.5 shows that for test case IB-6, 160MPa residual stress region area
increased by 33.8% and the 80MPa residual stress region area decreased by 67.9%
compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region-4 of test case IB-6
presents a more uniform stress distribution compared with test case-IB-1. From a
component point of view this can be considered as an improvement as hot spots can
be detrimental for preferential failure of parts.
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The results of Figure-7.5 show that strategically applying stress reduction strategies
to cross sections of complex parts can lead to a reduction in residual stress. The
application of stress reduction strategies to region-3 just below the high stress
region-4, for test cases IB-5 and IB-6 showed promising results compared to test
cases IB-2 and IB-3 where the stress reduction strategies were directly applied to
region-4(identified as high stress region in IB-1). This work shows that by
experimenting with the location and build height for strategic application of stress
reduction strategies a plausible solution for stress reduction in critical regions of
complex parts can be possible.

7.1.4 Effect of strategic stress reduction strategies on residual stress in
Region-2
Matlab image analysis script was used to extract the area associated with each stress
level in region-2 of the various test cases shown in Figure-7.3. Figure-7.6 shows the
corresponding areas of different stress levels in region-2 (top of the bottom flange
of the I-Beam geometry), for various test cases studied.
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Figure 7-6. Region-2 areas corresponding to different stress levels for various test cases (a)
IB-1 (Standard I-Beam with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for
Region-2 & Region-4), (c)IB-3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4),
(d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed pre-heating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer
Thickness for Region-1 & Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for
Region-1 & Region-3).

Figure-7.6 shows the variation of residual stress in region-2 for various test cases
with strategic application of stress reduction strategies. The results in Figure-7.7
show that with the application of 75µm layer thickness to region-2 (Identified as the
high stress regions see section 7.1.1), for test case IB-2 increased the %area of
maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-2 for the cross section of test case IB2 to 4.8%. Test case IB-2 showed an increase of 1100% in 320MPa residual stress
region compared to the standard I-Beam, test case IB-1. Figure-7.7 shows that, for
test case IB-2, 160MPa residual stress region area decreased by 23.8% and the
80MPa residual stress region area decreased by 50.4% compared with test case IB-
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1. Overall it can be seen that region-2 of test case IB-2 presents a lower stress
distribution compared with test case-IB-1, except for a hot spot of 320MPa
generated just below the web.

Figure 7-7. Region-2 residual stress variation in various test cases (a) IB-1 (Standard I-Beam
with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-2 & Region-4), (c)IB3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4), (d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed preheating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-1 &
Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-1 & Region-3).

The results in Figure-7.7 show that with the application of 150W power and 133µs
exposure to region-2 (identified as the high stress regions see section 7.1.1), for test
case IB-3 increased the %area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-2 for
the cross section of test case IB-3 to 4.2%. Test case IB-3 showed an increase of
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950% in 320MPa residual stress region compared to the standard I-Beam, test case
IB-1. Figure-7.7 shows that for test case IB-3, 160MPa residual stress region area
reduced by 45.5% and the 80MPa residual stress region area decreased by 48%
compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region-2 of test case IB-3
presents a lower stress distribution compared with test case-IB-1, except for a hot
spot of 320MPa, just below the web.
The results in Figure-7.7 show that building the I-Beam geometry at a bed pre-heat
temperature of 570ᴼC, for test case IB-4 resulted in a reduction in the overall
residual stress in region-2 for the cross section of test case IB-4. Test case IB-4
showed no 320MPa residual stress region. Figure-7.7 shows that for test case IB-4,
160MPa residual stress region area reduced by 98%, while the 80MPa residual
stress region area increased by 83.3% compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can
be seen that region-2 of test case IB-4 presents a much lower stress distribution
compared with test case-IB-1.
The results in Figure-7.7 show that with the application of 75µm layer thickness to
region-1 (just below the identified high stress region), for test case IB-5 reduced the
%area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-2 for the cross section of test
case IB-5 to 0.34%. Test case IB-5 showed a reduction of 15% in 320MPa residual
stress region compared to the standard I-Beam, test case IB-1. Figure-7.7 shows that,
for test case IB-5, 160MPa residual stress region area decreased by 67.2% and the
80MPa residual stress region area increased by 32.1% compared with test case IB1. Overall it can be seen that region-2 of test case IB-5 presents a lower stress
distribution compared with test case-IB-1. Applying the stress reduction strategy to
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region-1, just below the high stress region-2 resulted in a lower overall stress state
for test case IB-5 compared with test case IB-2 when the same strategy was applied
directly to the high stress region-2.
The results in Figure-7.7 show that with the application of 150W power and 133µs
exposure to region-3 (just below the identified high stress region-2), for test case IB6 eliminated the 320MPa stress in region-2 for the cross section of test case IB-6.
Figure-7.7 shows that for test case IB-6, 160MPa residual stress region area
decreased by 29.6% and the 80MPa residual stress region area decreased by 36.1%
compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region-2 of test case IB-6
presents a lower stress distribution compared with test case-IB-1.
The results of Figure-7.7 show that strategically applying stress reduction strategies
to cross sections of complex parts can lead to a reduction in residual stress. The
application of stress reduction strategies to region-1 just below the high stress
region-2, for test cases IB-5 and IB-6 showed promising results compared to test
cases IB-2 and IB-3 where the stress reduction strategies were directly applied to
region-2(identified as high stress region in IB-1). This work shows that by
experimenting with the location and build height for strategic application of stress
reduction strategies a plausible solution for stress reduction in critical regions of
complex parts can be possible.
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7.1.5 Effect of strategic stress reduction strategies on residual stress in
Region-1
Matlab image analysis script was used to extract the area associated with each stress
level in region-1 of the various test cases shown in Figure-7.3. Figure-7.8 shows the
corresponding areas of different stress levels in region-1 (Bottom of the I-Beam
geometry), for various test cases studied.

Figure 7-8. Region-1 areas corresponding to different stress levels for various test cases (a)
IB-1 (Standard I-Beam with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for
Region-2 & Region-4), (c)IB-3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4),
(d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed pre-heating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer
Thickness for Region-1 & Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for
Region-1 & Region-3).

Figure-7.9 shows the variation of residual stress in region-1 for various test cases
with strategic application of stress reduction strategies. The results in Figure-7.9
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show that with the application of 75µm layer thickness to region-2 (Identified as the
high stress regions see section 7.1.1), for test case IB-2 increased the %area of
maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-1 for the cross section of test case IB2 to 8.8%. Test case IB-2 showed an increase of 4300% in 320MPa residual stress
region compared to the standard I-Beam, test case IB-1. Figure-7.9 shows that, for
test case IB-2, 160MPa residual stress region area increased by 29.5% and the
80MPa residual stress region area increased by 2.9% compared with test case IB-1.
Overall it can be seen that region-1 of test case IB-2 presents a higher stress
distribution compared with test case-IB-1.
The results in Figure-7.9 show that with the application of 150W power and 133µs
exposure to region-2 (identified as the high stress regions see section 7.1.1), for test
case IB-3 increased the %area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-2 for
the cross section of test case IB-3 to 34.2%. Test case IB-3 showed an increase of
17000% in 320MPa residual stress region compared to the standard I-Beam, test
case IB-1. Figure-7.9 shows that for test case IB-3, 160MPa residual stress region
area increased by 44.4% and the 80MPa residual stress region area decreased by
80.5% compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region-1 of test case
IB-3 presents a higher stress distribution compared with test case-IB-1.
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Figure 7-9. Region-1 residual stress variation in various test cases (a) IB-1 (Standard I-Beam
with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-2 & Region-4), (c)IB3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4), (d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed preheating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-1 &
Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-1 & Region-3).

The results in Figure-7.9 show that building the I-Beam geometry at a bed pre-heat
temperature of 570ᴼC, for test case IB-4 resulted in a reduction in the overall
residual stress in region-1 for the cross section of test case IB-4. Test case IB-4
showed no 320MPa residual stress region. Figure-7.9 shows that for test case IB-4,
160MPa residual stress region area reduced by 90.5%, while the 80MPa residual
stress region area decreased by 7.9% compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be
seen that region-1 of test case IB-4 presents a much lower stress distribution
compared with test case-IB-1.
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The results in Figure-7.9 show that with the application of 75µm layer thickness to
region-1 (just below the identified high stress region), for test case IB-5 did not affect
the %area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-1 for the cross section of
test case IB-5. Figure-7.9 shows that, for test case IB-5, 160MPa residual stress
region area decreased by 37.8% and the 80MPa residual stress region area increased
by 53.9% compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region-1 of test
case IB-5 presents a lower stress distribution compared with test case-IB-1.
Applying the stress reduction strategy to region-1, just below the high stress region2 resulted in a lower overall stress state for test case IB-5 compared with test case
IB-2 when the same strategy was applied directly to the high stress region-2.
The results in Figure-7.9 show that with the application of 150W power and 133µs
exposure to region-3 (just below the identified high stress region-2), for test case IB6 increased the 320MPa stress area in region-1 for the cross section of test case IB6 by 3150% compared with test case IB-1. Figure-7.9 shows that for test case IB-6,
160MPa residual stress region area increased by 77.1% and the 80MPa residual
stress region area decreased by 1.7% compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be
seen that region-1 of test case IB-6 presents a higher stress distribution compared
with test case-IB-1.
The results of Figure-7.9 show that strategically applying stress reduction strategies
to cross sections of complex parts can lead to a reduction in residual stress. The
application of stress reduction strategies to region-1 just below the high stress
region-2, for test cases IB-6 showed promising results compared to test cases IB-2
and IB-3 where the stress reduction strategies were directly applied to region263

2(identified as high stress region in IB-1). Test case IB-5 on the other hand showed
an increase in the residual stress distribution in region-1.

7.1.6 Effect of strategic stress reduction strategies on residual stress in
Region-3
Matlab image analysis script was used to extract the area associated with each stress
level in region-3 of the various test cases shown in Figure-7.3. Figure-7.10 shows the
corresponding areas of different stress levels in region-3 (Bottom of the top flange
of the I-Beam geometry), for various test cases studied.

Figure 7-10. Region-3 areas corresponding to different stress levels for various test cases (a)
IB-1 (Standard I-Beam with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for
Region-2 & Region-4), (c)IB-3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4),
(d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed pre-heating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer
Thickness for Region-1 & Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for
Region-1 & Region-3).
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Figure-7.11 shows the variation of residual stress in region-3 for various test cases
with strategic application of stress reduction strategies. The results in Figure-7.11
show that with the application of 75µm layer thickness to region-4 (Identified as the
high stress regions see section 7.1.1), for test case IB-2 increased the %area of
maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-3 for the cross section of test case IB2 to 0.4%. Test case IB-2 showed an increase of 100% in 320MPa residual stress
region compared to the standard I-Beam, test case IB-1. Figure-7.11 shows that, for
test case IB-2, 160MPa residual stress region area increased by 547% and the 80MPa
residual stress region area decreased by 14.6% compared with test case IB-1.
Overall it can be seen that region-3 of test case IB-2 presents a higher stress
distribution compared with test case-IB-1.
The results in Figure-7.11 show that with the application of 150W power and 133µs
exposure to region-2 (identified as the high stress regions see section 7.1.1), for test
case IB-3 did not affect %area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-3 for
the cross section of test case IB-3. Figure-7.11 shows that for test case IB-3, 160MPa
residual stress region area increased by 658% and the 80MPa residual stress region
area increased by 17.2% compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that
region-3 of test case IB-3 presents a higher stress distribution compared with test
case-IB-1.
The results in Figure-7.11 show that building the I-Beam geometry at a bed pre-heat
temperature of 570ᴼC, for test case IB-4 resulted in a reduction in the overall
residual stress in region-3 for the cross section of test case IB-4. Test case IB-4
showed no 320MPa residual stress region. Figure-7.11 shows that for test case IB-4,
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160MPa and 80MPa residual stress region areas were negligible as well. Overall it
can be seen that region-3 of test case IB-4 presents a much lower stress distribution
compared with test case-IB-1.

Figure 7-11. Region-3 residual stress variation in various test cases (a) IB-1 (Standard IBeam with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-2 & Region-4),
(c)IB-3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4), (d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed preheating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-1 &
Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-1 & Region-3).

The results in Figure-7.11 show that with the application of 75µm layer thickness to
region-3 (just below the identified high stress region), for test case IB-5 doubled the
%area of maximum residual stress (320MPa) in region-3 for the cross section of test
case IB-5. Figure-7.11 shows that, for test case IB-5, 160MPa residual stress region
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area increased by 21.1% and the 80MPa residual stress region area did not show
much variation compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region-3 of
test case IB-5 presents a higher stress distribution compared with test case-IB-1.
Applying the stress reduction strategy to region-3, just below the high stress region2 resulted in an increased overall stress state for test case IB-5 compared with test
case IB-2 when the same strategy was applied directly to the high stress region-2.
The results in Figure-7.11 show that with the application of 150W power and 133µs
exposure to region-3 (just below the identified high stress region-4), for test case IB6 eliminated the 320MPa stress area in region-3 for the cross section of test case IB6. Figure-7.11 shows that for test case IB-6, 160MPa residual stress region area
increased by 73.7% and the 80MPa residual stress region area increased by 11.5%
compared with test case IB-1. Overall it can be seen that region-3 of test case IB-6
presents a higher stress distribution compared with test case-IB-1, even though the
320MPa hot spots are eliminated.
The results of Figure-7.11 show that strategically applying stress reduction
strategies to cross sections of complex parts can lead to a reduction in residual
stress. The application of stress reduction strategies to region-3 just below the high
stress region-4, for test cases IB-5 and IB-6 showed promising results compared to
test cases IB-2 and IB-3 where the stress reduction strategies were directly applied
to region-4(identified as high stress region in IB-1).
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7.1.7 Overall effect of strategic stress reduction strategies on residual stress
Figure-7.12 shows the overall variation of residual stress for various test cases with
strategic application of stress reduction strategies. The results in Figure-7.12 show
that overall pre-heating the bed is the most viable solution for residual stress
reduction in SLM Ti6Al4V components. It can be seen from the results in Figure-7.12
that the application of 75µm layer thickness to region-1 and Region-3 (just below
the identified high stress regions see section 7.1.1), for test case IB-5 resulted in an
overall reduction in the residual stress in the I-Beam geometry.
Results from the strategic application of stress reduction strategies across different
regions of the cross section of an I-Beam geometry showed a redistribution of
residual stress profile. A reduction in residual stress over certain regions was also
observed. It can be seen from the analysis in sections ----- that strategic application
of stress reduction strategies can be a viable solution for reducing stress in critical
regions of a component. This study has investigated the effect of one strategy being
applied across different regions per sample. Combining the stress reduction
strategies and as well as investigating the regions of application further could
possibly lead to a viable solution for critical components manufacturing via SLM.
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Figure 7-12 Overall residual stress variation in various test cases (a) IB-1 (Standard I-Beam
with optimised parameters), (b) IB-2 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-2 & Region-4), (c)IB3 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-2 & Region-4), (d)IB-4 (570ᴼC Bed preheating on Renishaw SLM-125 machine), (e) IB-5 (75µm Layer Thickness for Region-1 &
Region-3) and (f) IB-6 (150W power and 133µs exposure for Region-1 & Region-3).
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
Selective Laser Melting uses a high power laser to build components by selectively
melting and fusing powder material. Differential solidification in the melt pool and
high solidification rates lead to directional thermal gradients. The high cooling rates
and large thermal gradients associated with the SLM process lead to residual stress
build up.
This work investigated residual stress build up in SLM Ti6Al4V components. The
effect of SLM parameters on residual stress and mechanical properties was studied
using a commercial Renishaw AM250 SLM machine and a modified Renishaw
SLM125 machine. In order to understand the mechanism of residual stress build up
a finite element model was create using ABAQUS with user subroutines written in
FORTRAN.

8.1 Modelling


The developed isotropic enhanced thermal conductivity model for SLM
Ti6Al4V, treated the laser as an enhanced penetrating volumetric heat source
was capable of predicting the melt-pool width (with 11% error) and meltpool depth (with 1.6% error).



The model accurately predicted the temperature evolution along the laser
scan path with good correlation to the experimentally determined
temperature [34] along the scan path. Accurate prediction of melt-pool
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dimensions and the trend in temperature evolution along the laser scan path
with high correlation to experimental data validates the modelling approach.
Therefore considering enhanced laser penetration to account for heat flow in the
melt-pool due to Marangoni convection is a valid approach for modelling the SLM
Ti6Al4V melting behavior.


Enhanced penetration depth led to using isotropic enhanced thermal
conductivity approach instead of anisotropic thermal enhanced conductivity
approach and thus made the FEA model computationally efficient.



The model was capable of predicting the start of the solidification region
along the laser scan path that was similar to the experimentally
determined[34] solidification region. The model accurately predicted the
solidification behavior of the melt pool, it was then used as a tool for studying
the effect of SLM process parameters variation on residual stress.

The trends in model predicted cooling rates and thermal gradients correlated with
the trend in experimentally determined residual stress values.


The model accurately predicted the effect of SLM process parameter
variation on cooling rates and thermal gradients validated by comparison
with the effect of SLM process parameters variation on experimentally
determined residual stress.

Correlation of results between the developed model and experiments validate the
effectiveness of the two proposed modelling reduction approaches.
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Using temperature dependent conductivity of powder Ti6Al4V as a
convective heat transfer coefficient to account for heat loss to excess
surrounding powder. This reduces the model size as there is no need for
modelling excess powder.



Similarly modelling a small substrate and adding a convection boundary
condition, using temperature dependent conductivity of solid Ti6Al4V as
convection coefficient accounts for heat loss to the large substrate without
the need for modelling a larger substrate.

These modelling reduction approaches assisted in reducing the model size and thus
improving the computational efficiency of the model.

8.2 Effect of SLM Parameters
A detailed investigation on the effect of standard SLM parameters on residual stress
and mechanical properties was carried out using the Renishaw AM250 SLM
machine.
8.2.1 SLM Parameter Optimisation
Parameter optimisation trials for determining the optimum combination of power
and exposure time for achieving nearly fully dense parts were carried out.


200W power and 100µs exposure time resulted in 99.99% dense SLM
Ti6Al4V blocks.



The minimum energy density required for achieving nearly fully dense parts
showed an inverse relationship with power.
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8.2.2 Effect of Scanning Strategy
The effect of scanning strategy on residual stress, microstructure and mechanical
properties was investigated by comparing 90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy with
chessboard scanning strategy (chessboard squares sizes of 2x2mm, 3x3mm and
5x5mm).


All the samples resulted in fully martensitic microstructure with prior beta
grains irrespective of the scanning strategy.



90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy resulted in the lowest residual stress using
Renishaw AM250 SLM machine.



90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy resulted in the lowest residual stress using
Renishaw SLM125 machine.



90ᴼ alternating scanning strategy resulted in the lowest residual stress using
Renishaw SLM125 machine with heated bed.



Mechanical properties did not show any clear dependence on scanning
strategy.

8.2.3 Effect of Layer Thickness
Three different layer thicknesses (25, 50, 75µm) were investigated to understand
the effect on residual stress, microstructure and mechanical properties of SLM
Ti6Al4V components.


All the samples resulted in fully martensitic microstructure with prior beta
grains irrespective of the layer thickness.



FEA model predicted an inverse relationship between layer thickness and
cooling rates.
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FEA model predicted an inverse relationship between layer thickness and
temperature gradients.



Layer thickness showed an inverse relationship with experimentally
measured residual stress. 75µm layer thickness resulted in the lowest
residual stress.



UTS, yield strength and elongation showed an inverse relationship with layer
thickness. 25µm layer thickness resulted in the highest UTS, yield strength
and elongation values for SLM Ti6Al4V components.

8.2.4 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Exposure
The effect of re-scanning energy density on residual stress and mechanical
properties was investigated by using optimum power of 200W in combination with
four different exposure times (50, 75, 100 and150µs).


All the samples resulted in fully martensitic microstructure with prior beta
grains irrespective of the re-scanning exposure.



FEA model accurately predicted the trends in cooling rates and temperature
gradients for varying re-scanning exposure.



Re-scanning each layer with 50, 75, and 100µs exposure resulted in an
increase in the residual stress in SLM Ti6Al4V SLM components.



Re-scanning each layer with 150µs exposure resulted in a reduction in
residual stress.



Re-scanning with 75µs exposure time resulted in an increase in elongation of
SLM Ti6Al4V components.



Re-scanning with 100 and 150µs exposure resulted in a sharp decline in
elongation possibly due to an increase in oxide layer thickness.
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8.2.5 Effect of Re-Scanning with Varying Power
The effect of re-scanning energy density on residual stress and mechanical
properties was investigated by using optimum exposure of 100µs in combination
with three different powers (100, 150 and 200W).


All the samples resulted in fully martensitic microstructure with prior beta
grains irrespective of the re-scanning power.



FEA model accurately predicted the trends in cooling rates and temperature
gradients for varying re-scanning power.



Re-scanning each layer with 100, 150, and 200W power resulted in an
increase in the residual stress in SLM Ti6Al4V SLM components.



Re-scanning with 100W power resulted in an increase in elongation of SLM
Ti6Al4V components.

8.2.6 Effect of Power and Exposure keeping Energy Density Constant
Keeping the energy density constant (optimum energy density determined from
parameter optimisation), the effect of varying power and exposure combination on
residual stress and mechanical properties was investigated.


All the samples resulted in fully martensitic microstructure with prior beta
grains irrespective of the power and exposure combination.



For a constant energy density the FEA model predicted a direct relationship
between power and cooling rates.



For a constant energy density the FEA model predicted a direct relationship
between power and temperature gradients.



For a constant energy density the FEA model predicted an inverse
relationship between exposure and cooling rates.



For a constant energy density the FEA model predicted an inverse
relationship between exposure and temperature gradients.
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For a constant energy density lower power and higher exposure combination
resulted in lower residual stress in SLM Ti6Al4V components. 150W power
and 133µs exposure combination resulted in the lowest residual stress.



For a constant energy density the yield strength did not show any
dependence on power and exposure.



For a constant energy density the elongation of SLM Ti6Al4V showed an
increasing trend with decreasing power and increasing exposure.

8.2.7 Effect of Bed Pre-Heat Temperature
Renishaw SLM125 machine was fitted with a custom designed conductive heated
bed capable of achieving 800+ degrees temperature, to study the effect of be preheat temperature on residual stress and mechanical properties.


SLM Ti6Al4V martensitic microstructure was completely transformed into a
basketweave α+β microstructure at 570°C powder bed pre-heating (30°C
below the start of the martensitic decomposition range of 600-650°C).



α globulorisation was observed in samples built at 670 and 770ᴼC bed
temperatures.



Nano β started forming between and inside α laths at higher bed pre-heat
temperatures.



FEA model predicted an inverse relationship between bed pre-heat
temperature and cooling rates.



FEA model predicted an inverse relationship between bed pre-heat
temperature and temperature gradients.
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Samples built at bed pre-heat temperatures of 570°C showed no measured
residual stress within the SLM Ti6Al4V components.



Some samples built at high bed temperatures (i.e 570°C and 770°C) exhibited
compressive residual stress, which can be beneficial for the fatigue life of
components.



Elevated bed temperatures lead to producing parts with higher yield
strength.



At 770°C there was a sharp decline in yield strength due to pre-mature
failure of tensile samples probably due to the globular α and increased grain
boundary β forming weak microstructural locations.



The ductility of the samples improved with increasing bed temperature, and
at 570°C there was an improvement of 66.2% in the elongation of the
samples compared to those built at a standard 100°C.



At 670°C there was a sharp decline of 74.7% compared to 570ᴼC in sample
elongation, this again may be related to use of sub-optimal parameters,
increased grain growth resulting in the growth of globular α, existence of α
laths in various sizes and the growth of grain boundary β. All these factors
leading to non-equilibrium micro-structure and maximising the possibility
of weaker locations for crack nucleation and growth.



Vickers micro-hardness increased with increasing bed temperature reaching
a maximum of 442 [HV 0.2], at 670°C, with a 13% increase compared to
samples built at 100°C. This increase in hardness was due to the increase in
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β content between α/𝛼 ′ laths and at higher temperature nano β growing
within α laths.


At 770°C there is a 1.8% decrease due to the increase in α laths size even
though the amount of β increased.

8.3 Strategic Stress Reduction
High stress regions in an I-Beam geometry were identified using contour method
analysis. Stress reduction strategies identified from residual stress blocks using hole
drilling measurement method were strategically applied across different regions of
the I-Beam cross section in an effort to reduce residual stress. Samples were built by
strategically applying 75µm layer thickness and a power and exposure combination
of 150W and 133µs keeping energy density constant across different regions of the
I-Beam geometry. Similarly an I-Beam geometry was also built at a bed pre-heat
temperature of 570ᴼC.


Irrespective of the region of application all the applied stress reduction
strategies resulted in redistribution of the residual stress in the cross section.



Applying 75µm layer thickness just below the identified high stress regions
resulted in an overall reduction in residual stress in the I-Beam geometry.



High bed temperature of 570ᴼC resulted in an overall reduction in residual
stress in the I-Beam sample.

8.4 Suggestions for Future Work
Extensive research is going on SLM but the technique is still in the developmental
stages and therefore offers numerous opportunities for further research. The
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process parameters studied in this work are limited to laser scanning strategy, rescanning each layer varying the re-scanning energy density by changing exposure or
power, layer thickness, combination of power and exposure for constant energy
density and the bed pre-heat temperature.
Correlations were established between the studied parameters, residual stress and
mechanical properties by building three samples per parameter. The variability in
the results suggest that there is still room for further work on the parameters
considered in this study. For instance further variations of the scanning strategies
can be studied by exploring different orientation of scan vectors or different lengths
of scan vectors. The concept of power and exposure combination for constant energy
density can be applied to lower thickness. Further variations of layer thickness can
be studied to find the layer thickness resulting in lower residual stress and higher
elongation combination. Re-scanning can be applied to specific layers across the
cross section instead of re-scanning every layer.
Pre-heating the bed has shown promising results in reducing the residual stress,
modifying the microstructure and enhancement of mechanical properties. This
opens a new window for further investigation. Optimising the parameters for each
be temperature and studying the effect on residual stress, microstructure and
mechanical properties can be one dimension. Building components with different
layer thickness at higher bed pre-heat temperatures can be an interesting research.
Combining the concept of power and exposure combination keeping energy density
constant at optimum with bed pre-heating can be another dimension to be
investigated.
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Besides the parameters investigated in this study there are other SLM parameters
whose effect on residual stress and mechanical properties can be investigated
further. For instance the effect of support structures and part orientation. Similarly
the effect of laser offset used by Xu et al.[9], for martensite decomposition in Ti6Al4V,
on residual stress and mechanical properties needs investigation.
FEA model developed in this work can be extended further by building single lines
at different parameter combinations and developing a parametric relationship with
model parameters. The model can be extended further to multiple layers.
Further investigation can be carried out on the geometrical dependence of residual
stress in SLM components. The location, build height and order of region selection
for strategic application of stress reduction strategies can be investigated further.
The effect of combining multiple stress reduction strategies in a single sample can
be an interesting research as well.
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Appendix-A.

Residual Stress Measurement Techniques

Technique

Brief Description

Deformation

This involves the manufacture of test samples which are designed

Assessment

to deform on removal from the SLM base plate as a result of residual
stresses. The amount of distortion is a measure of the residual
stress levels developed within the sample during manufacture. It is
a fast and cost effective qualitative method for through thickness
residual stress estimation. Deformation assessment works best for
quick comparative analysis of specimens but does not provide any
quantitative results and choosing the optimum geometry for
deformation assessment is very important[10, 25, 27, 30].

Splitting

A cut is made into the specimen and the opening or closing of the
material adjacent to the cut shows the sign and magnitude of
Residual Stress. Strain relaxation gives an indication of the residual
stress. Splitting gives a quick qualitative measure of residual stress
through the specimen thickness.
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It is a quick and cost effective analysis method which is useful for
routine comparative quality control as it can give an indication of
the direction to reduce residual stress.
Splitting does not work well with non-uniform and untypical
stresses and since there is no quantification of stresses so is only
valid for comparative analysis[5, 53].
Sectioning

Specimen is sectioned into strips and strain gages (Mechanical or
Electrical) or diffraction methods can be used to measure strain
relaxation to get the size and location of residual stress. Strain
relaxation gives a measure of the residual stress through the
specimen thickness.
Sectioning is a quick and cost effective method with 10-30%
precision. It is useful for specimens with more regular shaped
geometry where uni-axial stresses are important while calculations
for multiple sectioning can be challenging. Useful for measuring
uniaxial stresses in regular geometries[5, 53].

Layer Removal

Layers of material are removed while strain gages attached to the
opposite surface are used to measure the stress relaxation in the
remaining material. Strain relaxation gives a measure of the
residual stress through the specimen thickness.
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Layer removal is a relatively simple method applicable to a wide
range of materials with 10-30% precision in measurements. It can
be combined with other techniques such as X-ray diffraction and
magnetic techniques to give a stress profile or it can be modified
into non-destructive technique to suite the process (e.g. Additive
manufacturing).
It is a laboratory based method suitable for measurements in flat
Plates and cylinders of uniform thickness. Layer removal can be a
time consuming procedure and is subject to measurement drift
used for specific geometries where stresses are uniform parallel to
surface [5, 42, 53, 88].
Hole Drilling

A hole is drilled through the specimen and strain gages on the

(uniform

surface or full field optical techniques measure the change in strain.

stress)

Strain relaxation in the surroundings of the hole gives a measure of
the residual stress. Residual stress can be measured up to 2mm and
measurement precision typically ranges between 5–20%. Hole
drilling is a semi-destructive method with portable equipment
capable of measuring bi-axial stress 𝜎𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦𝑦 , and 𝜏𝑥𝑦 . It is a quick,
easy and cost effective method capable of measurements for both
metals and non-metals as hole drilling is indifferent to grain
structure. Hole drilling is only capable of near surface
measurements of in-plane stress profiles. Stresses are non-uniform
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and max stress can range up to 70% of yield stress. Since it is a semi
destructive so can be used to take measurements and different
locations and different points in life of specimen. Hole needs to be
filled after testing and since the hole is very small so the part can
still be used. 𝜎𝑧𝑧 cannot be measured and for residual stresses
greater than 80% 𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 the uncertainty in measurements
increases. This method is not suitable for complex geometries as
surface preparation is needed and measurements are sensitive to
non-concentricity of the hole and strain gage.
Strain gage noise can result in inaccuracies. Stresses are being
relieved at depth and strains measured at surface is a source of
inaccuracy [2, 5, 25, 27, 53, 85-88].
Hole Drilling

A hole is drilled through the specimen and strain gages on the

(stress profile)

surface or full field optical techniques measure the change in strain.
Strain relaxation in the surroundings of the hole gives a measure of
the residual stress. Residual stress can be measured up to 2mm and
measurement precision typically ranges between 5–20%. Hole
drilling is a semi-destructive method with portable equipment
capable of measuring bi-axial stress 𝜎𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦𝑦 , and 𝜏𝑥𝑦 .
It is a quick, easy and cost effective method capable of
measurements for both metals and non-metals as hole drilling is
indifferent to grain structure. Hole drilling is only capable of near
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surface measurements of in-plane stress profiles. Stresses are nonuniform and max stress can range up to 70% of yield stress. Since it
is a semi destructive method so can be used to take measurements
and different locations and different points in life of specimen. Hole
needs to be filled after testing and since the hole is very small so the
part can still be used. 𝜎𝑧𝑧 cannot be measured and for residual
stresses greater than 80% 𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 the uncertainty in measurements
increases. This method is not suitable for complex geometries as
surface preparation is needed and measurements are sensitive to
non-concentricity of the hole and strain gage.
Strain gage noise can result in inaccuracies. Stresses are being
relieved at depth and strains measured at surface is a source of
inaccuracy [2, 5, 25, 27, 53, 85-88].
Deep Hole

A hole is drilled into the specimen and then the surrounding
material is over cored to see how the diameter of the hole changes
which gives a measure of the residual stress. Strain relaxation gives
a measure of the residual stress through the specimen thickness.
Measurement precision typically ranges between 5–15%.
It is a semi-destructive so can be used to take measurements at
different locations and different points in life of specimen. Portable
equipment capable of bi-axial measurements (𝜎𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦𝑦 𝑜𝑟 𝜏𝑥𝑦 )
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including stress gradients. Measuring 𝜎𝑧𝑧 is possible but tedious
and not precise. Applicable to even complex geometries. It can be
used for both metals and non-metals as measurements are
indifferent to grain structure and surface finish. Relatively fast
process based on the amount of stress data produced.
Can be done only by specialists and the measurements are
compromised by plasticity. Semi-destructive so hole may need
filling up. Cannot be applied to specimens less than 6mm thickness
[5, 53, 88].
Slitting

(Crack A long slit is made into the specimen and strain gages attached on

Compliance or the same or opposite surface measure the deformation in the
Slotting)

surrounding material to give a measure of Residual Stress. Strain
relaxation gives a measure of the residual stress.
Measurements can be made through specimen thickness with an
accuracy of 5–20%. It is a quick and easy to apply technique which
can provide a good residual stress gradient data. The technique is
applicable to both metals and non-metals as measurement is
indifferent to grain structure. A good EDM cut can provide a surface
for further analysis such as contour measurement. Strain gages on
both surfaces can be used for cross referencing.
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Cutting machine determines the limitation on depth of cut. Only 1D perpendicular stress in prismatic shaped specimens can be
measured.

It is a laboratory based destructive measurement

technique only due to the nature of the equipment. Uni-Axial
Residual Stress measurements with increased uncertainty and
cannot be used for complex geometries or evaluation of complex
stress fields. Uncertainty increases for higher magnitude of residual
stresses.

Surface preparation needed as strain gages are

susceptible to noise [23, 29].
Contouring

In contour method a specimen is sectioned along cross-section
using a wire EDM. The surface height profiles of both the cut
surfaces are measured using a coordinate measuring machine or a
laser profilometer to account for cutting asymmetry. The
deformation of the cut surfaces are a result of the Residual Stresses
(pull inwards for tensile stresses, bulge outward for compressive
stresses). Residual Stresses normal to the cut are given by finite
element calculations and are equal to the stresses required to
return the deformed surface shape acquired from the average of the
two cut surfaces to a flat plane. Strain Relaxation combined with
Bueckner’s superposition principle gives a measure of the Residual
Stress.
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Contour method gives a stress full 2D stress map along specimen
cross section and the measurements are accurate with 5–20%. Wire
EDM and Coordinate Measurement Machine's axis ranges can limit
the depth of measurement. Accuracy is independent of the depth of
cut and indifferent to grain structure. A good EDM cut can provide
surface for further processing such as etching.
It is a destructive technique which requires very accurate cutting
and is not good for near-surface measurements. Data needs to be
filtered and smoothed which compromises accuracy. Getting
residual stress data from the contour measurement requires
awareness of Finite Element Software. The costs of measurement
are really high and the availability of the testing mechanism is
limited which makes it very difficult to get a large number of
samples to be tested [5, 53, 89].

X-ray

One of the most widely used non-destructive techniques for

Diffraction

residual stress measurement. X-rays are directed to the test
specimen surface and diffracted X-rays are capture by a detector. Xrays interact with electrons of the atoms and therefore their
penetration depth will vary according to changing atomic number
of a material. Stress is evaluated from strain values using Young’s
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modulus, Poisson ratio and taking into consideration the Elastic
Anisotropy of the material.
Residual stress in the material causes the inter-planar spacing of
the material to change from their stress free spacing 𝑑0 . Changes in
the inter-planar spacing “d” can be used with the Bragg’s equation
to detect elastic strain “𝜀” through a change in the Bragg scattering
angle ∆𝜃.
Depth of penetration is less than 0.03mm and stress can be
measured within 20 MPa. With X-ray diffraction both macro and
micro stresses can be measured. It is a widely available and
relatively quick, easily applicable and cost effective non-destructive
technique capable of accurate measurement of high magnitude
residual stress. Portable equipment makes bi-Axial (𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦𝑦 ) on
site measurements possible. This technique is very good for surface
stress gradient measurements. As long as the measuring head can
be rotated freely stresses any complex geometry can be measured.
The technique is good for near surface measurements on crystalline
materials.
Measurement depth is limited and a stress free reference required.
Diffraction is selective and hence biased towards a particular sets
of grains. Variations in grain structure and surface texture affects
accuracy. The technique is only applicable to polycrystalline
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materials and requires a high surface finish[5, 25, 27, 43, 53, 88,
131].
Synchrotron

Similar to X-ray Diffraction but the X-rays are of much higher

Diffraction

power. Residual stress in the material causes the inter-planar
spacing of the material to change from their stress free spacing 𝑑0 .
Changes in the interplanar spacing “d” can be used with the Bragg’s
equation to detect elastic strain “𝜀” through a change in the Bragg
scattering angle ∆𝜃. Sometimes the Bragg angle 𝜃 is held constant
and the energy change of the diffracted rays is measured.
It is a fast and non-destructive technique capable of measurement
depths greater than 5mm within 50 MPa. The technique has a good
penetration depths (varies according to the material) and is capable
of measuring tri-axial stresses (𝜎𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦𝑦 and 𝜎𝑧𝑧 ). Stress gradients
can be measured effectively because of the small gauge volume
(typically < 1𝑚𝑚3 ) and is well suited for good measurement of high
residual stresses. Can be used for complex geometries as only a
beam access window is needed. No surface finish is required as the
technique is indifferent to surface finish and capable of measuring
both macro and micro stresses.
Requires synchrotron radiation source and zero stress reference.
Laboratory based measurement restricts size and weight of
specimens. Material need to be polycrystalline accuracy is
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dependent on grain size and texture. This a very expensive
technique with limited availability [5, 53, 88].
Neutron

Neutrons are directed to the surface of the test specimen and

Diffraction

diffracted neutrons are captured by a detector similar to the X-ray
diffraction method. Since the neutrons interact with the nucleus of
an atom therefore they penetrate equally in materials of varying
atomic numbers. Residual stress in the material causes the interplanar spacing of the material to change from their stress free
spacing 𝑑0 . Changes in the interplanar spacing “d” can be used with
the Bragg’s equation to detect elastic strain “𝜀” through a change in
the Bragg scattering angle ∆𝜃. Penetration depth ranges 25mm for
steel and 100mm for Aluminum giving measurements within 50
MPa.
It is a non-destructive technique with good penetration depths
(varies according to the material) capable of measuring tri-axial
stresses (𝜎𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦𝑦 and 𝜎𝑧𝑧 ). Neutron diffraction can be used for
measuring stress gradients and is good for measurement of high
residual stresses. It can be used for complex geometries as only a
beam access window is needed and no surface finish is required
since it is indifferent to surface finish. Both macro and micro
stresses measured and is deeper non-destructive measurement
technique than synchrotron.
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Requires neutron radiation source and zero stress reference. It is a
laboratory based measurement technique which restricts size and
weight of specimens. Material need to be polycrystalline and
accuracy is dependent on grain size and texture. The method is not
suitable for surface measurements. It is an expensive method with
limited availability [5, 25, 27, 43, 53, 88].
Magnetic BNA

Magnetization of ferromagnetic material is reversed and the reorientations of the magnetic domains are observed as pulses which
are called noise due to their random amplitude, duration and
temporal separation. Based on measurement of Magnetic
Barkhausen Noise capable of measurements up to 1mm depth
within >25 MPa.
This is a very fast method and there are a variety of magnetic
techniques available. Equipment is portable so can be used in field.
This technique can be used for stress measurement in
ferromagnetic materials only and the equipment requires materialspecific calibration. Application is restricted due to ferromagnetic
material requirement and the microstructure signals need to be
separated from those due to stress which can result in inaccuracy
[5, 53, 88].
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Ultrasonic

An ultrasonic (acoustic) wave is induced in the material and the
reflected, transmitted, or scattered wave's velocity is measured.
The velocity of some mode of reflected transmitted or scattered
ultrasonic wave gives a measure of the residual stress.
Ultrasonic residual stress measurement is capable of measurement
in the depth range of 1–20mm within >25 MPa.
It is readily available, very fast and low cost technique with portable
equipment so can be used in field. A good method for low-cost
comparative measurements.
Equipment requires material-specific calibration and the velocity of
ultrasonic waves can also be affected by the grain size, texture,
second phases and other micro-structural characteristics which
affects accuracy of measurements. Limited resolution and only
good for bulk measurements over the whole volume [5, 53, 88].
Residual stress measurement is derived from the dependency of

Thermoelastic

changes in thermal energy of an elastic material with changes in the
mechanical elastic strain. Dynamically loaded specimen's rate of
change in temperature can be compared to the rate of change of the
principal stresses sum under adiabatic conditions to infer a
relationship between thermal emission and stress. Changes in
infrared emission due to minute changes in the temperature of
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dynamically stressed material is measured to infer a measure of
Stresses.
It is a low cost qualitative comparative technique and low
sensitivity of the temperature changes to residual stresses limits its
applicability[53].
Photoelastic

Polarized light is transmitted through a stressed specimen which

(Birefringent)

produces a colored fringe pattern indicating the shear stresses
within the material. Commonly used for transparent materials but
can be modified but a variation of the method (coating opaque
materials with photoelastic polymer) can be used in combination
with some strain relieving methods to see birefringence patterns
through a reflection polariscope. The directional change in the
refractive index of a material gives a measure of the Residual Stress.
This method is capable of measuring residual stress through the
specimen

thickness

with

10–30%

accuracy.

Full-field

measurements in transparent materials.
It is a qualitative method applicable to transparent materials only
whereas

quantitative

measure

can

be

achieved

with

calibration[53].
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Indentation

Surface hardness is measured by indentation. The presence of
tensile residual stresses slightly decrease the hardness while
compressive residual stresses slightly increase the hardness.
Change in the hardness of a material due to the presence of stresses
is used as a measure of residual stress.
It is a qualitative measurement method which can be used for
comparative measurement to a depth under 1mm[53].
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Appendix-B.

FORTRAN Subroutines

B.1 DFLUX
c

DFLUX SUBROUTINE
subroutine dflux(flux,sol,kstep,kinc,time,noel,npt
2 ,coords,jltyp,temp,press)

c
include 'ABA_PARAM.INC'
c
c

c
c

c
c

Initialising variables
dimension flux(2),time(2),coords(3)
parameter (PI=3.1415926535)
integer NI, SpotNumber, LineNumber, SpotsPerLine
real*8 x0, y0, z0, x, y, z, L0, SpotDistance, Exposure
real*8 xinc, W, H, yinc, TimeToSwitchLines
real*8 vw,r,rp,rs,d,lt
real*8 q,tho,Hs,Iz
real*8 omega
real*8 temp
real*8 N
Defining Laser scan speed in mm/sec.
PARAMETER(vw=650)
Defining the laser's spot size in mm.
PARAMETER(rlas=0.05)
PARAMETER(d=0.1)
Laser's Efficiency
PARAMETER(eff=1)
Power of Laser in milli Watts
PARAMETER(pow=200000)

c
c
Define the hatch distance (Distance between two scan
lines).
xinc=0.08
yinc=0.08
c
Width of the powder layer.
W=0.33
c
Length of the powder layer.
H=1.04
c
Layer Thickness
lt=0.05
c ------------------------------------------------------------------c ------------------------------------------------------------------305

c ------------------------------------------------------------------c
ts=time(1)
c
Define Spot Distance
SpotDistance=0.065
c
c
Define Exposure
Exposure=0.00065
c
c
Define Line Number
LineNumber=(ts*vw)/H
LineNumber=INT(LineNumber)
c
c
Define Number of Spots per Line
SpotsPerLine=H/SpotDistance
SpotsPerLine=INT(SpotsPerLine)
c
c
Define Spot Number
SpotNumber=INT(SpotNumber)
SpotNumber=((ts-(LineNumber*Exposure))/Exposure)
c
c
Iniatilize tool centre.
x0=0
y0=0
c
c
Define Overall length of scan vector to control rotation
of laser direction.
L0=((y0)+(vw*ts))
N=L0/H
NI=INT(N)
N=REAL(NI)
c
c
Define condition for laser movement direction for Layer
number 1,5,9,....
If (MOD((KSTEP-3),8).eq.0) THEN
c
Increment X by Hatch distance.
x0=x0+(LineNumber*xinc)
c
Condition for scanning Odd vectors from bottom-end at 0 to
top-end 0.025.
IF ((MOD (NI,2).eq.0)) THEN
c
Keep the Laser moving in Positive-Y direction till the
top-end of Odd vectors (1,3,5...) is reached.
y0=y0+(SpotDistance)*(SpotNumber(LineNumber*SpotsPerLine))
Else
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c
Keep the Laser moving in Negative-Y direction till the
bottom-end of Even Vectors (0,2,4,6...) is reached.
y0=H-(SpotDistance)*((SpotNumber)(LineNumber*SpotsPerLine))
END IF
c
c
Define condition for laser movement direction for Layer
number 2,6,10,......
ELSE IF (MOD((KSTEP-5),8).eq.0) THEN
c
Increment Y by Hatch distance.
y0=y0+(LineNumber*yinc)
c
c
Define condition for laser movement direction.
IF ((MOD (NI,2).eq.0)) THEN
c
Keep the Laser moving in Negative-X direction till the
Left-end of Even Vectors (0,2,4,6...) is reached.
x0=W-(SpotDistance)*((SpotNumber)(LineNumber*SpotsPerLine))
Else
c
Keep the Laser moving in Positive-X direction till the
Right-end of Odd vectors (1,3,5...) is reached.
x0=x0+(SpotDistance)*((SpotNumber)(LineNumber*SpotsPerLine))
END IF
c
c
Define condition for laser movement direction for Layer
number 3,7,11,.....
ELSE IF (MOD((KSTEP-7),8).eq.0) THEN
c
Decrement X by Hatch distance.
x0=W-(LineNumber*xinc)
c
Condition for scanning Odd vectors from bottom-end to topend.
IF ((MOD (NI,2).eq.0)) THEN
c
Keep the Laser moving in Negative-Y direction till the
bottom-end of Even Vectors (2,4,6...) is reached.
y0=H-(SpotDistance)*((SpotNumber)(LineNumber*SpotsPerLine))
Else
c
Keep the Laser moving in Positive-Y direction till the
top-end of Odd vectors (1,3,5...) is reached.
y0=y0+(SpotDistance)*((SpotNumber)(LineNumber*SpotsPerLine))
END IF
c
c
Define condition for laser movement direction for Layer
number 4,8,12,......
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ELSE IF (MOD((KSTEP-9),8).eq.0) THEN
c
c

Decrement Y by Hatch distance.
y0=H-(LineNumber*yinc)

c
IF ((MOD (NI,2).eq.0)) THEN
c
Keep the Laser moving in Positive-X direction till the
Right-end of Odd vectors (1,3,5...) is reached.
x0=x0+(SpotDistance)*((SpotNumber)(LineNumber*SpotsPerLine))
Else
c
Keep the Laser moving in Negative-X direction till the
Left-end of Even Vectors (0,2,4,6...) is reached.
x0=W-(SpotDistance)*((SpotNumber)(LineNumber*SpotsPerLine))
END IF
c
END IF
c
c
c Calculation of polar coordinates
x=coords(1)
y=coords(2)
z=coords(3)
r=sqrt((x-x0)**2+(y-y0)**2)
c
c
Define Laser intensity in radial direction.
Hs=(2.55*pow/(pi*(rlas**2)))
c
c
Define Laser intensity variation in depth direction (zaxis)
Iz=(-15*(z)**2+4*(z)+2)
c
c
Defining that temperature is evaluated from solution.
temp=sol
c
c
Test of node position and flux assignment
if (r.le.rlas) then
flux(1)=(0.6*0.864*(Hs*Iz))
Else
flux(1)=0
end if
c
return
end
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B.2 USDFLD
C

USDFLD SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE USDFLD(FIELD,STATEV,PNEWDT,DIRECT,T,CELENT,
1 TIME,DTIME,CMNAME,ORNAME,NFIELD,NSTATV,NOEL,NPT,LAYER,
2 KSPT,KSTEP,KINC,NDI,NSHR,COORD,JMAC,JMATYP,MATLAYO,
3 LACCFLA)

C
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC'
C
CHARACTER*80 CMNAME,ORNAME
CHARACTER*3 FLGRAY(15)
DIMENSION FIELD(NFIELD),STATEV(NSTATV),DIRECT(3,3),
1 T(3,3),TIME(2)
DIMENSION ARRAY(15),JARRAY(15),JMAC(*),JMATYP(*),
1 COORD(*)
C
C Get temperatures from previous increment
call getvrm('TEMP',array,jarray,flgray,jrcd,
1
jmac, jmatyp, matlayo, laccfla)
TEMP = array(1)
C******************************************************
C define the melting temperature and create logic to change
field variable
TMELT=1660
If (TEMP.GT.TMELT) then
FIELD(1)=2.0
STATEV(1) = 2.0
ENDIF
FIELD(1)=STATEV(1)
C write statement to verify the change in values
C This will print the value in the command window
c
write(*,*) time(1), field(1),STATEV(1)
RETURN
END
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